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A b str a c t
This thesis describes the  developm ent of singly-resonant optical param etric  oscillators 
(O PO s) based on the nonlinear m aterial K T P  (potassium  titany l phosphate), and used 
to  provide tunab le  light in the infrared, w ith low oscillation threshold  and high efficiency. 
F urther, the generation of tunable red light by the frequency m ixing of th e  signal wave 
from the OPO with the pum p wave in a  non-critical tem peratu re  phase-m atched lithium  
trib o ra te  crystal (LBO) is reported . We believe this is the first dem onstration of such an 
application of LBO.
Two diode-pum ped solid-state lasers were used as the  pum p sources. One was an electro- 
optically Q-switched Nd:YLF laser which provided high peak power (~600 kW ) pulses; 
and the  o ther one was an acousto-optically Q-switched slab-geom etry Nd:YLF laser which 
provided high repetition  ra te  (1~10 kHz) and low peak pow er(<30 kW ) pulses. A second 
version of the aeonsto-optic.ally Q-switched slab-geom etry NdtYLF laser was designed and 
constructed with im provem ents in the pum p module and cooling system  so as to  be much 
m ore com])act and easier to  control.
In the first stage of this work, two theoretical models were constructed . One was a  model 
for pum p threshold of singly-resonant O PO s for the case of focused G anssian beam s, and 
was based on G u h a’s theory. The second one was a model for conversion efficiency of 
singly-resonant O PO s, for the case of plane waves witli pum p depletion, and was derived 
from the coupled wave equations.
In the  second stage of this work, the effects of beam  focusing and Poynting vector walk-off 
on pum p threshold and conversion efficiency for OPOs were extensively studied theoreti­
cally and experim entally. Experim ental results were found to be in good agreem ent with 
theory. T he high pum p threshold of the critically phase-m atched K T P  O PO  led to  sev­
eral o ther pum]) configurations being considered, including in tracavity  O PO s, cylindrical 
focusing, and double-pass of the pum p. As a result of the  K T P  O PO study, very low 
pum p thresholds were achieved in both non-critical phase-m atched (N C PM ) and critical 
phase-m atched (C PM ) K T P  OPOs by using long crystal in bo th  in tracavity  O PO s and
the double-jiass-piuTip configuration. M axim um  external conversion efficiency from pum p 
to  signal was dem onstrated  to  be 37% for the NCPM  OPO and 40% for the  C PM  O PO . 
T he signal wavelength tun ing  ranges were observed to  be 1.54-1.56 p.m from the N CPM  
K T P O PO , and 1.58-1.8 //-m from the CPM  K T P O PO.
In the  final stage of this work, the tem p era tu re  phase-m atching proi)erties of LBO were 
investigated w ith the use of our m easured therm o-optical coefficients of LBO. A particu ­
larly in teresting  result of th e  investigation is the  possibility of sum -frequency generation 
in non-critically phase-m atched LBO w ith tem p era tu re  tuning giving considerable wave­
length  ranges for bo th  th e  type  I and type II geometries. Experim entally, we dem onstrated  
tunable red light generation by sum -frequency mixing of the  1 fi.m pum p wave and the  
signal wave of the K T P O PO  with an over all conversion efficiency of m ore th an  13%. The 
wavelength tuning range was observed to  be 0.62-0.65 pm,. T he effects of beam  focusing 
on the conversion efficiency for sum -frequency generation were analysed theoretically, and 
several opportunities for fu rther im provem ent were shown clea,rly from this analysis.
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C h a p ter  1
In tro d u ctio n
In recent years, the great progress in diode-pum ped solid-state lasers and nonlinear m ate­
rials has opened up opportun ities for exciting developments of nonlinear optical frequency 
conversion. Highly efficient, reliable, com pact, and long-lived coherent rad ia tion  sources 
with flexible frecpiency choice are not only seen in the laboratory  but also in the  com­
mercial m arketplace. The spectral range covered by developed nonlinear optical devices 
now can be throughout the ultraviolet to  the  far-infrared. Even so, there  is still a  great 
deal of room left for the study  and developm ent of nonlinear optical frequency conversion 
techniques. For example, we know th a t  as one of the m ost useful m aterials in the infrared, 
K T P has been used for non-critically phase-m atched (N C PM ) O PO s pum ped a t i p m ,  
and has received a great deal of atten tion  because it is able to  operate  w ith a  low power 
laser ])ump and a t high efficiency a t the  useful eye-safe signal o u tp u t wavelength of 1.5 p m .  
However, it cannot be w avelength-tuned effectively. An in teresting question then comes 
up, nam ely can a critical phase-m atched (C PM ) K T P  OPO operate  a t low power pum p 
with reasonably high efficiency? This would be irn]>ortant for im proving the  availability of 
practical tunable sources in the infra,red region. In addition, as we know, it is also difficult 
to  get tunable radiation in the ultra,violet. Currently, LBO is the only crystal which is 
phase-m atchable down to  0.16 p m  and has poten tial for tem pera,ture tun ing  over the  uv 
region. However, until recently, tem peratu re-tuned  LBO has been m ostly used for O PO s 
pum ped in the near ultraviolet or green [1 , 2], and not much a tten tio n  has been paid to  
sum-frequency generation for extending tuning ranges to shorter wavelengths.
Based on the study of nonlinear optical frequency conversion, this thesis describes the 
development, of singly-resonant, K T P  OPOs and fre([uency up-conversion from sucli OPOs 
using sum-fre(piency mixing of their o u tp u ts  w ith that, of the pum p laser in non-critically
13
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phase-m atched LBO. T he principal goal of this work is to  investigate th e  feasilhlity of low 
threshold , high efficiency operation of an OPO  using only m odest pum p energies available 
from  diode-pum ped Q-switched N d:Y LF lasers, and the feasibility of im proving spectral 
coverage in the  infrared and uv regions. In order to  develop all-solid-state tunab le  sources, 
all the nonlinear frecpiency conversion devices developed in this work were based on the 
use of diode-pum ped Nd:YLF lasers.
1.1 A ll-so lid -sta te  tu n a b le  op tica l p aram etric  o sc illa tor
Right from the first dem onstration  of the  laser, an im portan t goal has been the  develop­
m ent of w idely-tun able devices covering m any sjiectral regions.
In early times, dye lasers and color center lasers were the only available sources for gener­
ating tunable light. T he range of the spectrum  covered by dye lasers using different dyes 
can be 0.4-1 pm ;  and it can lie 0.8-4 p m  from color center lasers. However bo th  ty])es of 
lasers are inconvenient to  use either because fresh dye solution m ust be constantly  flowed 
through the active region for a. dye laser, or because of the cryogenic tem p era tu re  needed 
for operation for a color center laser.
Vibronic crystal lasers were a more recent and exciting developm ent, as convenient and 
now widely-used tunable sources. However, the tuning range w ith each crystal is lim ited 
to a. small range.
In contrast witli the above, the  optical param etric  oscillator is the  m ost convenient source 
to use, since it can convert laser light a t one frequency to  a broad frequency range, while 
preserving the general characteristics of the initial input wave.
The principles of O PO s ha.ve been well known for more than  30 years now. Ju s t shortly  
after the invention of the laser, the first O PO  was dem onstrated  by G iordm aine and Miller 
(in 1965)[3, 4]. However, because of the  poor quality of available laser sources and non­
linear optical crystals, the developm ent on param etric devices was slow, and effective and 
practical O PO s have not appeared until recent years. Since the la te  1980s, the  developm ent 
of new nonlinear m aterials, and im])rovemeiits in the techniques used to  grow crystals and 
in the degree of purity  of the raw m aterials used in these processes has led to  the general 
availability of m aterials w ith higher nonlinear coefficient, high dam age threshold and high 
optical quality. Further, the  develojunent of diode lasers has led to  novel pum p schemes 
for solid-state la.sers with the advantages of com pact, highly-efficient devices w ith narrow
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linewidth and iriuch im proved spatial m ode quality. These two significant advances are 
opening the  door for a new generation of com pact, reliable and widely tunab le sources, 
which are nam ed: all-solid-state tunable sources. A typically exam ple of such a device 
is illustra ted  in Fig. 1.1. Basically the  system  includes a diode-pum ped solid-state laser 
[often, it is a neodym ium  (Nd) laser.], an optional frequency up-converter, and an  optical 
param etric  oscillator. It can be seen th a t all the radiation generation processes in an 
all-solid-state tunable source are carried out entirely w ithin th e  solid-state phases.
F1 F2 OPO
Diode pum ped  
solid-state laser {} Frequencyup-convertor r(H Tunable light output
Figure 1.1: Configuration of an all-solid-state tunable source.
1.2 T unable ligh ts in infrared
T he developm ent of tunable radiation  sources has long been of in terest in the  infrared 
region. The presence of m any molecular v ibrational lines makes th a t  region a ttra c tiv e  for 
spectroscopy, with uses from basic research to  petroleum  exploration. S trong w ater lines 
are promising for medical trea tm en t and for applications such as sensing w ater content 
in integra.ted-circuit packages. M ilitary agencies are also looking a t this spectral region 
for laser counterm easures against sensors. Because of eye safety, infrared rad ia tion  is 
a ttrac tiv e  for applications such as laser rad ar, rem ote sensing, and range-finding.
However, the lack of good tunable laser sources in this region has hindered development 
of these applications. Lead-salt and color-center lasers are tunable, b u t their inherent lim­
ita tions have restricted their use. Free-electron lasers and chemical lasers are m uch more 
powerful but have their own operation restrictions. In con trast, O PO s w ith the  possibili­
ties of broader tunability  over much of this region and generating millijoule, nanosecond 
pulses in a. m ore m anageable package are prom ising to  replace th e  above infrared lasers 
for these applications.
T here are several nonlinear m aterials for infrared OPOs such as BBO, LBO, K TP, and 
LiNl)0 3 , some relevant properties of those crystals for the use in infrared O PO s are listed
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Table 1.1: Some properties of nonlinear crystals for infrared OPO
M aterial T ransparency Non-linea.rity Figure of m erit D am age threshold
range dfi// d^/n^ ns pulses
{pm ) ( 10- i 2m /V ) ( 10- ^ W / v ^ ) (G W /c m -2)
LiBgOs 0.16-2.6 0.85 0.18 20
/3-BaB2 0 j^ 0.19-2.6 2 0.94 14
K T iP 04 0.35-4.5 3.2 1.84 1 (10 ns)
LiNbOg 0.33-5.5 5.44 3.1 10
LilOg 0.31-5 1.8 0.64 2
AgGaS2 0.5-13 13.4 13.2 0.02  (10 ns)
A gGaSe2 0.71-18 33 59.5 0.03 (50 ns, 2 m m )
ZnGePg 0.74-12 88 247.8 0,05 (25 ns, 2 m m )
in Table 1.1. T he choice of crystal depends on operating conditions, available pum p source 
wavelength and i)ump energy level.
In early tim es, the work was concentrated on the use of m aterials such a.s LiNbOa and 
LilOg. However, these m aterials suffered m any problem s, in particu lar, the  problem  of 
low dam age threshold, which limited the  infrared O PO s from operating  a t high power and 
high efficiency.
The large nonlinear coefficients and extended infrared transpai ency ranges m ake chalcopy- 
rite  crystals an im portan t class for infrared param etric devices. B ut the useful crystals in 
this family, Z nG ep2, AgGaS^, and AgGaSe2, suffer from low o]>tical dam age intensities. 
An interesting possibility is the feasibility of tuning the entire range from  2.3 to  18 p m  
using a single AgGaSe2 crystal pum ped by a. Ho:YAG laser a t 2.05 p,m.
Since the last decade, the newly developed m aterials: BBO, LBO, K T P  and its isom orphs, 
w ith their several a ttra c tiv e  properties of large high dam age threshold  and wide
transparency  range, have given great promises for high efficiency param etric  applications 
in the spectral regions of infrared.
A typical example of a  BBO based param etric  device for the infrared is the th ird-harm onic 
of Nd:YAG laser pum ped O PO , in which the  entire near uv to  mid infrared range from 
415 nm to  2.5 pm, can be covered. From such an O PO , m ore th an  30% to ta l efficiency 
(in term s of useful ou tpu ts a t the signal and idler wavelengths) in a walk-off com pensated 
configuration has been reported  by Bosenberg el al. [5].
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T he LBO based OPOs in the infrared region also are im portan t. T he high dam age th resh ­
old and lower liirefringence of LBO have m ade it an interesting m ateria l for uv pum ped 
broadly tunable O PO s using only m odest energies from diode-pum ped solid-state lasers 
and tigh t focusing. M oreover, LBO allows for tem peratu re  tun ing  over its entire tuning 
range under non-critical phase-m atching conditions. For exam ple, as reported  by Lin et 
a i  [6], w ith the use of LBO and pum p a t 0.532 p m ,  the  wavelength can be tuned  over 
a  broad  spectral range from  0.65 p m  to  2.5 p m  in a type I N CPM  tem p era tu re  tun ing  
geometry.
For infrared O PO , pum p wavelength is an im p o rtan t consideration. Principally, with the 
use of suitable nonlinear ma.terial and the  1 //.m pum p light from th e  prim ary  pum p laser, 
tunable rad iation  in infrared spectral region can be produced effectively in only a single- 
step process. Pum p wavelength is also im p o rtan t ])articularly when it is recognised th a t 
])hase-raa.tching and oscillation become m ore difficult as the  difference between signal and 
idler beam s increases. Thus 1 p m  neodym ium  lasers work much b e tte r as pum ps for OPOs 
em itting  2 to 3 /rm  radiation th an  for generating longer signal wavelengths.
K T P  can be phase-m atched a t 1 p.m, and m eets m any key l equirem ents for high efficiency 
param etric devices as seen in the Table 1.1. Previous works have shown th a t  the NCPM  
K T P OPO can be operated  a t a low pum p ])ower with high efficiency. For instance, 
M arshall et al. have reported  for 47% external conversion efficiency from  pum p to  signal 
in a singly-resonant device[7]; and Terry el al. reported  a low pum p threshold of around 
0.5 rnJ [8]. The disadvantage, of this OPO is the slow wavelength tun ing  ra te . As the 
phase-m atching angle of K T P  is turned away from the NCPM  point (6^=90^'), the phase- 
m atching becomes a  critical geom etry, and the wavelength tun ing  ra te  in such a  geom etry 
increases sharply. T he entire wavelength tuning range for a 1 p m  pum ped K T P  OPO is 
1.5-3.3 p m ,  which covers the greater p a r t of the  m id-infrared region. Until now, although 
the  wide tuning range in the  infrared spectral region is so im p o rtan t, the 1 p m  pum ped 
K T P  OPO in a CPM  geom etry has only been m entioned in a few publications [9, 10] 
with no investigation of efficiency and pum p threshold. We believe this is because of the 
walk-off problem in the CPM  geometry. In fact, it is notable th a t  there  are two a ttra c tiv e  
features in the CPM  K T P  OPO  when the crystal is oriented on either the x  - z ])lane 
ov y — z plane, and there are the large dpjj  (>  2 p m /V ) over all the phase-m atchable 
regions, and the occurrence of only one ex traord inary  wave (it is the idler in type III, and 
the signal in type II). These would certainly give advantages for a  singly-resonant CPM  
OPO in increasing efficiency and reducing threshold.
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A lternative m aterials to  K T P  are its isom orphs, e.g. KTA, ETA, and CTA. These are 
relatively new crystals and have very sim ilar wavelength tuning properties to  that, of the 
K T P  bu t w ith much broader transparency  ranges of 0.35 - 5.3 p m .  Therefore th e  study  
of a K T P  based O PO  is also useful for the  fu rther work w ith the use of its isom orphs for 
OPO s to  extend the  tuning range to  4 ~  5 p m .
A nother notable advance recently in the  field of infrared O PO s is the  use of periodically 
poled lithium  niobate (PPL N ) for quasi-phase-m atching (Q PM ). QPM  was proposed be­
fore birefringence phase-m atching]! 1], bu t difficulties in fabrication QPM  m aterials have 
prevented its application. Recent advances in fabricating practical QPM  m aterials have 
renewed in terest in this approach. PPLN  has very large effective nonlinearity {(Cfj),  
and with suitalde period it can provide non-critical phase-m atching for generation of any 
wavelengths in its transm ission range from 0.35 - 4 p.m. The m ain disadvantage of PPLN  
currently is its small apertu re  due to  the lim itation of fabrication. This has restric ted  
the a])plications in low power pum p case, such as f s  lasers and cw lasers pum ped OPO s. 
The first PPLN  synchronously pum ped OPO has been dem onstrated  by B u tterw orth  et 
al. [12]. In this experim ent, a frequency-doubled diode-pum ped A PM  Nd;YLF laser was 
used as the  pum p, the OPO can l)e tem p era tu re  tuned over the ra.nge of 0.9 -1.3 p/in. Also 
as reported  in C LEO ’96, the  first 1 p m  pum ped cw singly-resonant O PO  based on PPL N  
has been dem onstrated  by Bosenberg et al. [13], the pum p threshold in this device can 
be as low as a. few w atts, and more th an  1 w a tt of radiation with a  broad tun ing  range 
in the m id-infrared was produced. A lthough PPLN  is not suitable for Q-switched laser 
pum ped O PO s because of the unavailability of large apertures and therefore increased risk 
of dam age, Myers et al. have reported the  use of a diode-puni])ed Q-switched Nd:YAG 
laser to pum p the PPLN  based O PO . They achieved 0.1 m.l of pum p threshold, which 
was more than  a  factor of 10 below the dam age lim it.
1.3 F requency up-conversion  from  O PO
The optical param etric oscillator provides a means of generating tunab le signal and idler 
waves by iiunqiing a t frequency ujp. However, when a tunable frequency u>d is desired to  
be g reater than  the pum p frequency Wy,, a single-step process based on a  second-order 
nonlinearity does not suffice. Mainly there are two approaches which can accomplish this 
objective. The standard  approach is the SHG-{-SFG-f O PO , which m eans second harm onic 
generation, then optional sum -frequency m ixing (TH G  or 4HG) followed by the OPO itself.
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An alternative approacli can be optical param etric  oscillation followed by sum -frequency 
generation of the signal and residual pum p, e.g. OPO-f-SFG. In the second approach, if 
the frequency mixing is between the  signal wave and harm onic wave of the  pum p, this 
geom etry m eans th a t  the  pum p m ust be separated  into two p a rts  before th e  O PO , one 
p a r t for the  O PO , and o ther one for the  harm onic generation.
T he advantage of the first approach is th a t  it is m ore direct th an  th e  second approach to  
achieve tunable rad iation  a t short wavelength. The BBO, LBO or green pum ped K T P  
O PO s are all examples of this approach. T he shortest tuning ranges th a t  can be reached 
by this approach currently  are lim ited to  the near ultraviolet region.
Ill con trast, there are two m ajo r advantages in the second approach. F irst, the possibility 
of extending the tunable range to  the  deep uv. Second, less steps of frequency liarm onic 
generation may be required beca.use the final stage of frequency up-conversion can bring 
the generated wavelength fu rther tow ards short wavelengths. T he theoretical and exper­
im ental investigation of sum -frequency generation between the pum p and the  signal in 
in tracavity  geom etries were investigated ju s t shortly after the  advent of the  optical pa,ra- 
m etric oscillator [14, 15]. Now, the newly developed crystals, such as BBO and LBO have 
opened the door for the  use of the  second approach in freipiency up-conversion. As we 
know, the shortest o u tp u t wavelength of BBO is lim ited by its cut-off wavelength in the 
uv region and its large birefringence also effects the outqiut beam  qua.lity and conversion 
process, so th a t the m ost favourable ma.terial in this application is LBO. R.ecently, sev­
eral results on the use of the second approach with LBO to generate rad ia tion  in uv and 
visible have been reported  [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. Among them , there are two in teresting  
achievements. F irst, the high efficiency uv generation a t 0.289 p m  has been dem onstrated  
by M arshall et al. [16]. They obtained 0.5 W  uv o u tp u t a t 289 nm from a 2 W  (80 Hz) 
1.064 pan diode-pum ped laser by frequency mixing of one wave of 0.355 p m  and one wave 
of 1.58-1.59 p m  from  a  K T P  O PO , the  overall efficiency from the  pum p laser to  th e  uv 
was 25%. The second is where the  generated  tunable wavelength has reached as short 
as 172.7 nm as reported  by Seifert et al. [17]. In their work, the tunab le  o u tp u t (0.74 
-0.85 f im )  from a. f s  T i:sapphire regenerative amplifier system  was split into two equal 
parts  for generating of fourth  harm onic and tunable infrared rad ia tion  a,round 1.9 p m  in 
a tem peratu re  tuned LBO O PO , and then the two waves were combined in LBO cut a t 
0 — 90^ % (f) =  73^ % to generate tunable f s  pulsed light in the range of 172.7-187 nm . T he 
possibility of further extending the tun ing  range to  160 nm (th e  transm ission cut-off of 
LBO) has been pointed ou t by B orsutzky et al. [18], who have dem onstra ted  tunab le  deep
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uv light generation in the range of 188-242 nm from a pulsed Nd:YAG laser.
So far, there lias no report of the use of tem peratu re  tuned LBO in SFG , despite the 
fact th a t the tem peratu re  tuning offers much m ore favourable advantages than  angle tu n ­
ing. This m ight be due to  the  lack of accurate  therm al-optical coefficient for prediction. 
Therefore, we believe, the work presented in this thesis regarding the  m easured therm al- 
optical coefficients of LBO would be very useful for improving this s ituation  and extending 
applications of LBO in such areas.
1.4 T h is work
The program m e of this work is outlined in Fig. 1.2. The work were carried ou t in four 
steps, which are; (1) C onstruct a cw diode laser pum ped Q-switched NdiYLF laser; (2 ) De­
velop a  1.047 f im  pum ped K T P  for bo th  NCPM  and CPM  geom etries; (3) Experim entally 
m easure therm o-optical coefficients for LBO; (4) G enerate tunab le red light (0.62-0.65 
p m )  by freipiency mixing th e  signal beam  of the  K T P  O PO  and the pum p beam  in a 
non-critical tem peratu re  phase-m atched LBO.
A EO Q-switched diode-pum ped NdrYLF laser was used for the in itial experim ental study, 
because of its higher peak power than  the th a t  of the AO Q-switched Nd;YLF laser.
1.5 T h esis ou tlin e
The rem aining seven chapters of the thesis are organised as follows: C hap ter 2 gives the 
necessary theoretical background for the  discussion of the perform ance of nonlinear optical 
frecpiency conversion, including the theoretical models developed to  calculate efficiency for 
SFG and O PO , and to  calculate threshold for OPO . C hapter 3 reviews briefly some useful 
nonlinear optical m aterials and describes in m ore detail the properties of the  K T P  and 
LBO, of which bo th  have been used in this work. C hapter 4 gives a  description of the pum p 
sources, including the perform ance of the AO Q-switched cw diode-pum ped NcLYAG laser 
and its developm ent, and the  perform ance of the  EO Q-switched pulsed diode-pum ped 
NcLYLF laser. C hapter 5 describes the experim ent work on K T P  O PO  for bo th  N CPM  
and CPM  geom etries, including detailed analysis and design considerations in this chapter. 
C hap ter 6 describes the m easurem ent of therm o-optical coefficient of LBO and lists all the 
predictions for the generation of tunable light in visible, uv and deep uv regions by the  use
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Pump lasers
EO Q-switched NdiYLF laser 
6 mJ 
12 ns 14 Hz.
AO Q-switched NdiYLF laser 
<1 mJ 
25-50 ns 1-20 kHz 
Peak power <30 kW
KTP OPO
Extracavity OPO Intracavitv OPOCPM NCPM NCPM NCPM
type III type III type III type III
0=900, ({,=63.40 8=900, ({>=00 8=900, (|)=oo 8=90^, (j)=0^ ^
threshold 0.65 ml threshold 0.4 mJ threshold 0.07 mJ signal output
11=40% 11=37% 11=34% 240 mw,1.9 kHz
tuning: tuning: tuning: CPM type IIIX^ : 1.58-1.8 pm Ag: 1.54-1.56 pm Ag=1.54 pm 8=900, (|)=63.40
A-j! 3.10-2.4 pm Ap 3.28-3.18 pm Ap3.28 pm signal output
100 mw, 1.1 kHz
LBO SFG
type I, 6=90^, (|)=0°; Aj=1.54, or 1.58-1.8 pm, 1.047 pm.
1. Extracavity SFG 3. Extracavity SFG withoutput: P(red)=6 mW the AO Q-switched laser:
P(IR)=100 mW, 20 ns;
2. Intracavity SFG P(pump)=200 mW, 70 ns;
output: P(red)=5-6 mW P(red)=14 mW.
[P(signal)=7 mW when LBO detuned]
T herm al-optical coeffic ien ts of LBO m easurem ent
(20 OC < T < 200 OC)
Figure 1.2: C onfiguration of an all-solid-state t,unable source.
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of tem p era tu re  phase-m atched LBO in the  scheme of OPO -f SFG. T hen in C hap ter 7, 
a  brief description and discussion of the  experim ent on tunable red light generation w ith 
the use of the tem pera tu re  phase-m atched LBO and the  scheme of O PO  -j- SFG is given. 
T he final chapter, chapter 8 , discusses the  achievements of th is work and the  direction for 
the  fu tu re  work.
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C h a p ter  2
T h eo retica l B ack grou n d
III this chapter, the general physical principles responsible for the second-order nonlin­
ear optical frequency conversion process are described, and equations are derived for 
suni-freqiiency mixing and optical pa.ram etric generation processes. A dditionally, in this 
chapter, detailed consideration is given for the  design of singly-resonant O PO s, and fre­
quency up-c.onversion devices, including optim um  phase-m atching, conversion efficiency, 
and threshold calculations. MKS units are adopted throughout the  analysis.
2.1 T h e secon d-ord er nonlinear in teraction
W hen an electrom agnetic wave E ,  projiagates through a  dielectric m ateria l, it induces a 
polarization P . In the case where the  electric field is smaller th an  the intra,-atom ic field, 
the  response of the induced polarization will be linear, and is descrilied by the constitu tive 
relation
=  (2.1)
where Ec> is the  free space perm ittiv ity  and is the linear susceptibility. T he real p a rt 
of the linear susceptibility is related to the refractive index of the  m edium , n, by 
and is responsible for the  fam iliar linear optical phenom ena of reflection and 
refraction. In the case of where the electric field streng th  is com jiarable to  the in tra-a tom ic 
electric held, as w ith laser rad ia tion , th is linear relation between induced polarization and 
field no longer suffices, and Eq.(2.1) is replaced by a power series in the field namely:
P  =  +  .... (2.2)
25
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where    are the nonlinear susceptibilities of the m edium  respectively and
are tensors of the th ird , fourth , and higher ranks. It m ust be noted th a t although So
is separated  from following the procedure in linear optics, this is trad itionally  not
extended to  th e  higher order susceptibilities[l]. Concern here is w ith the  first nonlinear 
term  only. This is usually referred to  as the  second order nonlinear susceptibility. 
This term  is only finite in anisotropic m edia, and in order to  describe such m edia the 
relationship is rew ritten  in term s of the  polarization vector
p(2) ^(2).e e  (2.3)
Consider the  circum stance in which the nonlinear polarization is produced by the in terac­
tion of two waves a t the frequencies u i  and W2, where^
E i{z ,  t) = E l  cos{kiz  +  üJit)
and
E-ziz, I.) -  Ez cos{kzz  +  uJzt)
Substitu ting  the superposition of these two waves for E , and assum ing th a t P  and E  are 
along the sam e direction z, then  we expect the  nonlinear polarization  to  be of the  form
/>{2) — ^ (2)j-^2  (.,0S (^A':iZ -f bJii) P E l  CO^'^{kzZ + iVz't)
P 2 E 1E 2 cos(Aqz P u)it) cos(A:2^ +  W2/)]
T he polarization then consists of a num ber of com ponents w ith different frequencies; th a t
T n general, these two waves do have different phases and, strictly, they should be written as follows:
Ei { z ,  t) =  Ei  cos(w ,f -f ki z  +  (l>i) * =  1 ,2
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fzw. =  cos [2( t , z  +  « , i ) l  (57*6’) (2.4)
f 2w: =  cos [2 (k2Z + W2i)l { S H G )  (2.5)
fw,+w: =  x ‘^ > £ i£ 2 Cos[(u., +W 2)#. +  {k, + k2)z)] {S  F G )  (2.6)
=  x (^ 'E if :2 Cos[(wi -W 2)( +  ( t ,  -A ;) ^ ) ]  {D F G }  (2.7)
and a steady term ,
Po = %<")(Ef +  £ | )  (OP.) (2.8)
Here each expression has lieen labelled by the nam e of the  physical process th a t  it describes, 
such as second-harm onic generation (SH G ), sum-frequency generation (SFG ), differ en ce- 
frequency generation (D F G ), and optical rectification (OR.). Considering th e  general case 
for SHG, th a t is the two waves are derived from one fundam ental lieam , and so E i = Ez., 
k i —kz, and wi=W2 , then equations (2.4) and (2.5) can be combined and rew ritten  as
P 2w =  P 2wi +  Pzw2
=  cos [2{kz 4- wf)] (2.9)
Therefore, tlie process of SHG is in fact a special case of SFG and ca.n be described by 
Eq.(2.6). The processes of sum -frequency generation and difference-frequency generation 
are illustrated  in Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2 resjiectively. One in teresting  application of sum- 
frequency generation is to  produce tunable radiation in the visible and ultraviolet spectral 
region l>y choosing one of the  input waves to  be a fixed frequency, and the  o ther to  be 
frecpiency tunable.
One im portan t difference between the two processes of SFG and D FG  can be deduced 
from the descrijrtion of difference-frequency generation in term s of a  photon energy-level
 ^Also the convention (see R ef.[l], P. 3) that the real field is given by
another com m on convention has been used, althongh, (see R ef.[2], P.7) is to define the real field as 
E n  =  ( j E ? f . ' ( +  ^ .^ - . ( f cz+ u .0 )
T his results in the expressions for the nonlinear polarization com ponent differing by factor of 2 from Eqs. 
(2 .4) -(2 .7 ). T hat is;
Pwi± W2  =  F 2 COS [(W ] ±  u * 2 ) / . - f  (An ±  A = 2)z)]
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Figure 2.2: Difference-frequency generation, (a) G eom etry of the in teraction , (b) Energy- 
level description.
diagram  [pa.rt(b) of Fig. 2.2]. The conservation of energy requires th a t  for every photon 
th a t is created a t the difference-frequency cui, an input photon a t the higher frequency 
0*3 m ust be destroyed and a photon a t the lower frequency ufz m ust be created. Thus, 
the lower-frequency input field is amplified by the process of D FG . For this reason, the 
process of difference-frequency generation is also known as optical p aram etric  am plification 
(OFA).
If a nonlinear crystal used in a  process of optical param etric am plification is placed inside 
an optical resonator, as shown in Fig. 2.3, the loz an d /o r w% fields, and if so desired 
the W3 =  -f Cv>2 field can be m ade large through param etric  am jilification and resonant 
processes. Such a device is known as an optical param etric oscillator.
M ,




Figure 2.3: A general schem atic of an optical param etric  oscillator
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2.1 .1  N on lin ear  su sce p tib ility  and th e  ^/-effective coefficien t
As previously m entioned, is a th ird -rank  tensor w ith 27 com ponents in the  form  of 
4-W2) when an in teraction of the form , W3 — coi+ujz is considered. T he indices 
i j k  refer to  the C artesian  com ponents of the  fields. In general, is dependent on the 
frequencies of all the fields involved in the  nonlinear in teraction . U nder th e  assum ptions of 
lossless m edia and negligible dispersion over the  whole frequency range containing u*i, 0 2^ , 
and W3 , a  num ber of sym m etry conditions are introduced to  restric t the  various com ponents 
of and results in 27 essential, frequency independent com ponents [2]. After further 
reduction, can then be represented in th e  form
+ (^ 2) =  fki (2 .10)
where the relationships between the  values of .7, k,  and I. are given by
jA:: 11 22 33 23,32 31,13 12,21 
1 : 1 2  3 4 5 G
T he nonlinear susceptibility tensor is then re])resented by the 3 x 6  m atrix
 ^ d ll di2 di3 d \ 4  di5 di6 ^
^21 ^22 d.23 ^24 ^25 ^ 2 6
y ^31 f/3 2  ^33 (1,34 ^35 (I3 3  y
(2 .11)
(2 .12)
For a m aterial in general, the nonlinear tensor d  will be relatively straight-forw ard to  
m easure for the process of second harm onic generation. W hen th e  Kleinm an sym m etry 
condition is valid, the rem aining tensors describing o ther in teractions can then lie ap ­
proxim ately derived from d ( 2w) as determ ined for the SHG process. For exam ple, the  
sum-frequency generation polarization vector (w ith W3 =  W2 4- wi ) can be described as (see 
Ref. [2], page 40.)
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d ll di2 d\3 di4 di5 di3 
d22 d.23 d.24 dzu dzs 




i?y(Wi)E^(w2) +  Ez{oJl)Ey{uJ2)
Ex{<^l)Ez{i^2) +  E"_z(wi )E^;(W2)
V Ex{i-Ol)Ey{UJ2) P Ey{U}l)Ej:{uJ2) j
However, strictly  speaking, différence-frequency generation can only be described liy the 
sam e d{\ tensor under the  condition of full perm utation  sym m etry [2], i.e. the indices x.ijk 
can be freely perm uted. For instance,
d l2  =  %122 =  X'2\2 =
d l4  =  %123 =  \'2i;3 =  d25 ( 2 - 1 4 )
Under this sym m etry condition, the independent elements of d,;/ reduce from 18 to  10, and 
the form of dji under this condition becomes
d =
 ^ dll di2 di3 di4 i/ifi did ^
did d.22 d.23 d.24 di4 d\2
y di5 d.24 ds3 d.23 di3 di4 j
(2.15)
 ^ P.r(Wl) ^
Fy(wi)
V Fz(wi) y) \
/
Hence, for difference-frequency generation, the process is described by
^ d ll di2 di3 di4 di5 did ^ 
did d22 (1-23 ^24 dl4 di2
e . . ( w z ) e ; ( w 2 ) ' '
Ey{^^3)Ey{oJ2) 
E z{0J3)E*{u)2) 
Ey{i03)E*[uJ2) -f Ez{oJ3)Ey{u}2) 
E^(w 3)E;(W 2)-bEX w3)E*(w 2)
Ex{^3)Ey{oJ2) p  Ey{üJ3)E^{u}2) J
(2.16)
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Using Eq.(2.13) to  calculate the  polarization, account has still to  be taken of each po­
larization com ponent along the principal axes of the crystal in term s of E (w i), E(w 2) 
and the nonlinear coefficient tensor. For convenience, an effective second-order nonlinear 
coefficient dgj j  has been introduced for practical application by forming the lelationship
Pwi-f-u/2 =  d e //E (o ;i)E (w 2) (2.17)
Boyd and Kleinm an [3] have given the  relationship between dg // and the nonlinear coef­
ficient tensor d ,;(2w) as:
dgy; =  U s • d (2w) : U 1U 2 (2.18)
where U,; are the  un it vectors denoting the  direction of the polarization of the  electric 
fields E,- within the crystal and a t frequencies w,- ( / =  1 ,2 ,3 ). In order to  obtain  a  direct 
expression of de/ j  from Eq.(2.18), the com ponents of un it vectors U ,( i =  1 ,2 ,3 )  need to  
be known first. If one takes k  as the unit wa,ve vector, then the wave vector can be given
by
K  =  n ( - ) k  (2.19)c
where the directional orientation  of k  is described by resolving k  onto the three principal 
axes through the  relationships: k;,. =  sin (A cos </), ky = sin (9 sin 0 , and /?- =  cos 6*; n  is the 
refractive index in the propagation  direction; 9 is the angle ]>etween the wave ])ropagation
direction k  and the  z axis; and 0  is the  angle from the x  axis in the x — y  plane. From
M axwell’s equations, the com ponents of E  now can be derived to be
Ei  = ri2 'M 2 ? r (k  .  E ) (2 .20)-  K
where i =  .r, 7/, z; , n,/, and 11^  are the principal refractive indices of crystal. T he direction 
cosines of the electric field of a. m onochrom atic plane wave p ropagating  in the  direction k  
inside a nonlinear crystal can be w ritten  as
k.cos a
cos (I










11^  — iii +
k.










' / J2   # i 2 (2 .21 )
m2
As it has been well known, an optical wave E(w*) propagating  in a anisotropic m edium  
w ith a wave vector K (^ ,0 )  can be decomposed into two eigeii com ponents with m u tu ­
ally perpendicular polarization directions, denoted by E(a;,;)„ (slow ray) and E{u>{)i (fast
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ray). Therefore, the  cosine vector of an electric field E(tj,:); p ropagating  in a  crystal with 
polarization I can be w ritten  as:
U(w*)z : coso(tJi)/, C0 3 P{ui)i, cos 7(0;,:)/. (2.22)
where I denotes a or b for th e  two eigen com ponents.
Finally, the  m athem atical expression of dçj j  in a very general form  for a  th ree wave 
in teraction  process can be w ritten  as:
dg/y — U 3 • d(cur +  wg): U 1U 2
(2.23)
=  t^3idic(üJi +  W 2)(UiU2)(
where Usi is the ith  com ponent of the unit vector U 3, {i — x , y , z ) ;  d,;((wi + 0*2 ) is the
nonlinear coefficient tensor, ( (  =  1, 2 , ..... f>.), and ( U iU 2)( is the  ( th  com ponent of a
column vector.
It is im p o rtan t to  note th a t we have adopted  MKS units th roughout the  theoretical analysis 
and th a t the  d^j j  coefficient is derived from the definition (2.3). Hence, the unit of dg/y 
are coulom.hs.voli~‘^ . However there is an alternative convention, in which the  nonlinear 
susceptibility is defined through the equation
p(2) =  foX^'^bEE (2.24)
In this case the units of \d 2) me tr e s  vol.t~^{or p m / V ) .  To convert from one convention 
to  the o ther, the conversion factor used is
p m / V  =  1 0 “ 'Y (3 ()  X 7t) •  coulombjV^  (2.25)
2 .1 .2  O ptics o f crysta ls  and d ou ble refraction
(1 ) U n ia x ia l  c r y s ta l :  W ithin  a uniaxial crystal a particu lar propagation  direction exists
called the  optic axis or z axis, for which the  observed liirefringence is zero. T he birefrin­
gence is maximised if beam  propagation  is norm al to  this direction. T he plane containing 
the z axis and the wave vector k  is nam ed the  principal plane.  A wave whose polarization 
is norm al to  t he principal plane is called an ordinary wave, while light whose polarization 
is parallel to the principal plane is called an extraordinary wave. T he refractive index of 
the o-wave does not depend on the. pro])agation direction, bu t the refractive index of the  
e-beam  is a function of the polar angle 9, and can lie determ ined by the  equation:
Ue{9) = 7ig[(l -t- tan  ^9)/{[ + {nojUfŸ tan^(d)] /^  ^ (2.26)
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If 'U(, > Ilf then the crystal is term ed negative uniaxial; if <  tie then  it is positive 
u n iax ia l
( 2 ) B ia x ia l  c r y s ta l :  In biaxial crystals, the  dependence of refractive indices on th e  light
])ropagation direction and its polarization corresponds to  a much m ore complex surface 
th an  for uniaxial crystals.
optic axis
X
Figure 2.4: Indications of refractive indices in biaxial crystal.
If we restric t the principal refractive indices to  the order of < ‘iiy < Hz , and only 
consider the case of light propagation in the  principal planes x  — z, x  — y  and y — z,  then 
the  optic a,xes, whose directions are given by the  intersection points of the ellipse and circle 
in the index ellipsoid (see Fig. 2.4), will always be in the plane x  — z.  T he optic axis angle 
V,,  formed by one of the optic axes with the z a,xis can be found from the expression:
sin F- — — (, n't -  n lVI2 //127it
)l/2 (2.27)
In the X — y plane, the refractive index of the wave polarized norm ally to th is plane is 
constan t and equals iiz, and th a t  of the wave polarized in this plane cha,nges from 7iy to  
U;,: w ith 0  varying from 0‘^' to  90". Hence, a biaxial crystal in the  plane x — y  is sim ilar to 
a negative uniaxial crystal with Hf, — 11^  and
ne(0) = 7/,y[(i +  tan'^ 0 ) /(  1 +  {‘iiy/n^fŸ  ta.n^(0)]^/'^ (2.28)
In the y — z plane, the refractive index of the wave ]>olarized norm ally to  th is plane is 
constan t and equals and th a t of the wave polarized in this plane changes from  Uy to
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Hz w ith 0 va.rying from 0® to  90 '^. Hence, a  biaxial crystal in the  plane y — z  is sim ilar to  
a positive uniaxial crystal w ith tiq — and
(2.29)
Similarly in the  x — z  plane, it is th a t  n„ =  and
/ 2 (2.30)
However, a t ^ it is sim ilar to  a  positive uniaxial crystal, i.e. no < and a t
6^ <  Vg, it is sim ilar to  a  negative uniaxial crystal, i.e. Uo > ns{0 ).
( 3 ) D o u b le  re f r a c t io n :  In an anisotropic m edium , the energy of an ex traord inary  wave
propagates a t an angle a  from its wave pro])a,ga.tion direction k , where a  is nam ed the  
double-refraction angle. T he energy propagating direction vector s can be shown to  be 
the  norm al to the tangen t draw n at the  point of intersection of the  wave vector k  with the 
curve [5]. The relationship between vectors k  and s for bo th  negative and positive 




He X (orY )
Figure 2.5: Displacem ent of the wave vector k  and beam  vector s in anisotropic negative 
(a) and positive (b) uniaxial crystals.
T he double-refraction angle in the case of uniaxial crystals is stra igh t forw ard to  derive as 
has been shown in Ref.[5] and is given by:
rv(6^ ) — ±  arctan[('nf,/nf,,)^ • tan  ^  0
where tlie upper signs refer to  a negative crystal and the lower signs to  a  positive crystal.
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For biaxial crystals, the calculation of the double-refraction angle is m ore com plicated. If 
we use D  to  represent the electric displacem ent and H  to  represent the  m agnetic field, 
then M axwell’s equations imply th a t  for a  plane wave D , E  and k  are orthogonal to  the 
m agnetic field H . Therefore D , E  and k  m ust be coplanar [4]. T he Poynting vector 
S = E A H , m eans th a t th e  direction of the  energy flow lies in the sam e plane as D , E  and 
k , b u t is not parallel to  k . F igure 2.6 shows th e  relative directions of these vectors, from 
which it can be seen th a t  the  angle between D  and E  is etpial to  a.  Hence we have
Figure 2.6: Relationship between the  wave propagation direction k  and the Poynting vector 
S, and between the  electric field E  and electric displacement vector D , in an anisotropic 
medium.
sin O' =  e  • k
and
cos a  =  e  • d
where e  and d are the unit vectors denoting the directions of E  and D . As has been shown 
in R.ef.[6], w ith a  few steps of derivation, the double-refractive angle for a  biaxial crystal 
is given by
e • k 2tan  a  =  ------  ~  ne • d +
k. + k. (2.31)
For a th ree wave in teraction , the walk-off angle is defined as the m axim um  angle of P oynt­
ing vector walk-off associated w ith the th ree waves.
Normally, the crystal used for a nonlinea.r optical device is either a uniaxial crystal or a 
biaxial crystal oriented for propagation in a. j)rincipal plane. In such a case, there will 
be a t least one ordinary wave, while all the extraord inary  waves are polarized in a  plane
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which is orthogonal to  the polarization direction of the ordinary wave. From Eq.(2.31), it 
can be seen th a t if two eigen-waves a t frequencies and W2 have th e  sam e polarization 
direction, then the high frequency eigen-wave has a larger double-refraction angle a  than  
the low frequency eigen-wave. Therefore, the walk-off angle is the  double-refraction angle 
of the  ex traord inary  eigen-wave w ith the  highest frequency.
2.2 W ave eq u ation s for propagation  in non linear m ed ia
T he equations governing th e  propagation of electrom agnetic fields in a  nonlinear m edium  
are derived from M axwell’s wave equations describing a non-dielectric m edium  condition, 
T h a t is:
where 6 =  6u(l +  e and //. are the  electric and magnetic perm eabilities, and a  is the
coefficient of absorption. Assum ing th a t the  Iiigiier-order term s th an  in Eq,(2.2) can 
be neglected, then Eq.(2.32) is the  m ost general form of descri])tion for a  wave pro])agating 
in a nonlinear medium w ith quadratic  nonlinearity. The first term  on the  right hand side 
allows for absorption, while th e  o ther two are the source term s for wave proi)agation. Since 
an analytic solution for a Gaussian beam  is im])ossible, the plane-wave approxim ation has 
been used all the tim e to  analytically solve the wave equations.
2 .2 .1  T h e  c o u p le d  w a v e  e q u a t i o n s  f o r  p l a n e  w a v e s
Considering a. to ta l field E , m ade up of th ree plane waves pro])a,gating in the z direction 
with frequencies c jj, W2 and cug and according to
E ,(z ,< ) =  I  +  c.c]
\  +  c.,:] ^
E 3 (^ ,()  =  I  +  c.c]
then the to ta l instan taneous field is 
E =  h E , ( j ) r t ' ‘ ' ' - “ ' ‘) +  cx.] +  i [ E 2(i)c< '‘^ "-'-“»'> +  <;,c.] +  ^ [E 3(z ) t(“ -'---“»'> +  c.f.] (2.34)
cos^ a  I C T li
iu )2 ^4//
COS^  CK2 C772
iu ja ^e//
cos 2 O3 C773
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For the case of W3 =  w% +  W2 , then by applying a slow variation over distances com parable 
to  a wavelength, (i.e. ), one obtains, after rearranging the resulting term s into
their frequency com ponents, a set of coupled equations describing the  nonlinear param etric  
in teraction  between the  th ree plane waves. These are
(lEi 1 f ioaic iu i  <^e//yp Tp*^-iù.kz
1 7  -  - S —  ‘
^ -----S ii£  (2.35)dz  2 712 '• —
dE^, i  //o(t.3C ,— .—  — ----------------------------------J-dz  2 7/3
where A k  — k-^  — k^ — k\  is the  m ornentum -m ism atch and a,; (?’ = 1 ,2 ,  and 3) denotes the 
Poynting vector double-refraction angle, a t the th ree fields (see Ref.[7] and Ref.[8]).We have 
used the convention of Eq.(2.24) to  set the  unit of df,j f to  be p’l n / V ,  and the equations 
have been sinqdified by applying the relationship of \ J i  = 1 ,2 , and 3. It 
can be readily seen th a t  the th ree  differential equations are coupled to  each other via the 
nonlinear coefficient de//-
W ith the relation Ej  =  , we can fu rther convert the coupled wave equations (2.35)
into polar dependent variables, which are
à Pi lpi)<JiC W ide// . .~7~ ~  ~ n  P i ------------- 2---- P2P3 KHl dor 2 771 77i Ceos'* O'1
Sp2 I Po^2C W2d e // .
—  _  _   P 2 -------------- Ô---- Plp3Sm dor 2 712 77.2c COS^  «2
Ta;'"'""''
—  =  ''■<=> f  I '^ 3 P , P 2
fir c 773 cos^ Q’3 P3
W2 P i  P a  wi P'2Pa
77-2 cos'-* 0'2 P2 '« I COS^  O'l p \ ) COS 0
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where 0 — A k r  +  <j^3( r )  — ~  <5^ i(^ ')-
Analytical solutions can be achieved for both nndepleted and depleted plane wave inputs, 
bu t th is m ay recpiire some fu rther approxim ations to  be m ade w ith regard  to  absorption, 
walk-olf and phase m ism atching. Also, it m ust be borne in m ind th a t to  ob tain  m ore 
accurate  results, the  plane wave results should be averaged over the  transverse d istribution 
of the  inpu t beam  [9].
T h e  s m a ll  s ig n a l s o lu t io n
Using the small signal approxim ation, where the am plitude of the  inpu t wave is assum ed 
to  be constan t, the analytic solutions of E(p(2.35) have been widely in troduced in tex t 
books, such as references [2] and [10]. A lthough the result is not valid for cases where 
the conveision efficiency is high, it is useful in the understanding of essential features 
of th ree beam interactions and for determ ining system  gain and oscillation threshold of 
O PO s. Therefore, in this section we list some small signal solutions for the cases of sum- 
frecpiency generation, para,m etric am plification and param etric oscillation, these being the 
m ost relevant, to this work.
( 1 ) S m a ll s ig n a l s o lu t io n  fo r  s u m -f r e q u e n c y  g e n e ra t io n :  For the  in teraction W3 =
W2 +  wi, and where the assum ptions have been m ade of negligible absorption , a} = a 2 = 
0-3 = 0 , and =  0, by in tegrating  E(}.(2.35) the o u tp u t field, E'^'^{L) is found to  be
E^^ '^ \L)  =  r   ^ (2.37)COS'* A'3 n i 3 l A k
and the ou tpu t intensity  is
1 [ ^  (  V  r2r.2S in^(A A :l/2)E t E4 V Po C773 cos^ A3 /  ^  ^ {AkL/2) '^
1 1 (2.38)
Co 772773 COS^  O3 J {AkL/'I^
It can be seen then from the  above equation (2.38) tlia t
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s n P { A k L / 2 )
( A t ^ / 2)2
and the effect of phase m ism atch is included entirely in the factor of
sm' ^{AkL/2)
(A 6 Z,/2)2 (2.39)
As shown in Fig. 2.7, when A k = 0 ,  then is equal to  1, and consequently,
reaches its m axim um ; when AkL /2= Tt ,  then  and therefore, / ‘^ ^=0. Hence,
the various phase-m atch acceptance param eters, such as angular and tem p era tu re  accep­




- 2 - 1 AkL/2 (tt)
Figure 2.7: T he effect of phase m ism atch
( 2 ) S m a ll s ig n a l s o lu t io n  fo r  p a r a m e t r ic  a m p lif ic a t io n  a n d  o sc il la tio n ; W ith  the 
frequency relationship of Up = Ug and assum ing a constan t pum p field am plitude, 
and Op =  Q's =  a,' =  0 , =  cr., =  cr, =  0 , then the  three coupled equations are reduced to
two sim ultaneous differential equations [si(jnal and idler  term s), which are
Es{z) = Eg(0 )[cosh(<yz) -  s'm\\{(jz)] -  i - K s E p { 0 )E*{{)) smli{(jz)e'  2 ^U
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-yg = (2.43)
Hi =
As — Y ^ ^ W sd e / y (2.44)
T h e  s o lu t io n  fo r  d e p le te d  in p u t
In the  regime of depleted inpu t, the plane-wave theory of the three-w ave in teraction  w ith­
out absorption was first form ulated l)y A rm strong  et al. [7] in 1902, who obtained explicit 
solutions for j)hoton fluxes in term s of the Jncobian elliptical sine function, sv,. Based on 
the original work, B aum gartiiier and Byer [8] reviewed and extended the coupled wave 
ecpiations for param etric  am plification. In the work described here, the  theoretical m od­
els for the calculation of conversion efficiency for SFG and OPOs are based on the  exact 
analytic solution given in Ref.[8].
Numerical m ethods also play an im portan t role in solving problem s for the depleted case. 
W ith tlie great availability of com putational power, solving num erically the coupled wave 
equations has become a  practical alternative to  deriving analytical solutions. It has the 
significant advantage of allowing one to  include in the modelling m ore physical effects, 
such as absorption and phase m ism atching, and therefore can give m ore accurate results 
than  the analytic solution.
In this section, a. description is given of bo th  m ethods.
(1 ) E x a c t  s o lu t io n  Using the polar forms of the coupled wave equations, Eq.(2.3()), 
and assum ing zero absorption for the th ree waves, then we have
dpi
d r c cos^ oq P2P3 sin 0
^  =  sin 0dr n 2CCOS^ri2
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^P3 _
br 113C cos^ «3 (2.45)
br A k +  : : ^ (C '«,3 0 0 5 ^ 0 3  p 3
^2 P1P3 ^1 P2/I3
7?-2 COS^  «2 P2 COS^ )  COS
where 0 =  AArr +  <^(r) -  (f)2{'r) -  <^i(r).
An invariant, for the pa,ra.inet.ric conversion jirocess representing the power flow per unit 
area parallel to  the direction of propagation is
or
W  =  {ii\pi cos^ a’l +  112P2 cos^ O'2 +  '>kip3 cos^ «3)
W  =  l l ( 0 )  COS^  (X-[ +  1 2 ( 0 )  C O B ^  0 ' 2  +  1 .3 ( 0 )  cos^ (X3 
Introducing the norm alised dependent and independent variables given by
f  £oAfIl, 2 \ I,- cos^ a,:
CJiW
1/2
where i = 1,2, and 3, and
4dp//7r(7rIU)^/^7-
(E0A1A2 A3 a 177,2^ 3 cos^ O i COS^  0'2 COS^  0 3 )!/^




=  —7/21/3 sin  6) (2.49)
bU2
bU3
7/, 177.3 sin 0
■= 77.1 W-2 sin ^
(2.50)
(2.51)
££ = A 5 + f ^ - ^ - ^ l c o s f l(^ 6 \  7/3 77,1 77.2 (2.52)
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where A S  = A k r / ^ .  T he phase equation E([.(2.52) can be in tegrated  w ith a substitu tion  
I'rom E q .(2 .5 i) to  give
cos ^ ^A5'wg(0)^ (2.53)
and
r  =  ( 0 ) 7^ 2( 0 ) 773( 0 ) cos 6/(0) +  - A 5 t /§ ( 0 ) (2.54)
where F is a  constant of in tegration . T he solution to  the norm alized coupled equations is 
based on in tegrating Eq.(2.51) and after substitu ting  of the in tegration  constan t and the 
Manley-Rowe relations, the resu ltan t integral is
1 d (ifg)
\ L (0) 7/| (m 2 -  7/|) (ïUi -  7/,§) -  ( r  -  ^A6'7./|)
1 / 2 (2.55)
where rui =  7/,j + 77,2, m 2 =  77.2 +  7/J, and m .3 = ?7,j — 77-2 , are the Manley-R,owe [11] relations. 
The cubic polynomial in the denom inator radical suggests the  use of elliptic integrals 
as solutions. The three roots of the denom inator polynomial are placed in the order of 
77,0 .^ > 77,^ {, > 77.3 >  0. Two algebraic substitu tions
„ , 2  _  ( " 3  -  " 3 » )
(7 /, 36 "3a
and
then convert the integral expression into the  s tandard  elhptic integrals [12]
'"'AO dyi   f




The inverse operation of the elliptic integral is a  Jacohian  elliptic function. T he general 
solution for the  norm alized u values is
wg ( 0  =  +  ( " 1  -  77^^) ( 77^^  -  77g^) '  ( (  +  6 0 ) , 7 (2.59)
7/2 ( 0  =  77^(0) +  74(0) -  « 1 (0 (2.60)
74 (Ü  =  7,.{(0) -b 77.1(0) -  77.g(0 (2.61)
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where
Ço = F (sii ,-’ l y ( 0 ) ] , 7 ) ( » 4 -  «L)"  
and F (0 , r )  is a  s tandard  elliptic, integral.
N um erical solutions of the  above equations (2.59), (2.60) and (2.61), can lie obtained 
for particu lar nonlinear frequency conversion devices with given param eters, as will be 
discussed in the following sections of this chapter.
(2 ) N u m e r ic a l  s o lu t io n  In cases where absorption m ay be considerable and it is unac­
ceptable to  neglect the  phase m ism atch to be zero, then it seems inevita,ble th a t  num erical 
m ethods m ust be used to allow the inclusion of all those relevant effects.
T he coupled wave equations (2.36) is a. stand  alone system  of four first-order ordinary 
differential equations a t the  form
P'i = fii'C PuP2, P3J )  (7: =  1 ,2 ,3 )
and
^  O{‘OP\^P2,P3,0)
In num erical work we can only obtain a [larticular solution, and this will consist of a  table 
giving the values of p,- and 0 along side the corresjionding values of r. T hus in the case of 
the first-order differential equations, we need to  specify not only th e  differential equation 
itself, but also the initial conditions
F?(/'()) — Pix) (?■ — 1,2, and 3)
and
^(/•o) =  0{)
Subject to  certain m athem atical conditions, there is a  unique solution for each equation 
in Eq.(2.36) which passes through the  initial condition, (yp, p,o, 6*o).
The m ost commonly used m ethod in solving such problems is R unge-K utta  m ethods. A 
book w ritten  by Scraton [13] gives a  general in troduction to the  use of th e  R unge-K utta  
m ethod to  num erically solve Eq.(2.36). C urrently  the solving process can be im plem ented 
on com puter by using available software such as M athcad in PC and NAG F ortran  Library 
Routines in Unix.
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A typ ical exam ple of this work can be seen in Ref.[14], in which, w ith the  use of a new 
modified R unge-K utta  m ethod , Bakker et al.., presented a num erical m ethod for the de- 
scri])tion of optical frequency conversion between three short-pulsed fields and including 
the  effects of phase m ism atch, group-velocity differences, and depletion of the  electro­
m agnetic fields. Some o ther examples of using this m ethod can be seen in R.ef.[15] given 
by B reteau et al., and Ref.[16], given by Bowers et al. All of these studies have shown 
clearly th a t the num erical m ethod is powerful to  use, and in particu lar in modelling the 
perform ance of singly-resonated O PO s w ith Q-switched pum p lasers.
2.2 .2  N on lin ear  o p tica l in teraction s w ith  focu sed  G aussian  b eam s
In practice, a tightly focused Gaussian beam  is often used to  increase its in tensity  and 
hence the efficiency of the  nonlinear optical process.
Previously, Boyd and Kleinm an [3] have considered how to  ad just th e  focus of the incident 
laser beam  in order to  optim ise the efficiency of the second-harm onic generation process. 
They find th a t  the highest efficiency is obtained when beam  walk-off effects a,re negligible, 
when the incident laser beam  is focused so tlia t the beam  waist is located at. the centre of 
the crystal, the ra tio  L jb  ( where L  is crystal length, b = 2 'k Wq/X ,  is confocal param eter) 
is equal to  2.84, and when the wave vector m ism atch is set equal to  A k  = 3 .2 /T. In this 
case, the power generated a.t the second-harm onic frecpiency is equal to
12%!^^ ijui\cP LV2uj = 1.068 c^n\ 112 v l
In addition, Boyd and Kleinm an [3] show heurist.ica.lly th a t  o ther param etric  processes, 
such as sum- and difference-frequency generation, are optim ised by choosing the  sam e 
confocal param eter for bo th  input, waves and applying the  sam e criteria, used to  optim ise 
second-harm onic generation.
In recent yea.rs, as com putational technique and software have progressed dram atically, 
the processes of nonlinear optical in teractions with focused G aussian beam s have tended 
to  be modelled numerically, as has been reiiorted in Refs. [16], [17], and [18]. In particu lar. 
Sm ith ct al. have developed a set. of very useful models for sum- and difference-frecpiency 
generation [17], and for a  seeded na.nosecond optical pa.ra.metric oscillator [16].
T he key to  successfully im plem enting num erical modelling for a nonlinear process w ith 
consideration being taken of Gaussian bea.ins is in the in tegration  of the th ree waves
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th rough the  mixing crystal by using Fourier-transform  techniques. W hen non-uniform  
transverse profiles are considered, the coupled wave equation (2.35) should be replaced by 
the form
6£ j { x , y , z , t )  _
6z 2 ki 6x,.2 tan  Q'
0 £ j { x , y , z , t )
Sx
+  y, z, t) -  cTj£j{x, y,  z, ■/) (2.62)
where j  is the frequency index, a  is the walk-off angle in the  x  d irection, and a  is the 
linear loss in the crystal.
T he complex variable £j is a Fourier com ponent of the ojitical electric field E j ,  defined by 
Ej  =  ^  ^£ j exp — kjz] 4- £* exp [i{u)jt — (2.63)
F; is the polarization term  at frecjuency w, and is given by
Pi{x ,  y , z , t ) ~  y, z, /)e 2(-'*b ?/, z, /) exp { iA kz}
P2{ x , y , z , t )  =  i 
P3{ x , y , z , t )  =  i
a 111 
. fl-efS ^ 2
C 7t2
.d e // Wg
£3{x,  ;y, z, t)£i{x,  7/, z, t) exp (*A/cz) (2.64)
C U s
£i{x,  7/, z, t)£2{x,  7/, z, t) exp(-%AA:z)
Fourier transform ing the  electric fields and i>olarizations in the  transverse dim ension, using 
£ j { x , y , z , t ) =  I  j  ^j(AV,6’,/,z,Gexp[727r(s^:7;-f-Sj/7/)]ds.^.dsy (2.65)J —X J —r
j'T PX
Fy('6, /y, ^1 f') — I  I  Pji^^Ty A) exp [7.27T 4“ *1/^)] (2.66)J —X J —X
and substitu ting  these definitions of £ j{x , y ,  z, /.) and Pj{x,  7/, z, t) in to  Eq.(2.62), the equa­
tion for the individual spatial frequency com jionent waves propagation can be found:
^ E / ( S - e ,  S y ,  Z ,  / )
Sz - - ~ %
27T::(s; -b s : )
A;, 4- 27rs,, tan  cx ^yi 0  4~ Pj{^xi ^yi ''1 0  (2.67)
This procedure results in three coupled first-order ordinary differential equations for the 
change in each spatial frequency com ponent of the fields as they p ropagate through the 
crystal. T he equations are coupled through the nonlinear in teraction term  P,(s.,;, Sy, z, A). 
Based on the above, a tim e de])endent model of three wave mixing was then  developed 
by Sm ith at al. [17], in which, a frequency mixing ])rocess can be modelled for each
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tim e step ])y propagating  half of a z step , using a R unge-K utte algorithm  to  num erically 
in teg ra te  the coupled ordinary  differential equations. One then  applies a fast-Fourier- 
transform  algorithm  to  transform  the resulting spatial-frequency fields £j{ sx ,Sy ,z ,  t) in to  
fields £j{x,y ,  z , t )  in x — y space. P j (x ,y ,  z , t )  can then be found by inserting these fields 
in to  Eq.(2.67). One then  applies the  fast-Fourier transform  algorithm  again to  ob ta in  the 
z, O ’s, which are used in Eq.(2.67) to  propagate the second half of th e  z step. 
As has been described in Refs.[16] and [17], this m ethod can provide modelling results for 
th e  th ree  waves fluences in the  spatial and tem poral dom ains.
2.3 P h ase-m atch in g  and accep tan ce p aram eters
From the small signal solution of the coupled wave equations as discussed in the previous 
section, we know th a t the prerecpiisite for an efficient three wave in teraction  is:
A k  =  0 (2.68)
which is called the phase-m atching condition. For collinear phase-m atching, this m eans
-b (2.69)
where wg =  wg -b . In a norm ally dispersive crystal, the index of refraction n  increases 
with w, thus Eq.(2.69) is impossible to  achieve when all the th ree waves are ordinary  or 
ex traord inary  waves. T he phase-m atching condition only can be satisfied when there  is, 
a t least, one ex traord inary  wave and one ordinary  wave. If we use tIq. and to  express
the  two eigen refractive indices for a  wave vector a t a, given propagation direction, and let
«tt < '«i,, wg > 0^ 2 >  w i, then  there are th ree possible phase-m atching geom etries which 
are as follows:
• W3 =  7 7 . •  072 +  • W] { typeI)  (2.70)
«tt^ • 073 =  • <^ 2 +  « r  • {kypcl l}  (2.71)
'  W3 =  77:^  .  W2 -b 77.%"' .  07) (AT/pc///) (2.72)
All th ree phase-m atching geom etries can be achieved either i)y angular tuning or tem per­
a tu re  tuning of the crystal.
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2 .3 .1  A n g le  p h a s e - m a t c h i n g
W hen a wave w ith a wave-vector k  propagates through an anisotropic m edium , its refrac­
tive index m ust obey the  Fresnel equation:
U2 Zp2 I 2 1
+  - H S r  +  =  - Î  (2.73)rP — 77,^ jp  — Hy rP — nl rP
For a uniaxial crystal, where = Uy — and =  Uf.] the  two eigen solutions of 
refractive index are
i d  =  IIq
(2.74)
n'* = Uf,{0) — UoU  ^ [77.  ^ s in ^  0 - f  77^ c o s ^  ^
The eigen wave experiencing refractive index Ue, is in response to  the ordinary  polariza­
tion, and the o ther eigen wave experiencing refractive index n e { 0 ) is in response to  the 
extraord inary  polarization. Angle phase-m atching can be achieved by altering the phase- 
m atching a-ngle, 0. For exanqile, the eigen refractive indices for tyjie II SHG in a  negative 
uniaxial crystal («g < '«o) are: Ua = 77g((?), and ui, =  7?,„; the phase-m atching condition, 
Eq.(2.69) then becomes
" p w  = [ <  + < m / ‘2
or
y j { u I p Ÿ  0 -f cos^ 0 2
+
1^ ( 77^ )^sin^ 61 -j- (77.^)^ cos^ 0
(2.75)
For a  biaxial crystal, where n^ : < iiy < 7t^, the two eigen refractive indices can be w ritten  
in the well known forms [19]:




B  = -  [kl ( t^iy 2 4- 77, 2) +  k-l (77^  2 ^  2) f^ 2 2 2  ^j
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As it. has l)een laeiitioned previously, nornia.lly oidy the three principal planes of a crystal 
a.re used for phase-m atching. In such a case, one eigen refractive index m ust be equal to 
a principal refractive index, this is similar to  the case of using a  uniaxial crystal, b u t the 
o ther eigen refractive index is a  function of bo th  angles 6 and (f). T he angle ph as e- m a t chi ng 
will be achieved by tuning 6 or (f) depending which principal plane is used. Again, as an 
example, for type II SHG in a biaxial crystal, the  phase-m atching angles 9 and 4> ca.n be 
found out by replacing Eq.(2.82) into E q.(2.71), when we have
^ /2  _  1 s/2 VÏ-T
+ y / Ï B ' ^ y  -  4C ^ y J - B ^  -  - 4 C ^ _
(2.77)
Very often, the result from Eqs. (2.75) and (2.77) is a continuous phase-m atching curve 
over a range of values of ( ^ p m , A l o n g  the curve, the  o p t im u m  p h a s e - m a tc h  is 
defined as the point a t which the d-effective coefficient takes its m axim um  value.
2 .3 .2  T em p eratu re p h ase-m atch in g
There is a. ma.jor draw back w ith angle tuning, nam ely the  double refraction effect in 
the case where the wave propagation direction is not parallel to  any principal axis. For 
some crystals, such as lithium  niobate and lithium  trib o ra te , birefringence is strongly 
tem perature-dependent. Therefore, it is possible to change the birefringence of those 
crystal by changing the tem pera tu re  to achieve non-critical phase-m atching condition, 
where dpj j  goes to  a m axim um , and the walk-off a.ngle is zero.
2.3 .3  A ccep ta n ce  p aram eters
In real cases, some factors, such as the laser lieam divergence and disturbances in the  tem ­
peratu re, will result in wave vector k  deviating from the iierfect phase-m atching condition 
{0p?ni Tym) l)y am ouiits of A(9, A ^ , and A T .
Since all the phase-m atching iiaram eters 0,(f), and T  only vary by small am ounts from 0pm, 
(f>pm-> a n d  Tpm, the  resulting phase m ism atching, A k ,  can be expanded as a. Taylor series 
which is a function of these variations, i.e.
A k  = A k  k=ipM +  2 ( ^ ( 4  +  • • ' (2.78)
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where ^ expresses one or ano ther of these phase-m atching param eter, (j>, or T .  T he ac­
ceptance bandw idth  of these param eters is de]>endent on the m axim um  allowed phase m is­
m atching for effective nonlinear in teraction. Normally, two definitions of phase-m atching 
bandw idth  have been used. In the  first, it is defined as the  full w idth  a t half m axim um  
am plitude (FW H M ) of the  param etric  in teraction  gain profile (see Fig. 2.6), so th a t the 
bandw idth  of phase m ism atching is determ ined from:
A k L ^ = arc \sinc[ ?;'u 2(1/2)] . (2.79)
In the  second, it is defined as the  first zero of the  phase-m atching range spanned, so th a t  
the bandw idth  of phase m ism atching is determ ined from:
^  =  T. (2.80)
We will use the la tte r  definition. Substitu ting  E(].(2.80) into E q.(2.78), we then  have
^  !«=,,„ (AO^ ± Y  (2-Si)
where A k  Hence the acceptance ])a.rameter, A ^, is derived to  be
----------- (2.82)
Eq.(2.82) has lîeen used through all of this tliesis for acceptance param eters calculation. 
A n g le  a c c e p ta n c e
For a  wave vector specified a t {dpjui <Ppjn)i tliere are two angular acceptance param eters 
AO, and A(f). According to  the  commonly used definitions of phase-m atching angles 6>, and 
(f), it is easy to  understand  th a t  AO is the angular acceptance which is defined in the  z ~ k  
plane, and A</> is the  angular acceptance which is defined in the  x  — y plane. Because the 
values for and and are usually quite different, so th a t one of A# or Acf)
is often one much bigger than  another. For instance, when k  is in the x  — z plane and a t a 
angle 0 from z, it. can easily be shown by calculation th a t A^ C  Acj). A useful conclusion 
here is: the angular acceptance along the  ordinary wave polariza.tion direction is much 
larger th an  the angular acceptance along the extra,ordina.ry wave polarization direction.
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T e m p e r a tu r e  a c c e p ta n c e
To simplify the calculation of tem pera tu re  acceptance, we often take the  first-order ap­
proxim ation of the equation (2.81), e.g.,




As J T  Az 4T Ai #T
where the  b n { u i ) l 8 T \  are often given in a  form of polynomial.
(2.83)
However, as we know, tigh t focusing is often used for a nonlinear frequency conversion 
process. T he beam  divergence in such a  case will result in an non-iiegligible am ount 
of phase m ism atching A k ,  and hence the  tem peratu re  acceptance is smaller th an  th a t  
determ ined from the Eq.(2.83).
2.4 T h eory  o f sin g ly -reson an t O PO
As shown in Fig. 2.3 for a typical optical param etric  oscillator, when a nonlinear crystal is 
placed w ithin an optical resonator th a t  piovides resonance for the signal or idler waves (or 
bo th ), the param etric  gain will, a t some threshold pum ping intensity, cause sim ultaneous 
amplification a t both  the signal and idler frecpiencies. The threshold for this oscillation 
corresponds to  the  point a t which the ])aram etric gain ju st balances the losses of th e  signal 
and idler waves. This is the physical basis of the optical pa,ra,metric oscillator.
Basically, there are two configurations tha,t optical ])ara,metric oscillators take. In one, 
feedback is provided for both  the signal and idler; this type is called the doubly-resonant 
oscillator (D RO ). In the  second one, feedback is provided for either the signal or idler bu t 
not both; this type of oscillator is called the singly-resonant oscillator (SRO). In our work, 
only the SRO is considered.
2.4 .1  G ain and pum p th resh o ld
In any oscillator, some form  of gain is required to  overcome losses and produce oscillation. 
In a  laser, gain is provided by population inversion between atom ic or molecular levels. 
In a param etric oscillator, gain is produced by the interaction between electrom agnetic
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fields in a nonlineai m edium , where a strong, high-frequency electrom agnetic wave of 
frequency ojp in teracts via the nonlinear response of the medium with two lower-frecpiency 
electrom agnetic waves of frequencies m*. and Ui (Wg > w,;) to  ])roduce am plification a t these 
two lower frequencies. Wp is called th e  pum p frequency, Wg the signal frequency, and Ui 
th e  idler frequency. T he three frequencies are connected by th e  relation , Wp =  Wg -}-
Physically, the  gain m echanism  can be viewed as follows: the signal and pum p fields mix 
via the  nonlinear response of the  m edium  to  generate a polarization wave w ith frequency 
u)i ~  u!p -  Wg, propagating  as exp [i {kp — ks) z]. This polarization wave in tu rn  generates 
an electrom agnetic field 6E{ a t the  frequency w*. On a  similar m anner, this idler field then 
mixes w ith the pum p field generate a  polarization a t Wg =  Wp — w,-, which generates an 
increm ental field SEs- Provided th a t the  fields are phased properly, the  increm ental signal 
and idler fields will add constructively to  the existing fields, resulting in growth.
An effective radiation  of signal field is achieved only when the  round-trip  gain experi­
enced by the resonated wave exceeds the round-trip  loss, this is the  oscillation threshold 
condition.
Below threshold, and even w ithout a resonator to  provide feedl;)ack, there  is spontaneously |
em itted  radiation a t the signal and idler. This radiation is variously referred to  as sponta- j
neous param etric emission, optical param etric  noise, or param etric  fluorescence. Viewed |
quantum -m echanically, this effect results from  the spontaneous annihilation of a pum p ;
l)hoton and the creation of a  signal and idler pho to n . Spontaneous para.m etric emission I
is proportional to  the  param etric  gain, and hence displays the sin^ (AA;X/2) /  [ A k L / 2 Ÿ  j
dependence. The peak of the spontaneous param etric emission occurs when A k  = 0. I
Above threshold, the signal and idler fields build up and deplete the pum p as it passes j
th rough the crystal. S atu ration  occurs when the pum p in tensity  is reduced to the point |
where single-pass gain equals single-pass loss. ;
P u m p  th resh o ld  o f  s in g le -p a ss-p u m p ed  SR O
We first consider the pum p threshold for the case of single-pass-purnp, which is the basic !
pum p geom etry for the optical param etric  oscillator. The threshold calculation of this |
pum p configuration will be discussed for bo th  the cases of a plane wave and a focused :
G aussian wave. ;
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( 1 ) P u m p  th r e s h o ld  fo r  p la n e  w av e : From the small signal plane wave solutions 
Eq.(2.40) and Eq.(2.41) where the pum p field is assumed to  be constan t, and the initial 
field of idler a t z =  0 is
Ei{0)  =  0
and according to  the definition of param etric  amplification gain as




where 70 , g have been defined in Eq.(2.42) and Eq.(2.43), e.g.,
= (2-87)
7 „^ =  K i K . E ; { z ) E „ ( z ) (2.88)
For the case of { A k L Ÿ  /4  >  (70^)^ and small 70L, the gain is then
Eq.(2.89) shows the sam e relation between gain and phase m ism atch as appeared in
Eq.(2.38) for the SFG analysis. If we let
then the m axim um  G is achieved a t A k  = 0, and is
G mar ~  sinh^(7oT) (2.91)
For the case of 70X <C 1, we then have
G ,„„. =  (2.92)
This result shows th a t the small signal gain for param etric am plification is proportional 
to pumj) intensity, and L^.  If we take A k  = 0, and assum e th a t  and r*. are the
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am plitude reflection coefficients for m irrors M i  and M z, then using (2.40) and (2.41), the
threshold condition for resonance can be derived to  be
/ g[Eg(0) cosh(7oz) -  sinh(7uz)] =  Tg(0) (2.93)7o
r?[T,-(0 ) cosh(7oz) -  z^A hT :p(0)E *(0) sinh(7 oz)] =  E ,(0) (2.94)
Again, assum ing 70T <  1, we have
,2 _  2(1 -  r p ( l  -  r f )
ip2 _L y?H f Ih o L Ÿ  =   ^ . T , , ............................................................ (2.95)
For a doubly-resonant O PO  (DR.O), ~  1, and r f  ~  1, hence we lia.ve
iloL)jjfi_o =  (1 — '/'a)(l — 'I'i) (2.96)
[ O d r o  = h — )7 -  r b ( l  -  r f )  (2.97)
and according to  (2.92), the  threshold pum p intensity for the DR.O is
l.P-Oxi^ njUi^np
2 £() W, Wg y
For a singly-resonant OPO (SRO),  r l  ~  1 , but  r f  ~  0 , hence we have
{lo^^ŸsEO — 2(1 — Cg) (2.98)
and the threshold of the SR.0 is then
=  (2 .99 )
Eq.(2.99) straightforw ardly  shows tlie relation between pum p threshold and the  relevant 
param eters. Also, a com parison of Eq.(2.99) and Eq.(2.97) indicates th a t  the  pum p th resh ­
old of singly-resonant OP Os is 2 / (1 —rf)  times higher than  th a t of doubly-resonant OPOs.
T he above plane wave consideration is only suitable for the case of loose focusing. How­
ever, tight focusing may often require to be used to  reduce pum p threshold and increase 
conversion efficiency.
( 2 ) P u m p  th r e s h o ld  fo r  fo c u se d  G a u s s ia n  b e a m : The theory  of optical pa,ra.metric 
oscillator threshold for finite beam s with G aussian s]>atial de])endeuce has been considered 
l>y a num ber of au thors, these are Boyd and Kleinma.ii [3], B jorkholm  [20], Brosnan and 
Byer [21], Fischer [22], and Guha  [23].
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In 1968, for a  donbly-resonant param etric  oscilla,to r (DR.O), Boyd and K leinm an [3] first 
studied the effects of beam  focusing and double refraction. They defined the  degree of 
beam  focusing by a param eter C  given by
 ^= t
while the  effect of beam  walkofF due to  double refraction is characterised by a  p aram eter 
B, defined by
B  — LckQiipJiiiQ2
where ko and n» are the wave propagation  constan t and refractive index a t degeneracy, 
i.e. Wg — w,: =  Wo =  w^/2, and a  is the  double refraction angle for the  ex traord inary  pum p 
wave. A param eter limn was introduced as a dirnensionless quan tity  dependent
on the double refraction param eter B and the degree of focusing characterised by the 
param eter T he threshold of the OPO can be described by the value of h,„,(4,J9) as a 
function of the two param eters, ^ and B. Following the Boyd and Kleinm an theory, in 1977 
Fischer et al. [22] first theoretically derived the threshold condition for singly-resona,nt 
O P O ’s with tightly  focused pum p. However, their derivations were restric ted  to  the pum p 
and signal sharing the sam e con focal param eters. In 1982, G uha, Wu and Falk extended 
the Boyd and Kleinman theory and derived threshold formulae for singly-resonant and 
doubly-resonant O PO s w ith no restrictions for the  beam  sizes of pum p, signal, and idler 
where they adoi)ted a  G reen’s function a.pproach and allowed for diffraction, walk-off and 
focusing[23]. Therefore, G u h a’s model is preferable for our case. However, they considered 
a type I phase-m atching case where the pum p wave is an ex traord inary  wave, and the  signal 
and idler are ordinary waves. To enable G u h a’s model to  be used in a  m ore general case, 
we have extended G u h a’s theory  to  be suitable for any type of pha,se-ma.tching. We w rite 
the fields of the pum p wave and the resonated signal wave in the form
Ep,s =  "2 % - -  exp(fA:p,gZ) exp (2 . 100)
where the double refraction angle a  can be zero or non-zero to  indicate an ordinary  or 
ex traord inary  wave. For th e  non-resonant idler wave, the G reen’s function can be w ritten  
in the same way as given by Guha[23], namely
r ; (r r ' l  -  HEhM izilllC7f. t A ' } — 2iric z-z'
(2.101)
X exp j.
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Using th e  idler polarization as a source term  in the  Maxwell wave equation  w ith a G reen’s 
function approach, the  idler electric field can be derived from
27r/a;,-Ei{r) =  I  P-[r')Ge{r,T')dr' (2 . 102)
and the  resu ltan t idler field is then
£ .(x , !/. z )  = ttA', e x v ( i k i z )  J  «’'P + !/2)]
X exp | 2 x  [o,4gO:g +  a4pO(p — (i3 { L  -  z ')a ,]  +  a s o ^ ^ L  -  z' )l^  -  «ssO:? -  «5p«p}
X exp [2a,:(L -  z ')(agfl4g +  ap«4p) +  2agpapas] dz
where, all no tations used here w ithout explicit definition are to  be understood as in 
Ref. [23]; and
_  i2kj{z'  -  L /2 )
(z — z')c*Aih
* 2 A ; ,( /  -  1 / 2 )
-  (z  _  z')c;4z5
«5, =  (z'  -  L f l f  [ ÿ  -  S î ÿ
f('Sp — {z'  — L / 2 y 1 1ib{c p
U '-L l2 f
S ubstitu ting  the signal polarization field and the  signal field [given by Eq.(2.100)] into:
APs  =  —  J  Eg Psdxdydz ,  (2.103)
and in tegrating  over the crystal, the increm ental power of the signal during a forward-going 
trip  is then: r 1
(2.104)A Ps  -  I \2- IVI { - iTrhpPg4k f  {bp A hi -  bs)
where
II — exp [ iAkL{z i  -  z^)]Jo Jo (zi  +  Ag) (z2 A  x4*) -f C, dzidz2
X exp [ - a l f p  -  a l f s  +  o - ? / i  +  (^^(Xpfsp +  -j- 2rXg(XifgJ^ (2.105)
( 2 . 106)
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and
/ . = «L+ + < y  i k
/> =  ( 4  -  z 'Ÿ  («3  +  4 A )
4 .-  =  (X  -  / )  [ » I ,  ( I  +  ( ^ )  +  4 ^ ]
4 .  =  (X  -  Z ') [ « i  ( i  +  ^ )  +
4,. = t
T he pum p power threshold Ppt can be determ ined by e([uating the  signal gain to  the  round
trip  loss. If Cg/2 denotes the  fractional loss per pass then
APg =  CgPg
which gives
€gPg =  K-sP/,Pphs
h ,  =  (2.107)
SO th a t
=  (./(IT ahg) (2.108)
where the param eter /?.*. is similar to  the param eter /i„,, as m entioned before, it encompasses 
all spatial effects and is optim izable. T he expression for Ppt m ust be evaluated numerically. 
It should be m entioned th a t under jilane wave assum ption, the  calculated m inim um  value 
of threshold occurs a t A k  = 0, bu t it is no t tru e  when focused G aussian beam  is considered, 
the A k  should slightly move from zero. This is because, a t a  tigh t focus, the  mixing of
the noncoUinear com ponents of the signal and idler fields requires slightly longer k  vectors
th an  does the  colli near mixing.
P u m p  th resh o ld  o f  d o u b le -p a ss-p u m p e d  SR O
T he high pump threshold in a single-pass-pump SRO can i)e possil)ly improved by non- 
resonantly  reflecting the  pum p wave back through the nonlinear m edium . Such a pum p
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configuration is nam ed “double-pass-pum p” in this thesis. For a SRO in the double-pass- 
puni]), the o u tp u t m irror is high reflecting a t Up, and both  m irrors are high tran sm ittin g  
for the  non-resonant wave. Hence as it has been pointed ou t by B jorkholm  et a i  [24], the 
phase of the  non-resonant wave a t the  entrance face of the  crysta l is determ ined by the 
phases of the pum p and the resonant wave a t th a t  point, so th a t the  phases of the forward- 
going pum p and resonant waves a t entrance and of the  backward-going pum p and resonant 
waves a t exit are not im portan t. T he pum p threshold in such a pum p configuration can 
be also discussed for bo th  plane wave and focused Gaussian wave assum ption.
(1 )  P u m p  th r e s h o ld  fo r  p la n e  w av e : As has been reported  by B jorkholm  et al. [24] for 
the plane wave case, the pum p threshold in a double-pass-pum ped SRO can be expressed 
by m eans of the pum p threshold of a  single-pass-pumped SRO as:
4(7(,,) =  A(0)/(l4.Æp) (2.109)
where /<(0) is the threshold pum p in tensity  for a single-pass SRO [see Eq.(2.99)j. This 
equation shows clearly th a t  the pum p threshold of a double-pass SRO can be up to  a 
factor of 2 lower than  th a t  of a single-pass SRO. A detail derivation w ith a sim ilar result 
to  the Eq.(2.109) can be seen in Ref.[25]. However, this conclusion m ay not be quite right 
if one considers the case of a focused G aussian beam , and particu larly  in the  presence of 
tight focusing or Poynting vector walk-off.
(2 )  P u m p  th r e s h o ld  fo r  fo c u se d  G a u s s ia n  w av e : To calculate the pum p threshold 
for a  double pass pum ped SRO, we m ade the second theoretical extension from  G u h a’s 
theory. The details are given as follows.
W ith  the low-gain assum ption th a t Pp, P , and P, are all constan t during a round trip  of 
the pum p, the gain of the signal is then
APg =  A P +  -h A P r
where A P / ,  and A P p  are the forward-going and backward-going power gains respectively. 
The gain of the forward-going A P +  can be calculated from Eq.(2.104). In determ ining the 
backward-going gain, we use z“  to  differ from  z where z — z~  A L. Only an in teraction 
where the pum p and signal are ordinary  waves and the idler is an ex traord inary  wave, is 
considered here. We w rite the backward-going pum p field as:
Ep =  exp [ikp (z A  L)] expi  -f- ITj) ^op ( i  +  )
(2.110)
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and the resonated signal field as:
 ^ +  1 ( 2 . 1 1 1 )Eg -- _ exp{ikgZ )expi +  ITs wL ( l  +  ir ,  )
where Vp is the am plitude reflection coefficient of the pum p wave for the o u tp u t m irror of 
the  OPO ; t ~ — 2{z~  +  L f2 ) /b p ,  and r p  =  2 (z "  -  L/2)/bg .
An im p o rtan t difference arises when the  backward-going pum p is a divergent-wave, but 
the  signal is a resonantly  constrained-wave. T he Green function used to  determ ine the 
backward-going idler field for the  ex traord inary  case can be w ritten  in the sam e form as 
the  forward-going, and is:
r - ( . ~  exp[2/.q(z- -  z - ')]  { [x -  x' -  ai{L -  z" ')]^  A {y -  y ' f
2,rtc
( 2 , 11 2 )
and the idler field is then  derived to  be:
E -  =  ^  A f  exp[.(fc;z- +  k„L)] I
(2.113)
exp[ap(.r^ A y^) — 2 x a ^ { L  — z~')ai  -f a ^ a f { L  — z~ 'Y ]d z~ '
where
T ' — _  EopE^,g
The signal gain in a  backward-going direction can be determ ined from  the sam e equation as 
described in Eq.(2.103). To evaluate l i j  while avoiding complex m athem atical processing, 
a  simple way is substitu ting  the integral results from Eq.(2.103) in to  the following relation:
A P p  =  (2.114)
where, R.p — r^, and is a. factor depending on ma,terial pa,ra.meters and wa.velengths,
l2SoJsU}idJw' l^c kgkp 
npUgn,,c^ kg A kp (2.115)
Hence, the / i j  function for a backward-going wave can be determ ined numerically, and 
the  signal gain for one round trip  under the  conditions of double-pass-pum ping and idler 
wa.ve walk-off is then
A P , =  A P +  +  A P ,- =  K -iP .P ,,(h t  +  P ,,/C ) (2-116)
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E quating the signal gain to  the round trip  loss, then the steady s ta te  threshold piirnp 
power is given by:
"  Ii'3(àt + Jip/h)
In particu lar cases as we will present a t C hap ter 5, one can find th a t  h~ m ight be larger 
th an  h f  depending on the  phase-m atching and focusing conditions. Hence, unlike it has 
been reported  by Bjorkholm  [24] for the plane-wave consideration, the pum p threshold 
of double-pass-pum p for focused Gaussian-wave m ight be reduced by m o re  t h a n  th e  
f a c to r  o f  2.
2 .4 .2  C onversion  effic iency
It is well know th a t w ith the availability of several newly developed nonlinear m aterials, 
the research in nonlinear frequency conversion has been re-invigorated. T he higher optical 
dam age thresholds and higher nonlinear coefficients of these m aterials result in an increased 
energy conversion efficiency in either sum-frequency mixing, difference-frequency mixing or 
optical param etric  oscillation processes. Therefore, the widely used theoretical trea tm en ts  
w ith the  assum ption of negligible pum p or fundam ental beam  depletion are no long suitable 
for m ost real cases. However, the exact plane wave solution does allow num erical modelling 
w ith the effects of depletion, walk-off and arb itra ry  m irror reflectivity included.
To calculate the conversion efficiency of the Q-switched laser-pum ped SRO, using Eq.(2.22), 
we have built a  model w ith the following assum ptions:
1. The intensity  d istribu tion  is uniform  across each beam.
2. T he O PO  m irrors have perfect transm ission a t the wavelength of the non- 
resonant wave.
3. C rystal absorption is taken into account as p art of the round trip  loss.
4. Zero phase-m ism atch, A k = 0 , is assum ed.
5. A G aussian tem poral profile for the pum p is assum ed, nam ely
Pp = Ppoexp [ -  (2</rp)^]
where is the 1/e^ intensity half-w idth. T he actual tem poral profile of a 
Q-switched pulse m ight be slightly different, bu t not substan tially  so.
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6. T he pum p pulse duration  is divided into sub-intervals A t ,  each of which
has the  duration  of a  signal-wave round trip , i.e.
A t  = 2 [I A  {hs -  l)lc] /c
where I is cavity length  of the  O PO , and Ug is refractive index of the  m edium  
for the  signal wave. T he am plitude of the pum p within each sub-interval is 
assum ed to  be constant.
7. T he generated signal wave is amplified as it makes m  cavity transits  from 
initial param etric  noise. T he initial conditions for the signal (as well as the 
idler) can be determ ined from the quantum  approach [15], in which the m ean 
value of the  electrical field vanishes in the 0-photon s ta te  and the m ean square 
deviation is different from  zero. As a  consequence when no photon  is ])resent 
in the signal cavity m ode Wg, it corresponds to  a  finite energy density given by:
where hw g/2 = Energy of the 0 — photon state  for the m ode Wg, V  is the mode 
volume in the OPO cavity, V  — 'k w ‘11. The initial field of the signal and idler 
are then given by
For a given OPO cavity and pum p beam , the beam  waist and therefore the beam intensity  
of signal and pum p are known. Hence the boundary condition for the  photon flux of the
pum p a t each round trip  can be determ ined by: [see Eq.(2.47)]
/„ cos^uJO )  = u>pW
where Ip is the intensity of the  pum p a t the beginning of the pass through the  crystal, 
W=Ip-j-Ig-t-I,:, and ap is th e  double refraction angle of the pum p (for a  ordinary wave,
ap = 0 .).
For a  singly-resonant O PO , the  boundary condition for the photon flux of the idler a t each 
round trip  is
«.?(0 ) «  0
therefore, the  term  of the in tegration  constan t F [see Eq.(2.54)] which contains the initial 
phase difference of the th ree waves is equal to  zero, and causing
r  =
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Th is shows that; the initial phase of the tliree waves is not of consequence for the SRO 
operation.
For a single-pass-pum p configuration, the initial value of signal photon  flux a t the input 
surface of the  crystal for the  (n -j-l)th  signal round trip  is determ ined from  the n th  round 
trip  for a  single-pass-pump configuration, e.g.
«5(0 )71+1 =  Tsul{0)n  
where Tg is signal transm ission of the  o u tp u t m irror.
For a  double-pass-pum ped case, the  initial conditions of the three waves can be determ ined 
in a  similar way as described above, bu t the sub-interval A t  has to take the duration  of 
half signal-wave round trip .
W ith the fu rther approxm ation^ of AA;=0, we have
AiS' =  0
r  =  0
and the simplified solutions for the denom inator polynomial [see Eq.(2.55)] are then
«3(1 — 0 
«'36 — 'm,\ — u,,(0 )
«3c — kn,2 — ^« '5  ( 0 ) T  «P ( 0 )
According to  Eq.(2.56), we know th a t  y (0 )= l,  and the elliptic in tegral F[sin"^ i/(0 ) ,7 ]
becomes:
F (7t / 2 , 7 ) =  K (7 )
where K ( 7 ) is a  com plete elliptic integral of the first kind, and consequently
6u =  K(7)/'«,3c
T he identity  sn[u A 2K{'y),'y]—sn{u,'y)  transform s Eqs.(2.59)-(2.61) to be:
4 ( 0  =  4 ( 0 )  X  s n ‘ [ A ^ ( (  +  « u ) / t ,7 ]  (2 .U 8 )
4(0  = 4 (0) +  4 ( 0 )  -  4(0  (2.119)
4(0  = 4 (0) - 4(0  (2.120)
 ^A s noted by Bey and Tang [Of w ithout the assum ption of zero phase-iuisiiiatch, it wa,s found difficult 
to  num erical solve the cubic polynom ial in the region of sm all pump depletion.
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where
7 " =  4 ( ü ) / ( 4 ( 0 )  +  4 ( 0 ) )  (2.121)
and the associated intensity  solutions for the  three beams are:
1 , ( 0 4 ( ^ ' : E  j  = p , s , i .  (2 .122)cos"  ^a,'
In tegrating  intensity  Is j(  j  =  1 ,2 , ....n ,) over each tim e interval, the  o u tp u t energy of 
signal can be determ ined from
A , =  (2.123)
0
where Tg is the o u tp u t m irro r’s transm ission a t signal wavelength, and lUog is the  signal 
beam  waist determ ined by the  OPO cavity.
The overall conversion efficiency can be found from the given pum p energy and the pre­
dicted signal o u tp u t energy, namely
Vopo — -jK (2.124)ihp
A sim ilar trea tm en t to  sim ulate the process of SRO can be seen from Ref.[15].
2 .4 .3  O P O  l i n e w i d t h
For a  SRO, the gain linewidth is lim ited by the  bandw idth of phase-m ism atching, [i.e., 
Ak /c /2= ± 7 t). Therefore, the linewidth of a  O PO can be predicted in a  similar way to 
determ ining the acceptance param eters. We expand the phase-m ism atching due to  a shift 
in the signal (or idler) wavelength in a Taylor series, and then the  signal (or idler) linew idth 
of an OPO can be described as [see Eq.(2.82)]:
6'Afe I , (§Ak\  J_ 47TpAfc
Awg =   —  V (2.125)
F urther assum ing th a t the pum p wavelength is constan t, then  th e  shift in u>g will result 
in a shift in w* w ith a simple relation. A u  g = —Aw*, and the term s in the  Taylor series in 
Eq.(2.125) can be w ritten  as :
b A k  I
c
b'^Ak _  _ 1  
(3’w? c
bui brig
H i  — U g  -p  - — w,- — - — Wg
ow,: Aw,.
bui bng\ b'^ rii b'^ iig
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In m ost cases, the first order in the  expansion is larger than  the second[26]. If the first 
order term  dom inates, we find th a t:
A 2 TTC 1
where A n is the birefringence. Thus, it shows clearly th a t the  spectr<al bandw idth  depends 
inversely on the  birefringence and crystal length.
2.5 T h eory  o f  su m -freq u en cy  gen eration
Sum-frequency generation (SFG ) is a  frequency up-conversion process, in which radiation 
of frequency Wj and rad ia tion  of frequency W2 (w2 >  w^) are mixed to  generate high fre­
quency rad iation  of W3 =  +  wg. The harm onic generations, such as frequency doubling,
trip ling and quadrupling, are special cases of sum-frequency generation, in which the in­
p u t radiations are from one fundam ental laser source. However, for general SFG the input 
rad iations are from two laser sources and according to  the condition of photon energy 
conservation, the intensity  ra tio  of the  two fields should be ad justed  in proportion to  the 
ra tio  of the frequencies, i.e. I(w2)/I(w i)oc W2/W1.
Theoretically, harm onic generation, particularly  second harm onic generation, has been 
studied extensively [27, 28], bu t SFG has not received a great deal of a tten tio n  until 
recently when effective O PO s becam e available [29]. In this section, two questions will 
be discussed briefly, nam ely w hat are the optim um  focusing conditions and associated 
conversion efficiency calculations for SFG.
2 .5 .1  O p t im u m  fo c u s in g
In the sam e way as with SHG, the  basic consideration for SFG is the optim um  focusing 
condition to  achieve m axim um  efficiency. A question here is: w hat is the  optim um  input 
beam  overlap, is it equal beam  spot size or equal confocal param eter? Again, the answer 
has been given by G uha and Falk [30]. W ith  the approach of either the  Green func­
tion or Fourier transform , they dem onstrated  for SFG th a t m axim um  efficiency occurs a t 
h \—h2—lc l‘4 .M  in the absence of Poynting vector walk-off, and a t /q ^  the  presence 
of walk-off, where b is the confocal param eter, i= I ,  2 .
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2 .5 .2  C o n v e r s io n  e f f ic ie n c y
W ith  the sill all signal approxim ation, the  intensity  of the siiiii-freqiiency generated in SFG 
is described by Eq.(2.38), from which we can see th a t  the conversion efficiency of SFG is 
p roportional to  the square of dg // and crystal length.
However to take factors such as depletion and walk-off into account in the  calculation, the
exact solution of plane wave theory  has to  be used. Essentially, the  m odel is built in the
sam e way as th a t for th e  SRO case, b u t the  tim e sub-interval can be chosen arbitrarily .
If the  process of SFG is described by the  frequency conditions: W3 =  W2 -f- w j, and W3 > 
0)2 > wi ; then the boundary  condition for the exact plane wave solution is:
i / | ( 0 ) =  0 (2.126)
this leads to:
and therefore
F =  0, and = 0 . (2.127)
.0  =  ^  =  0
«■36
^  1 [y/(0)] , 7 )
«'3
1 dx = 0!('3 JoU3 J o  (1 “  ;i;2)(l -  7 ‘^ :i;2)
From the given lieam w aist, pulse profile and energy of the two input beam s, the boundary 
condition of photon fluxes can be determ ined by
where /,•,( i = l ,  2 .) is th e  intensity  of inpu t beam  at the beginning of the  pass th rough the 
crystal, W = I i- f l2 , and a,; is the  double refraction of the input wave (for ordinary  wave,
f t j  —  0 . ) .
T he other two roots of the  denom inator polynom ial Eq.(2.93), Wgj, and 1/3^, can be derived 
from:
«3 (m 2 -  «3) (m i — =  0 (2.128)
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which are
2 J-1^ 36 =  » {nil T m 2 T  — A 6 ^) — T ni2 +  — A<S'^  ^ — 4nqf?L2 (2.129)
«3c =  — (m% +  n i2 +  — A 6" )^ T  \ J ^mx +  m 2 +  — A 6"^  ^ — 4 /axm 2 (2.130)
where m i=  %i(0)^, and m 2= « 2(0 )^. T hus, the norm alised solutions for the process of 
SFG are given by
«3 ( 0  = 3^6 X <5ri2 [î/,3^Gt]
« 2  ( 6 )  =  « 2 ( 0 )  -  « 3 ( 0  ( 2 . 131 )




Inverting Eq.(2.131) into intensity  solutions by using Eq.(2.47), then
1.(0 = i =  1 , 2 , 3 .  ( 2 . 132)cos^ a ,
In tegrating  intensity l 3j (  j  = 1, 2 ,....'/?,,) over each tim e interval, the o u tp u t energy of the 
sum -frequency wave can be determ ined from
E3 = J 2  l3,^«^o3^^0
where ^Ua3 is the  beam  waist generated , assum ed to  be equal to  the  sm allest waist of the 
input beam s.
T he overall conversion efficiency then can be determ ined from the energies of the input 
waves and the predicted energy of the sum -frequency wave, namely :
, ,  -  %
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C h a p ter  3
N o n lin ea r  m ater ia l
A lthough there is now considerahle choice in selecting nonlinear m aterials a,s a result of 
recent developm ents in the growing and availability of new crystals, striking a balance 
between the physical lim itation of a crystal and the dem ands of a  particu lar ajiplication 
is, however, still a  very im portan t task.
Basically a  m aterial m ust satisfy four criteria, if it is to  be useful for frequency conversion, 
and these are adequate nonlinearity, wide optical transparency, significant birefringence 
for phase-m atching, and a sufficiently high dama,ge threshold.
T he nonlinear m aterials th a t  can m eet the  above requirem ents and hence are currently  
widely used for O PO s and SFG are the n io b a te s ,  such as LiNbOa, LÜO3, and KNbOa; b o ­
r a te s ,  such as LiBaOs and BaBgO^ (BBO); and the K T P  is o m o rp h s ,  such as KTiOPO^ 
(KTP), K T i0A s04  (KTA), CsTiAsO^ (OTA), and RbTiOAsO.! (RTA).
K T P  and LBO are the two crystals which have been used in this research. Before sum ­
m arizing the properties of the two crystals, a brief review on o ther crystals (as m entioned 
above) ma,y be very useful for com parison.
3.1 A  rev iew  on som e u sefu l crysta ls
3 . 1 . 1  L ith iu m  n io b a t e  (L iN b O a ) a n d  L ith iu m  io d a t e  (L Ü O 3)
LiNbOa is a  unia,xial ferroelectric crystal of point group 3m. T he m ain advantages of this 
crystal are its large nonlinearity (5.44 p m /V ) and the capability of non-critical phase-
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m atch ing. A la ter discovery was th a t the addition of MgO to  LiNbO.j greatly  reduces 
the photo-refractive induced dam age and leads to  uniform high-cpiaJity large-sized single 
crystals being available. A t th e  s tan d ard  doping level of 5% MgO, th e  threshold of dam age 
has been reported  to  increase by two orders of m agnitude [1]. D am age thresholds of 610 
and 340 M W cm “  ^ were reported  for 1.064 and 0.532 //m  rad ia tion  respectively for doped 
LiN bO a[2, 3]. However, a  dam age threshold of approxim ately 30 to  50 MW cm~^ was also 
reported  due to  a tw o-photon absorption  process. T he absorption in lithium  niobate is low 
in the region of 1 f im  (0 .001 /cm ), while increasing significantly by the tim e the wavelength 
falls to  0.532 f im  (0 ,02/cm ). Type I phase-m atching w ith the scheme of wg =  -fwg is the 
only effective geom etry in LiN bO a. In this geom etry, the effective nonlinear coeflicient[4] 
is:
dpj j  — d i5 sin Q — r/22 cos B sin 3(f) (3.1)
We m ust choose (f) and 0 correctly so th a t the  <-/i5 and f/22 add and no t su b trac t for 0 ^  90 '^. 
As shown in Fig. 3.1, the calculated m axim um  y of LiNbOa from the above form ula 
and using the  d a ta  presented in [4], is 6.09 p m /V , corresponding to  a,n angle (9 of 63", and 










= —5. p: ï i / V d.22—2.76 p m / V.
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Figure 3.1: T he effective nonlinear coefficient of L iN bO a.
An im p o rtan t application of LiNbOa is in tem ])erature-tuned type I non-critically phase- 
m atched O PO s w ith a  puinj) wavelength around 0.5 //.m, or in reverse, the non-critically
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phase-m at d ied  frequency-doubling of i  f im  radiation. Fig. 3.2 shows the tun ing  curve 
versus operating  tem pera tu re  for a  range of pum p wavelengths in the range 0 .5-0.0 ///m. 
Using the d a ta  given in Ref.[4], the  calculated d ^ f f  of this O PO  geom etry is 5.44 p m /V . 
T he range of pum p wavelengths is lim ited by the  m axim um  safe operating  tem peratu re , 
and the  idler wave can be tuned  to  reach only abou t 2 //.m, which is much less th an  the 
transparency  range of the  m ateria l (5 //-m).
3.0-1 T ype I NCPM LiNbO,
a. X,=500 n m .2.5-
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Figure 3.2: Tuning curves of LiNbO .3 O PO  in type I NCPM  geom etry for pum p wave­
lengths range 0.5-0 .6 ftm.
If rad ia tion  of wavelength 1 f im  is used to pum p a LiNbOa O PO , as shown in Fig. 3.3 
(I), the tun ing  can be extended to  5 //.m. In this geometry, the calculated r/^// is still 
around 5 p m /V  and for a 10 mm long crystal, the acceptance angle is 1.4 m illi-radian, 
and the walk-off angle is 2^\ An in teresting  question is w hether the  OPO perform ance 
can be im proved by tem p era tu re  tuning? T he answer is yes. Fig. 3.3 (II) illustrates the 
possibility of tem peratu re  tun ing  the  type I critically phase-m atched OPO  pum ped at 1 
fw i.  This geom etry, we believe, has the following advantages: (1) the  ’’Fresnel” loss due to 
angular tuning is avoided; (2) the tuning can cover the whole range from  1.35-5 p m , and 
there  is m ore flexibility in wavelength range selecting from the  com bination of b o th  angle 
and tem p era tu re  tuning; (3) the phase-m atchable angle can be increased by increasing the 
tem p era tu re , and this will lead to  slightly large d ^ jf  (see Fig. 3.1) and acceptance angle, 
and sm aller walk-off angle.
If LiNbOa did not suffer from optical dam age, it would be the ideal m ateria l for O PO s in
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F igure 3.3: Tuning curves of LiNbOa O PO  in type I CPM  geom etry w ith pum p wavelength 
of 1.064 //,m. I. by angular tuning; II. by tem pera tu re  tuning.
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the infrared region.
In contrast w ith LiNbOa, lithium  iodate (LilOa) is another crystal which has a  large tran s­
parency range from 0.3 to  5.5 /.tm and high nonlinearity (d i5= 5.5 p m /V ). It is a negative 
uniaxial crystal w ith point group 6 . It can be grown in large high quahty  single crystals 
(15 mm apertu re , 60 mm length), which have proven efficient for frequency doubling of 
Nd:YAG and ruby. Because of its low intrinsic optical absorption in the visible and near- 
infrared, and its relatively low cost per unit volume, LilOs is potentially  a ttra c tiv e  for 
frequency conversion in large apertu re , high average power lasers.
6-1
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Figure 3.4: Tuning curves of type I phase-m atched LilOa OPO  for pum p wavelength of 
1.064 p/m (I) and 0.532 /i7n  (II).
As w ith LiNbOa, type I phase-m atching with the scheme ojg =  Wj -h Wg also is the  only 
effective geom etry for L ilO s, bu t it is tem peratu re  insensitive. In this geom etry, the 
effective nonlinear coefficient[4] can be calculated from:
(3.2)
Since there is no non-critical phase-m atching geometry, this form ula shows th a t ^ 4 // is 
always less th an  r/15 and is independent of angle 4>- The LHO3 can be used for OPOs 
pum ped a t 0.532 and 1.064 p/m, as shown in Fig. 3.4. T he tun ing  range, when pum ping 
w ith 0.532 fi.rn rad ia tion , is from 0.6 to  4.7 ///m. Using 1 f im  rad ia tion  as pum p, the idler 
can reach to  5.37 p/m, w ith a very sharp  tun ing  ra te  as shown in Fig. 3.4.
LilOa has several draw backs which limit its application. One is its high birefringence
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( A n / 11 = 8.2% at, 0.532 /im ), a.nd this ha,s led to a  large walk-off angle and small acceptance 
angle in frequency conversion. For example, in the fjilOa based type I OPO pum ped a t 
0.532 fiin,  its walk-off angle is 4” , which is two times higher th an  th a t in LiNbOg based 
O PO , and the acceptance angle for a  10 mm long crystal is 0.5 m illi-radian which is much 
sm aller th an  beam  divergences associated w ith m ost pum p lasers. A nother significant 
disadvantage is the prohibitively low dam age threshold (50 M W cm “ ^), and this has limited 
the use of high in tensity  sources.
3 .1 .2  P o ta ss iu m  n io b a te  (K N bO a)
In th e  tem peratiire  range T =-50°C  to  4-223", KNbOa is orthorhom bic w ith point group 
sym m etry  mm2. Its transparency  range extends from 0.4 to  5 fi/rn w ith absorption  loss< 
0.01 /cm  a t 1.064 pm . It has a  much higher nonlinear coefficient th an  th a t of K T P {3,32—-
18.3 p m /V  and r/3i=-15.8 p m /V ). However, the overall conversion efficiency of KNbOg is 
lim ited by the ra th er small angular acceptance w idths. KNbOg can be used for optical 
second harm onic generation of near infrared laser light using its large nonlinear coeffi­
cients 3,32 and ^31. T em perature tuning of the birefringence a,flows non-critical type I 
phase-m atching in the wavelength ranges from 838 nm at T = -36"C  to  946 nm  a t T = 185  
"C [5, 6] ((Z32), and from 986 nm at T =  22 "C to 1064 nm a t T=188"C[5](c/3i). KNbOa 
also can be used for O PO s when pum ped by neodym ium  lasers a t either the fundam ental 
or the  second-harm onic wavelength, producing tunable radiation  in the near-infrared spec­
tra l region !)etween 0.7 and 3 //,m. However, com plete and sufficiently accurate  Sellmeier 
equations of KNbOg were not known until 1992, when Zysset et al. com pleted the m ea­
surem ent of the refractive index for the  wavelength range 400—3400 nm  w ith tem peratu res 
between 22"C and 180"C[7]. They have also presented an overview of im p o rtan t phase- 
m atching configurations for SHG, SFG , and OP Os [8]. We ha.ve noted th a t  there is a large 
range of tem p era tu re  phase-m atching conditions for SFG w ith one 1 fi.m l)eam and one 
red beam  (around 670 nm —800 nm ). However, tem peratu re  phase-m atched O PO s, are 
only possil)le when the pum p wavelength is around 0.532 /im . Experim entally, the 0.532 
fm i  pum ped tem peratu re  phase-m atched K N b0 3  OPO has been dem onstrated  by K ato, 
in which, the wavelength tuning range was 0.86—1.35 (i.in for a  tem p era tu re  variation of 
184 —220"C[9]. Using 100 ps pulse, the m easured dam age threshold  of KNbOs was 100 
G W /cm ^, as reported  by Zysset et a i  [8].
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3 .1 .3  B etab ariu m  b ora te  (B B O )
Barium  bo ra te , BBO was discovered in 1984 by Chen and his g roup[10]. It is a negative 
uniaxial crystal w ith a large birefringence and a relatively small dispersion. T he main 
advantages of this crystal are its m oderate nonlinearity (ri22=  2.2 p rn /V ), the  high tran s­
parency in uv spectral region and relative high dam age threshold (~  10 G W /cm ^). Its 
transm ission region extends from  189 nm  to  3500 nm  (to  half m axim um  transm ission, the 
range is 198-2600 n m .) [ llj .  T he linear absorption coefficient of BBO is ~  0.01 /cm  at 
A=532 nm  and ~  0.5 /cm  a t A=2.55 /.im. T he m ajor disadvantage w ith BBO is the  large 
walk-off over the  m ajority  of its tun ing  range. BBO is especially suitable for frecpiency 
conversion of laser rad iation  with high peak or high m ean power.
The shortest wavelength which can be generated  from BBO by SHG is 205 nm , and by 
SFG is 190 nm . As we have described in the  introduction  chapter, BBO also is one of the 
m ost widely used m aterials for OP Os in near uv, visible and the near infrared regions.
There has l)een some confusion in determ ining the effective nonlinear coefficient of BBO. 
The problem was due to  BBO being assigned to both point group 3 and point group 3m. 
The di j tensor for point group 3 is
/
\
d l l  —d l l  0 d i ^  di5
— d,22 0 di5 —di4
^31 ^32 d,33 0 0







0 0 0 0 di^ “ ^22
— ^ 2 2 d'22 0 d’lr^ 0 0
dsi d-32 d-33 0 0 0
(3.4)
/
Finally, Eim erl et al. have proved th a t  BBO belongs to  the point group 3m [H , 12], and 
the expressions for d^f j  should therefore be:
f/gyy — c/i5 sin 0 — d.22 cos 0 sin 3^ 
d'Tfj — d’eYf — d'22 cos^ 0 cos 30
(3.5)
where d u  = 0 .
However, with the erroneous assignm ent of BBO, the  formulae then used for the  d ^ jj
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calculation were:
d^Yf — dicy sin 0 -  cos 0{di i cos 30 -  d,22 sin 30) 
dlYf ~  =  (d ii  sin 30 — d.22 cos 30) cos^ i9
(3.6)
where d u  Y  0 -
3.2 P o ta ssiu m  tita n y l p h osp h ate  and its isom orphs
This section sum m arises the  properties of Potassium  titany l phosphate  (K T P ) th a t are 
relevant to its use as the  gain m edium  in the  infrared OPO. In addition, the properties of 
some K T P isom orphs, such as KTA, CTA, and RTA, are also presented. These crystals 
are highly prom ising alternatives for K T P  in the  fu rther developm ent of this work.
3 .2 .1  K T P
K T P  has been studied and used for its optical quadratic  nonlinearity since 1976[13, 14]. 
It has m any desirable properties, such as the  large nonlinear coefficient, relatively high 
dam age threshold , wide angular bandw idth  and small walk-off angle, high therm al and 
chemical stability, and wide tem p era tu re  bandw idth  for angle tuned  phase-m atching.
C ry s ta l lo g r a p h ic  s t r u c t u r e  K T P  is an orthorhornbic biaxial m ateria l with point group 
mm2. T he m utually orthogonal principal axes x, y, z (ordered according to  increasing 
refractive index Ux<ny<nz)  correspond to the crystallographic a, b, c.
T ra n s m is s io n  Optically, the transparency  of K T P  extends from 350 nm  in the near uv 
to 4.5 //.m in the  mid infrared. However, there are some absorption peaks in the region 
between 2 .5-4.5 j-im. Kato[15] and Jacco[16] have reported  the  m easured transm ission 
curve for this region. One absorption peak is centred around 3550 /cm  (2.8 ///m), this 
is due to the presence of 0 H ~  in the  m aterial. A nother absorption peak is centred a t 
3000 cm"^ (3.3 /Am) as reported  by .Tacco[16]. This is due to  the second overtone of the 
phosphate fundam ental vibration . From  the  presented transm ission curve either by K ato 
or Jacco, it caii be seen th a t  the absorption  a t 3.3 firii has led to the  rapid fall off of 
the transm ission beyond 3.1 and this therefore lim its the  u tility  of this com pound 
as a  param etric  oscillator m ateria l a t wavelengths longer th an  3.3 f i n i . . T he absorption
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coefficient, in the range 3550 crn”  ^ (2.8 //,/n) to 4000 cin~^ (2.5 /nn)  is estim ated to be 
0.069/cm  according to  the curve given by K ato , and 0.045/cm  according to  the curve given 
by Jacco. T he absorption coefficient in the  near infrared (1.06 - 1.32 ////??,) tends to  be, 
a t least, ten  times lower th an  th a t  in the region around 2.5 ///m, which was reported  by 
G ettem y et al. [17].
E ffe c tiv e  n o n l in e a r  c o e ffic ien t As an orthorhornbic biaxial m ateria l w ith point group 
m m 2 , its nonlinear susceptibility tensor is of the form:
^ 0 0 0 0 d i5 0 ^
0 0 0 (1.24 0 0
\  <'^ 31 d ,32  f/33  0  0  0  y
(3.7)
where the non zero coefficients are dm, c/24, f/31, d,32, and c/33. T he m agnitudes of those 
nonlinear coefficients were first m easured by Zum steg et al. on some fairly small, poor- 
(piality single crysta ls[13]. However, due to  lower than  expected efficiency for second 
harm onic generation, these va.lue. have been rem easured by several o ther researchers and 
found to  be approxim ately half those originally reported. These include the report from 
Eckaxdt et (d. [18], who found -  3.18 p m /V  for type II SHG of 1.064 //,///,, and 
report from Desalvo et (d. [19], who had experim entally obtained the sam e value as
reported  by Eckardt. O ther m easurem ents include the  effective d coefficient obtained  by 
Vanherzeele[20] from type II optical param etric  fluorescence and param etric  am plification 
conversion efficiencies, and by Brown et (d. [21] from high energy type  II SHG of 1.064 f im. 
Both confirmed th a t  the value of the effective d coefficient a t 1.064 /n n  was abou t 3 pm /V . 
T he values determ ined by Vanherzeele et (d., are the m ost recent, and have found wide 
spread acceptance in the lite ra tu re . They are (in pm /V ) d\r, = 1.91, (I24 =  3.64, dm — 2.54, 
f/32 =  4.35, and f/33 =  16.9. For a  biaxial crystal, the expressions for the effective nonlinear 
coefficients are much m ore com plicated than  a uniaxial crystal, although the d(.jy can be 
calculated by using the  exact general expressions as given in C hap ter 2 [see Eq.(2.23)]. 
For K T P, under the conditions of the  large difference between n,g and n;  ^ or 7iy and the 
sm all difference between Hj,. and riy, the expressions for d^yy can be simplified for analysis 
to  (see Refs.[22 , 23]):
d'iff =  - ( A s  — ^24) sin 2i9 sin 20 (3.8)
~  (^ ^24 -  dm)  sin 2(9 sin 20 -  (dir, sin^ 0  +  r/24 cos^ 0) sin 0 (3.9)
It is obvious th a t  dgyy for a type I geom etry is much sm aller th an  th a t for type II /III .
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T he value of dgyy for type I I /I I I  is ma-ximised a t 0= 0 " , where d e / /=024; M. d=90",
0= 9 0 " , it is d e / /= d i5.
S e llm e ie r  e q u a t io n s  In recent years, several sets of SeUmeier equations for bo th  flux- 
grown and hydrotherm ally  grown K T P  have been reported , see R efs.[24, 25, 26, 27]. The 
two sets of Sellmeier equations reported  in Ref.[26, 27] were constructed  from  a  fit to  ob­
served phase-m atching d a ta  for flux-grown K T P and for bo th  flux-grown and hydro ther­
mally grown K T P  respectively. T he Sellmeier equations reported  in Ref.[25] and Ref.[24] 
were obtained from  index m easurem ent by using the  m inim um  deviation m ethod. How­
ever, in R ef.[25] only 16 wavelengths between 0.4047 fj,m and 1.064 f im were utilised, so 
th a t the equations can no t be used to  predict phase m atching beyond 1 (im  accurately. 
A lthough the m easurem ents given in Ref.[24] were based on hydio therm ally  grown KTP, 
a  good fit between the predictions from their equations and our experim ents, based on 
flux grown K TP, has been found over the range 1.5-3.3 ///m[28]. Hence, we luwe adopted 
the Sellmeier equations given by Ref.[24] in our work, which are in the  form of:
+  1 -  (C /A)2 '
where A is the vacuum wavelength in m icrom eters and the values of A, B, C, and D are 
listed in Talfle 3.1.
P h a s e - m a tc h a b le  re g io n s  T he calculated wavelength phase-m atchable regions for SFG 
using K T P  are p lotted  in Fig. 3.5 for type II phase-m atching, and in Fig. 3.6 for type III 
phase-m atching, where the  calculation was under the  condition of non-zero dg // and the 
in teraction  of
A;3 A | A2
T he figures are sym m etrical abou t the  diagonal line. The isopleths of A3 show the possible 
pum p wavelength range and O PO s tuning range. A lthough K T P  is also phase-m atchable 
for type I SFG, the low effective nonlinear coefficient (~0.1  p m /V ) of this geom etry has 
m ade it useless. Hence, practically, only type II and type III phase-m atched K T P  have 
been used. As shown in Fig. 3.5, K T P  offers a large wavelength phase-m atchable range 
for the  type II geom etry, w ith an allowed pum p wavelength range in th is geom etry of 0.5 
///m < Xp <1.7 fi/m. In con trast, the wavelength pha,se-m atchable range for type  III is 
m uch sm aller, as shown in Fig. 3.6. T he  shortest pha.se-matcha.ble wavelength for type III 
SFG is a.round 1 //.m, therefore, it is not suitable to  use w ith 0.532 fi/ni, pum ping of OPOs.
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F igure 3.5: Phase-m atchable region of T Y P E  II SFG in KTP.
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Figure 3.6: Phase-m atcliable region of T Y P E  III SFG in KTP.
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T h e r m a l  b e h a v io u r  T he birefringence of K T P  is very insensitive to  tem peratu re . A 
tem pera tu re  acceptance bandw idth  of 24"C cm “  ^ was m easured by Fan and Byer[25] for 
type II SHG of 1.064 fxm. T he variations of the  index of refraction w ith tem p era tu re  of 
K T P  a t four wavelengths between 0.532/im  and 1.32 //,m were m easured by G ettem y et 
al. [17].
D a m a g e  th r e s h o ld  T he dam age threshold of K T P  has been reported  in several papers. 
It has been realised th a t  there  are several mechanisms causing K T P  dam age, which can be 
crysta l inclusion, quality, therm al absorp tion , and so on. Therefore, the  reported  dam age 
thresholds are quite different. For instance, Driscoll et al. [29], have observed th a t  in one 
crystal, a  bulk dam age appeared a t an intensity  of 650 M W /cm ^ after several repeated 
hits on the  dam age site. However in ano ther one, darkening of the  interior of the crystal 
happened a t an in tensity  of 150 M W /cm^[29]. In our work, it has been found tlia t the 
in tensity  of either pum p or signal wave has to be limited below to 600 M W /cn P  to avoid 
crystal surface dam age.
3 .2 .2  I s o m o r p h s  o f  K T P
In recent years, some isom orphs of K TP, nam ely K T i0 As04  (K T A ), CsTiAsO.; (CTA ), 
and R bTiO PO ^ (RTA), have become available as optical-quality crystals. These crystals 
are sim ilar in m any ways to  K TP, bu t their transparency  ranges are extended ou t to 5 p/m 
and have no significant absorptions ou t to  3.7 ///m. AH the three crystals have emerged 
as new m aterials for O PO s [30, 31, 32] w ith the use of non-critical phase-m atching and 
T i:sapphire femto-second laser pum ping in m ost cases.
T he coefficients of Sellmeier equations as given by Eq.(3.10) for K T P  and the th ree  iso­
m orphs are listed in Table 3.1. T he values of the nonlinear coefficients of these crystals 
are sum m arised in Table 3.2.
The simpbfied expressions of the effective nonlinear coefficient as given by Eq.(3.8) and 
E q.(3 .9), are also suitable for the  th ree isom orphs. For KTA and CTA O PO s, d ^ jj  
is m axim ised a t 0=90°, (f)=0°, w ith values: dejf{n\nx)=d24~4:.b  p m /V  in KTA; and 
d p j f{ m ^x )= d 24 6/32= 3.4 p m /V  in CTA. For RTA O PO s, dej f  is m axim ised a t (?=90^\
^=90®, w ith value: dejf{msi.x)=di5 ~  6/31= 4.1 pm /V .
Figs. 3.7-3.10 illustra te  the  tuning properties of O PO s based on K T P and the th ree
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Table 3.1: Sellmeier Equation  Coefficients of K T P  Isom orphs
KTP[24] KTA[34] CTA[35] RTA[36]
A^ 2.1146 2.1106 2.34498 2.22681
0.89188 1.0318 1.04863 0.99616
C^ 0.20861 0.2109 0.22044 0.21423
D . 0.01320 0.0106 0.01483 0.01369
Ay 2.1518 2.3889 2.7444 1.97756
By 0.87862 0.7790 0.70733 1.25726
Cy 0.21801 0.2378 0.26033 0.20448
Dy 0.01327 0.0150 0.01526 0.00865
A , 2.3136 2.3472 2.53666 2.28779
B , 1.00012 1.1011 1.10600 1.20629
Cz 0.23831 0.2402 0.24988 0.23484
Dz 0.01679 0.0174 0.01711 0.01583
Table 3.2: Nonlinear O ptical Coefficients of K T P  Isom orphs
KTP[33] KTA[34, 37] CTA[35] RTA[32]
6/31 (p m /V ) 2.54 2.8 2.1 4.1
r/32 (p m /V ) 4.35 4.2 3.4 1.7
(I33 (p m /V ) 16.9 16.2 18.1 13.7
di!s (p m /V ) 1.91 2.51 + *
d24 (p m /V ) 3.64 4.5 *
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isom orphs w ith commonly used pum p wavelengths, such as 1.064 ////??,, 0.532 fun  of Nd; YAG 
laser and 0.8 p/m of T i:sapphire laser.
It can be seen from these figures th a t the  th ree isom orphs share sim ilar phase-m atching 
properties when used w ith OPOs.
T he tun ing  characteristics of KTA O PO s are very similar to  K T P  OPO s. W hen pum ped 
a t Xp =  1.047p/m w ith the  use of type III non-critical phase-m atching geom etry (^=90*^, 
(f)=0° ), the signal wavelength of the KTA OPO is also around the eye safe region, which 
is 1.57pm , but the d-elfective coefficient is 20% larger th an  th a t of the  K T P  O PO as we 
have m entioned above. Therefore, KTA has been regarded as a ideal a lternative to  KTP. 
However, as reported  by Power et al. [38], the relatively lower o u tp u t from KTA OPOs 
th an  K T P  OPOs appears to  be a  com m on problem . For example, in a  com parison given 
by Power et al. [38], the  conversion efficiency of the KTA OPO  wa,s 10-15% while it was 
30% for the K T P O PO . T he possible defects of KTA are optical inhom ogeneities due to 
the inclusion of the indium  dopant in the  flux, and crystal im perfections as it is a  new 
crystal and its grow th technology is still being perfected.
CTA O PO s offer a quite different tuning behaviour from those of K T P  and KTA O PO s, 
as shown in Fig. 3.8. A particu lar in teresting tuning characteristic of CTA O PO s is the 
degenerate o u tp u t a t the im portan t 1.55 ///m spectral wavelength from a  non-critically 
phase-m atched geometry.
T he tuning curves of RTA OPOs are similar to KTA OPOs, but because its largest phase- 
m atchable nonlinear coefficient is 6/15, so the m ost useful principal plane for RTA OPOs 
is the  y-z  pla.ne. At B =  90", (f> = 90" and with a  pum p wavelength of 1.047 fi/in, the 
signal wavelength is 1.56 p/m, a.nd this provides another way to  achieve effective eye safe 
radiation.
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Figure 3.7: W avelength tuning of K T P OPO s.
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Figure 3.8: W avelength tuning of KTA O PO s.
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Figure 3.9: W avelength tuning of CTA O PO s.
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Figure 3.10: W avelength tuning of RTA OPOs.
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3.3 L ith iu m  tr ib o ra te  (L B O )
As one of the  m ost useful nonlinear m ateria ls, lithium  trib o ra te  has displayed m any ex­
cellent properties, such as high transparency  in the near-infrared, visible and uv spectral 
regions, high optical dam age threshold , and m oderate nonlinear coefficients. In particu ­
lar, th e  transparency  out to  0.16 and th e  possibility of frecpiency up-conversion by 
non-critical tem p era tu re  phase-m atching over a  large spectral range through deep uv to 
near infrared have opened up prospects for the developm ent of highly efficient frequency 
u%)-converters by the  use of LBO. To m ore accurately  predict the  phase-m atching tem per­
a tu res of LBO for applications, we have m easured its therm o-optical coefficients, and the 
details of the  m easurem ent and predictions of some useful non-critical tem p era tu re  phase- 
m atching geom etries are presented in C hap ter 6 . This section summa.rises the general 
p roperties and angular phase-m atching behaviours of LBO.
C ry s ta l lo g r a p h ic  s t r u c t u r e  LBO is a  biaxial nonlinear optical crystal belonging to 
the orthorhornbic system  with point group mm2. T he m utually orthogonal principal axes 
X, y, z (ordered according to  increasing refractive index ii:,:<ny<n^) correspond to the 
crystallographic. axes a, c, b. T he calculated optical angle is 54.6*^ ' a t 0.532 fi/in, which 
defines LBO as a negative crystal [39].
T ra n s m is s io n  Optically, the  transparency  of LBO extends from 160 nm  in the  ultravio­
let region to  2.6 fiin in the  near infrared region. T he absorption coefficients[4] were found 
to  be 0.015/cm  and 0 .02 /cm  a t wavelengths of A=1.064 fi.rn and A=0.355 /i/n , respectively.
E ffe c tiv e  n o n l in e a r  c o e ffic ien t In the piezoelectric axis system , the five non-zero 
nonlinear optical coefficients of LBO are f/31, ^33, ^33, ^ 15, and ^24- T ransferring those 
coefficients into the  optical axis system , then  the nonlinear susceptibility tensor of LBO 
with the  five coefficients is of the  form:
 ^ 0 0 0 0 0
f/31 f/33 f/32 0 0 0  (3.11)
y 0 0 0 f/24 0 0 y
Chen et al. have first determ ined the  above five non-zero coefficients for LBO by using the 
M aker fringe technique[40], and these are (in p m /V ): du, = 0.89, f/2 4  -  0.98, f/31 =  0.98,
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Table 3.3: T he simplified expressions of ( Lf j  in LBO
<hjj X-Z X-Z y - z x-y
(p m /V ) Q< 0  < Ü P t < B  < 90"
^^e//(I) (I31 cos^ Opdz2 siii^ 0 0 0 (I32 cos (f)
4 y / ( I I / m ) d i5 cos^ #+d24 sin^ 0 0 d i5 cos 0 0
^32 =  1.05, and CI33 =  0.06. T he simplified expressions of dg // for LBO oriented in the 
th ree  principal planes are sum m arised in Table 3.3.
S eU m eie r e q u a tio n s  a n d  th e r m a l  d e p e n d e n c e  o f  p r in c ip a l  r e f r a c t iv e  in d ic e s
In early tim es, a set of Sellmier ecpiations was m easured by Chen et a/.[41], using the 
least angle deflection m ethod, they m easured the th ree principal refractive indices a t 16 
wavelengths from A =1.064 f im  to  A=0.2537 //,m, bu t the crystal tem p era tu re  was not men­
tioned. Shortly thereafter, a  num ber of Sellmeier equations for LBO were published, and 
those can be seen in Refs. [43, 42, 44]. Among them , the Sellmeier equations published 
by Chen[42], and by Kato[44] have been regarded as being in good agreem ent w ith exper­
im ental results. In particu lar for short wavelength generation (>240 nm ), the  Sellmeier 
equations presented by K a to [44] gives m ore accurate predictions th an  others[45]. To have 
a  set of Sellmeier equations suitable for the  deep uv spectral region, Chen et <il. have 
m ade fu rther m odifications based on their sum -frequency mixing experim ents down to  the 
shortest wavelength of 187.7 nm[42]. In our work, we have adopted th e  Sellmeier equations 
given in Ref.[42] through all of the phase-m atching calculations.
The birefringence of LBO is very sensitive to  tem peratu re . However, the therm al depen­
dencies of the principal refractive indices of LBO was only reported  by Velsko et al. [43], 
and their m easurem ents were lim ited to  the tem peratu re  range of 20-65°C. To im prove this 
situation  we have rem easured these coefficients over a much m ore extensive tem peratu re  
range of 20-200^0 w ith a Michelson interferom eter. The resulting th ree form ulae of the 
therm al dependence of the principal refractive indices of LBO from our m easurem ents are 
given in C hap ter 6 .
D a m a g e  th r e s h o ld  High dam age threshold is one of the a ttra c tiv e  advantages for LBO. 
Generally, the dam age threshold of LBO is regarded to  be 20-25 G W /cm ^ as reported  by 
Chen et al. [41], this is more th an  ten  tim es higher th an  the  dam age threshold  of K TP.
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Phase-m atchable regions The calculated wavelength phase-m atchable regions for SFG 
using LBO are plotted in Figs. 3.11-3.13 for type I, II, and III phase-m atching geom etries 
respectively. W here the calculation is for the  condition of non-zero de //  and with
1 _  1 1 
Â g - Â T  +  Â i'
T he figures are sym m etrical abou t the diagonal line (A2 =  ). T he isopleths of A3 show
the possible pum p wavelength range and the tuning range of O PO s. For both type I 
and type II geom etries, as shown in Figs. 3.11 and 3.12, there are very large ])hase- 
m atchable ranges, particu lar for the type I case, the phase-m atchable region nearly covers 
the  whole transparency  region. However, because of the small birefringence, the  shortest 
fundam ental wavelengths for second-harm onic generation are limited to  0.555 /i?n in type 1 
phase-m atching geom etry, and 0.795 f im  in type II and type III phase-m atching geometries.
3.0 —







0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
( axttx)
Figure 3.11: Phase-m atchable region of T Y P E  1 SFG in LBO.
The dark coloured areas in Figs. 3.11 and 3.12, indicate the possible range of sum- 
frequency generation in uv and deep uv regions, for which the re<[uired input radiations 
have to  be one in the uv region and the o ther in the infrared. T he generated shortest 
wavelength can be extended to  the LBO transm ission cut-off, O.IG ///??,.
As exam|)les of uv radiation generation, the predicted phase-m atching param eters for 
sum-frecpiency mixing of the fifth harm onic of Nd:YLF laser (0.213 iiin) and the infrared 
radiation in the range of 1.7-2.G fini for both the type I and type II ])hase-ma.tching
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Figure 3.12: Phase-m atchable region of T Y P E  II SFG in LBO.
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Figure 3.13: Phase-m atchable region of T Y P E  III SFG in LBO.
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geom etries are given in Figs. 3.14 and 3.15 respectively. We can seen th a t, w ith the 
fixed wavelength Ai, the tuning range of A3 is lim ited at the short wavelength side by the 
phase-m atch ing angle of {i.e. where d e / f —0) for type I, and ])y the phase-m atch ing
angle of 61=90'’ (i.e. where d e jf= 0 )  for type II.
In con trast w ith the type I phase-m atch ing, the type II phase-m atch ing geom etry for uv 
generation  is m ore a ttrac tiv e  because its shows a non-critical phase-m atch ing condition 
and therefore a relatively high d^f / ,  as shown in Fig. 3.15.
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Figure 3.14; Phase-m atching properties of T Y P E  I sum -frequency m ixing of 0.213 ////u 
and infrared radiation.
Non-critical phase-m atching is one of the  im p o rtan t features of LBO. Figs. 3.16-3.18 
illu stra te  the possibilities for type I, type II and type III non-critical phase-m atching in 
LBO a t room  tem peratu re , where the  restric tion  of Aj > Ag was used in p lo tting  the 
figures. For type I NCPM  SFG in LBO, the  beam  propagation  direction is along the
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Figure 3.15: Phase-m at chin g properties of T Y P E  II siim-freqiieiicy mixing of 0.213 f im  
and infrared rad iation.
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x-axis of the crystal {e.g. 6^=90^, ^=0®.); the  polarizations of the inpu t fields are parallel 
to  the  z-axis; and the polarisation of the  generated held is parallel to  the y-axis. In this 
phase-m atching geom etry , th e  allowed wavelength range for Ai is 1.19-1.74 firri; and for Ag 
is 0.96-1.417 /im . For type II N C PM  SFG in LBO, the beam  propaga.tion direction is along 
th e  z-axis {e.g. ^=0®.); the  polarizations of the  input held w ith the  longer wavelength and 
the generated held are parallel to  the x-axis; and the  polarisation of the second input held 
is parallel to the y-axis. In this phase-m atching geom etry , the  allowed wavelength range 
for Ai is 1.13-2.6 //m; and for Ag it is 0.16-1.49 fi.in. An a ttra c tiv e  feature of the type 
II N CPM  geom etry is the  possibility of generating rad ia tion  a t sho rt wavelength. LBO 
also offers, for type III non-critical phase-m atching a t ^=0®, when the  polarizations of the 
input held w ith the shorter wavelength and the generated held are parallel to the  x-axis 
and the polarisation of the o ther inpu t held is parallel to  the y-axis. However, as shown in 
Fig. 3.18, the  phase-m atchalde range is lim ited to  a small region (1.197-1.404 /i/iii) with 
the wavelength condition of Ai ~  Ag.
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Figure 3.16: Predicted  type I non-critical phase-m atching in LBO for sum -frequency m ix­
ing
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Figure 3.18: Predicted type III non-critical phase-m atching in LBO for sum -frequency 
mixing
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C h a p ter  4
P u m p  sou rce
III this work, two diode-piiinped Q-switched Nd:YLF lasers were used for the experim ents. 
T he first one was an electro-optically (E O ) Q-switched Nd:YLF pulsed laser; and the 
second one was an acousto-optically (AO) Q-switched slab-geom etry Nd:YLF cv) laser. 
B oth lasers were developed in this group, and developing a second version of the acousto- 
optically (AO) Q-switched end-pum ped Nd:YLF laser was a  specific p a rt of this research 
program . In this chapter, we describe the operation of the two pum p lasers and the design 
considerations of the second AO Q-switched laser.
Q -sw itc h ; Since the  efficiency of param etric  in teraction  is strongly dependent 
on the pum p intensity , norm ally a  SRO requires a Q-switched laser as the 
pum p source, in which the  laser is switched rapidly from a lossy s ta te  to  a low 
loss s ta te , whilst the  laser m edium  is being continuously excited. This has the 
effect of storing energy in the lossy s ta te , and releasing the  energy in a  short, 
high energy pulse when the loss is removed. T here are several m ethods foj- 
switching cavity loss, am ong them , EO Q-switching for pulsed lasers and AO 
Q-switching ibi- cw  lasers are the  m ost commonly used techniques.
N d :Y L F : Nd:YLF is the best choice for Q-switched neodym ium  lasers. This 
is prim arily because Nd;YLF has a longer energy storage tim e , which is 0.48 
msec, twice as long as the 0.24 msec of Nd:YAG. W ith  a  constan t am ount of 
energy coming into the laser m aterial, the m aterial th a t can store energy for 
the longest tim e will be the one w ith the  m ost energy in the  pulse. For instance , 
G rossm an et al. [1] has reported  th a t  approxim ately twice the pulse energy 
can be obtained from a Q-switched NdiYLF laser th an  from a Q-switched
95
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Nd:YAG laser, due to the  difference in the fluorescence lifetime for these media.
A draw back of Nd;YLF is its low therm al conductivity, it is a.pproximately a 
factor of two lower th an  th a t of Nd:YAG. Hence the therm al fractu re  will be 
a  problem  for the  Nd:YLF laser when pum ped a t high power. In addition , 
NdrYLF is also slightly harder to  handle and fabricate th an  Nd:YAG and is 
only available in sm all sizes. As we know , diode-pum ped lasers do not need big 
pieces of anything and provide m oderate  energy for pum ping , so th a t NdrYLF 
is superior to  NdrYAG for diode-pum ping in alm ost all applications where its 
n a tu ra l birefringence is not a problem .
D io d e - p u m p  la s e r :  Over the  last ten  years, the technique of diode-pum ping 
lasers has become very im p o rtan t, particu lar in the labora to ry  because it en­
ables the  developm ent of solid-state lasers th a t  are more efficient, com pact, 
and have good beam  quality. In the report given by Fan[2], the advantages of 
diode-pum ped lasers com pared to  lam p-pum ped lasers can be sum m arised a.s 
follows;
1. Much more efflcient utilisation of the pum p rad iation  can be achieved 
because th a t diode lasers have narrow band spectral o u tp u t and can be 
tuned directly onto an absorption feature.
2. Less heating from the diode-pum ped laser because the average pum p pho­
ton has a higher energy in lam p pum ping than  in diode pum ping.
3. The o u tpu t of the diode laser can be focused to  a small cross sectional 
area to  produce a high pum ping density.
4.1 T h e e lectro -o p tica lly  (EO ) Q -sw itch ed  N d:Y L F  laser
A schem atic of the  EO Q-switched NdrYLF laser system  is depicted in Fig. 4.1. T he laser 
was formed sym m etrically by two quasi-ciu diode lasers and two u-cut NdrYLF rods. Each 
diode laser is capable of delivering a m axim um  energy of 72 m J in a  pulse of 400 //,s.
Basically, the diode light was collim ated by a  com bination of rod and cylindrical lenses 
and then  focused to  a  spot a t a short distance inside the NdrYLF crystal by using an 
aspherical condenser lens. Using this lens com bination , a 85% pum p light transm ission 
into an elliptically focused spot have been reported[3].



















Figure 4.1: Schem atic diagram  of the EO Q-switched NdrYLF laser
The Nd dopant density was 1% a t.w t , which gives a peak absorption coefficient of >6.5 
cm~^ a t 797 nm , when the crystal was pum ped with the diode light polarized along 
the crysta.llogra])hic c axis. The Q-switching operation with 14 Hz re])etition ra te was 
achieved through the use of a lithium  niobate electro-optical crystal in conjunction with 
an air-spaced cube polarizer, the Q of the cavity being switched from low to high by 
removing the A/4 field (1.6 kV) applied to the crystal during the |)ump pulse.
This laser could provide a m axim um  of 6 m.l o u tp u t in a 10 us ])ulse w idth , when the 
corresponding ])eak power was 600 kW . This was sufficient power to  carry out all experi­
m ents for the hr St stage of the K T P O POs. The m easured o u tp u t j>ulse energy and pulse 








60 65 705535 40 45 5030
In p u t c u r r e n t  o f  d iode I (A)
Figure 4.2: The o u tp u t energy and pulse width of the EO Q-switched Nd:YLF laser. 
The tem poral pulse jirohle was m easured by using a vacuum photo-diode and the pulse
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width was found to  he dependent on the current through the laser diode. For instance , at 
the full m axim um  current (70A), the laser pulse width was 10 ns, i)ut it was 15 ns a t the 
diode current of 45 A. The heam  spatial profile was m easured by a (T 'D  cam era and the 
beam  quality was characterised by the factor (num ber of times the diffraction limit), 
and found* to be =
4.2 T h e aco u sto -o p tica lly  (A O ) Q -sw itch ed  NdrYLF laser
A schem atic of this laser system  is depicted in Fig. 4.3. The laser contains a slab-like 







Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram  of AO Q-switched NdrYLF laser.
The slab-like pum p configuration was initially re])orted by P. A lbers, C. Pfistner and H. P. 
W eber [b, 7] for diode end-})umping of NdrYAG lasers. Using NdrYLF as the alternative 
laser medium , the first laser was developed in this gronj) by C hristian Rahlff. Fig. 4.4 
illustrates the pum p scheme of the slab-like geometry. The crystal was cut to allow its 
c-axis to  be parallel to  the surface of the slab , with the laser field ])ro])agating along the 
a-axis as shown in Fig. 4.4. Effective optical pnm ping is then possible, if the polarization 
of the pum))ing E-field is parallel to  the crystaPs c axis and the polarization of the laser 
field is also parallel to the a -  c plane. A nother advantage of this pum p scheme is the 
use of Brew ster-angled entrance faces a t the two sides of the NdrYLF crystal which makes
^The m ethod of AC  m easurem ent is[4, 5]: a waist was created, witli the help of a convergiiip lens, and 
its spot size «n is measured. A lens of local length /  was then placed after the waist and the beam spot size 
W2 at the back focal plane of the lens was recorded. T he beam «piality is given then by =  niui i n - j / \ f .
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coating of the entrance surfaces unnecessary and results in a zero loss for the resonated 
electrical held com ponent in the incident plane. The crystal dimensions were 7.2 mm x 
(1.7 m m  X 1 mill, and the  coatings on the two side faces (1 inm x().7 mm fa,ces) of the  slab 
were specihed as:
1. HR for 1047 nm a t an angle of incidence of 27.9^.





Pump at 797 nm1047 nm
62.1
Figure 4.4: T he slab-like geometry.
T he perform ance of the h rs t slab-like Nd:YLF laser showed several desirable features 
including highly efficient operation , good m ode cpiality and ability to  be Q-switched to  
produce high repetition  ra te  pulses (up to  ~20  kHz). In the case of cw operation , the 
m axim um  o u tp u t power was reported  to  be 6.5 W  in TEMqo spatia l m ode {M'^ — 1,6) 
when pum ped a t 20 W  [8]. In the case of AO Q-switched operation , the  m axim um  peak 
power reached can be 30 kW  with 25 ns pulse width.
For the purpose of enhancing the  nonlinear optical frequency conversion on this la,ser, it 
was decided to  construct a second laser. Basically, the developm ent of the  second laser 
used the  sam e pum p geom etry as the previous design, but to  make it m ore com pact and 
flexible to  control and use, the cooling system  and the whole mechanical s tru c tu re  of the 
laser were re-designed as given in the following sections.
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4 .2 .1  P u m p  o p t i c s  a n d  p u m p  m o d u l e  d e s ig n
The diodes used for the second laser were supplied by O PTO  POW ER C O RPO RA TIO N  
(O P C ). The em itting  apertu re  of the diode was 10 mm x l///?7,, and the typically beam 
divergence were 30~40° along the y axis, and 10" along the x axis.
As reported  by Kane [9], the m axim um  gain and efficiency will be achieved when the laser 
mode includes as much as possible of the region where the pum p light is absorbed , and 
when both the pum p beam  and the laser m ode liave a small d iam eter in th a t region. The 
pum p absorption region for Nd:YLF is 3 ~  4 mm long. However, as we know a tightly  
focused beam while very small a t its focus diverges quickly com pared to  a weakly-focused 
beam which hardly diverges at all but is never focused to a small spot. So, the basis of 
the pum p optics is to find the o|)tim um  tra,de-off between weak and tight focusing.
A puiii]) light coupling techni(|ue presented l>y Shannon and Walla,ce[ 10] was found partic­
ular success for the diode-laser bar having the size of 10 mm x 1////;. In this pum p scheme, 
diode light is collimated in the high-divergence plane by using a. rod lens/cylindrical lens
c.oml)inat,ion and then focused to  a spot, a short distance inside the Nd:YLF crystal by 
using an aspherical condenser lens (see^ Fig. 4.5). This piini]) light cou])ling technicpie 
has been used in our laser system , where the diam eter of the rod lens was chosen to  be 
1.2 m m , the focal lengths of the cylindrical lens and the aspherical lens were chosen to  l)e 
12.7 mm and 8.5 mm respectively.
1.2 mm 11 8.5 mm 11









Figure 4.5: Pum p optics.
The integrated fluorescence profile in the first laser was approxim ately 1.2 mm x 0.0 mm. 
However, much wider fluorescence profiles were found in the second laser. This, we l>elieve, 
was due to  the j)oor quality of the diodes sup])lied by O PC [the diodes used for the. first
'where the asplierical lens is reversed from the way given hy Shannon et ni.
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laser were supplied by Spectra  Diode Labs (SDL)]. A subsequent change to using a  diode 
supplied by SDL for the second laser has proved our suspicions. Even when only one diode 
was changed , much im provem ent in the in tegrated  fluorescence profile with more o u tp u t 
power and narrow er pulse w idth was observed.
Moreover, another problem  was found from  the diode test, nam ely th a t the o u tp u t wave­
length  of the  diodes supplied by O PC  was very sensitive to  tem peratu re  and pum p current 
particu larly  a t low o u tp u t power operation  of the diode (<  5 W ). This will certainly affect 
the practical reliability of diode operation.
To im prove the  fluorescence profile in the Nd:YLF slab of the second laser, we tried to 
ad just the space in between the lenses and found the  best placing of the th ree lenses given 
the restric ted  space condition to  be the following:
1. Reasonable freedom distance between rod lens and diode laser aperture.
2. T he optim um  distance between rod lens and cylindrical lens is 1mm ±  0.5 mm.
3. The cylindrical lens and condense]- lens should be as close as possible, the condenser 
lens is reversed from the way given by Shannon et al. as shown in Fig. 4.5.
A difficulty of this pum p scheme was the restric ted  space. To avoid the  folded resonator 
jia th  being obscured by the  pum p m odule, we successful designed a com pact assembly 
which was easy to  control and to  ad just precisely. The m echanical th ree dim ensional view 
of this assembly is shown in Fig. 4.6, it has the  following properties:
1. T he optical focusing block is independently moveable in the vertical direction.
2. P laced on a Peltier cooling block, the diode is independently moveable in the forward 
and backward-going directions to  fine ad just the gap between the diode and the optics 
which is very sensitive for coupling th e  diode radiation  into the  slab.
3. The assembly constructed with the optics and diode blocks is moveable in th ree  
dimensions relative to the pum ping surface of the slab, i.e. the parallel, height and 
(listance m ovem ents.
4.2.2 Cooling sy s tem  im p ro v em en t
The cooling block has been im proved by changing to  a Peltier cooler. For the  cad 20 W 
diode bar , there was a  large am ount of heat to remove. However, the tigh t space of the




Figure 4.6: Assembly drawing of pum p optics and diode laser m ount, where: 1. Diode 
laser; 2. Cooling plate; 3. Peltier cooler; 4. Cooling block; 5. P la te  1 (for fixing purpose);
6. Y m ovement translation  stage; 7. P la te  II (for fixing purpose); 8. T hree dimension 
transla tion  stage; 9. M ount 1; 10. Z movement translation  stage; 11. M ount II; 12. 
Aspherical lens holder; 13. Cylindrical lens holder.
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pum p m odule as shown in Fig. 4.0, prevented using a large size Peltier. To increase the 
cooling ability while using a small size Peltier, we designed a special w ater cooling block, in 
which the cooling surface was increased by several fins. The tem pera ,ture of the circulated 
cooling w ater was controlled to  be constan t within ±0.1 "C. T he size of the Peltier used 
in this system  was 30 x 30 m m , which only required 5A m aximum driver current. Even 
a t m axim um  pum p , the  diodes can be m aintained stable a t their operation tem peratu res 
which were 25.6 "C and 19.5 "C respectively. The slab was cooled by tap  w ater a t 14 "C 
from a  separate  cooling tank .
4.2.3 Laser cavity
Two considerations should be addressed in cavity design;
1. Good m ode overlap between the  laser and pum p beams inside the Nd:YLF slab.
2. Therm ally-insensitive.
As reported  by C hristian Rahlff [11], an ideal cavity to  meet the above requirem ents is 
a plano-concave one, where the plane m irror was used for the o u tp u t , and the concave 
m irror was used for the rear end of the cavity. The cavity length was lim ited to  a m inim um  
of 200 mm. From cavity calculations for the  case of using a 500 mm concave m irror, we 
know th a t the waist of the laser beam  was cj(,=0.3 mm , located very close to  the o u tp u t 
end of the ca,vity.
4.2.4 O p e ra t io n a l  p ro p e r t ie s
T he optim um  o u tp u t coupling for the first laser was found to  be 30%. However for the 
second laser, it was found to  be only 20%. Again, we believe, this was due to  the poor 
fluorescence profile from the diodes supplied by O PC . W hen both  sides were pum ped at 
abou t 5 W , the typical output, was a  45 ns pulse w idth and 1 W  average power a t the 
Q-switch repetition  ra te  2 kHz. T he corresponding peak power was less than  8 kW . After 
change to  use one diode supplied by Spectra-Physics, the optim um  output, coupling was 
found to  be 30%. Much im provem ents of laser operation were observed in this case. For 
instance , w ith 5 w atts  pum ping from b o th  sides and w ith 1 kHz Q-switching repetition 
ra te , the average o u tp u t power was 0.5 w atts , and the pulse w idth was observed to  be 20 
ns. The corresponding peak power was now m ore th an  20 kW .
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C h a p ter  5
K T P  O PO
T he initial aim of this work was to explore the feasibility of developing K T P  O PO s l)ased 
on N CPM  geom etry , and which would operate  a t low pum p energies and w ith high ef­
ficiency. A key to  developing these devices in tlie NCPM  geom etry is th a t  under these 
circum stances walk-off between the  pum p and generated waves is not present, so allowing 
long in teraction lengths. T he realisation however, th a t only the idle]' wave is ex traord inary  
in the  1 p/in pum ped CPM  K T P O PO , enabled this work to  be extended to consider this 
geom etry also, and to  establish how the O PO  perform ance would be affected by tlie walk- 
off. Theoretically , based on our extended ]iiodels given in C hap ter 2, we have numerically 
studied the detrim ental effects of Poynting vector walk-off on piimp threshold and con­
version efficiency. We have also studied other factors influencing the  conversion efficiency 
of the device and found o u tp u t coupling in particu lar to  be an optimiza.ble param eter 
which m ust l)e well m atched to  the given pum p intensity. Experim entally , to  ovei'come 
the ])ioblem of high pum p threshold in the C PM  O PO , four pum p conligurations have 
been investigated , these were:
1. single-pass-purnp.
2. double- pass-pum p.
3. cylindrical focusing.
4. in tracavity  O PO.
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Fiiia.Uy, the expected result of a. low pum p threshold (<0 .6  m J) w ith high efficiency (■// % 
40%) and wide wavelength tun  ability was dem onstrated  with the use of the double-pass- 
pum p configuration.
In the following sections we begin w ith a description of the design considerations, and 
then  present experim ental results using the  four pum p configurations.
5.1 D esign  con sid eration s
In this section , we discuss some considerations on crystal design and focusing conditions 
for the pum p and signal beams.
5 .1 .1  C r y s t a l  d e s ig n
C r y s ta l  o r ie n ta t io n :  As has been discussed in C hapter 3, K T P  is type II and type III
angular phase-m atchable over its th ree principal plane, i.e., x-y, x - z  and y-z  planes. To 
illustra te  the optim um  phase-m atching condition for the 1.047 (un  pum ped K T P OPOs, 
the predicted wavelength tuning curves, and the associated behaviours of the effective non­
linear coefficient, walk-off, acceptance angles and spectral linewidtli are shown in Figure
5.1 (a)-(d).
As shown in Figure 5.1 (a) and (d ) , in the x-y  plane, K T P offers type 111 phase-m atching , 
w ith a  slow tun ing  ra te  bu t narrow  signa,1 linewidtli, and where the  pum p and signal are 
ex traord inary  waves, a,nd the idler is an ordinary  wave. These characteristics make the 
x-y  plane less a ttrac tiv e  than  the o ther two, exce])t when a narrow linewidtli is recjuiied.
In bo th  the .v.-z and y-z  planes, K T P  displa,ys similar phase-m atching behaviour where 
the degenerate point in each plane divides the phase-m atch geom etry into two types. One 
is called type II phase-m atching where the pum p and idler are ordinary wa,ves and the 
signal is extraordinary. T he othei’ one is called type 111 phase-m atching , where the pum p 
and signal are ordinary  waves and the idler is extraordina.ry. T he tuning ra te  near the 
degenerate point is ~67nm /degree .




























Figure 5.1: Plia.se-m atching properties of the K T P based O PO  pum ped at 1 //./u. (a) 
W avelength tuning; (b) Effective nonlinear coefficients and walk-off angle; (c) Acceptance 
angles; (d) Line w idth of the  signal wave.
Because, as shown in figure 5.1 (b) , the effective nonlinear coefficient goes to a m axim um  
at the  point 6>=90", (;r axis), and has a  relatively higher value in the x-z  plane, we
ha,ve therefore restricted our consideration to  the x-z  plane.
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Table 5.1: P aram eters of type III phase-m atched K T P OPO
P a r a m e te r N C P M  K T P C P M  K T P
orientation  (0, <p) ( 9 0 \  0^) (63xT , OF)
phase-m atching type w^ =  w :-i-w f Up =
def f  (p m /V ) 3.3 2.89
Walk-off (degree) 0 2T8
A 9  (rad ian) 0.04 0.0016
A(f) (rad ian) 0.12 0.1




Hence the K T P crystals used in this work were, one cut at 6^=90", (}6=(P' nam ed the NCPM  
K T P ; the o ther one cut at 6>=63.4", <ji=0" nam ed the CPM  KTP. One ])urpose of the CPM  
K T P orientation was to  achieve a signal o u tp u t tunal)le around 1.7 ////u, since this to  be 
used in a further stage of sum-frequency mixing in LBO to generate tunable red light.
The calculated phase-m atching param eters for both the CPM  and NCPM  K T P OPOs, 
which will 1)6 used frecpiently in the  later analysis, include: d g //, walk-off, acceptance 
angle, wavelengths of signal and idler pairs, and their refractive indices. They are listed 
in Table 5.1 for convenience.
C r y s ta l  le n g th :  T he feature of zero walk-off in the NCPM  K T P O PO , and only idler
wave walk-off in the CPM  K T P  O PO , suggests using long crystals to  increase gain to  
reduce pum p threshold and increase efficiency. However, too long a  crystal will induce 
back-conversion and small angular acceptance which in tu rn  lim its the beam  focusing. To 
establish the optim um  crystal length , the pum p threshold curves as functions of crystal 
length and beam-size were calculated and are shown in Figure 5.2. Clearly, little  advantage 
is to be gained in increasing the crystal length beyond 25 mm for the purpose of reducing 
pum p threshold in bo th  the  NCPM  and CPM  OPO geom etries. Therefore , bo th  crystals 
were decided to be 25 mm long with apertu re  of 5 x 5  mm'^. The crystals used in our work 
were supplied by the Shandong University.
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Figure 5.2: Pum p threshold of K T P  OPOs as a function of crystal length.
5.1.2 B ea m  focusing
D a m a g e  th r e s h o ld  a n d  fo c u s in g  l im ita t io n :  The surface dam age threshold of K T P
is pulse duration  dependent [1] as it has been m entioned in C hapter 3. For a high efficiency 
O PO , any surface dam age to  the K T P is in fact norm ally caused by the  signal wave 
intensity ra th er than  pum p , due to  resonant enhancem ent of the signal wa.ve intensity 
inside the OPO cavity. For example , when an OPO is formed w ith a 20% o u tp u t coupler, 
and operates a t 30% conversion efficiency, then the circulating signal wave intensity inside 
the OPO will be 1.5 tim es higher than  the pum p intensity , if one assum es equal spot sizes 
of pum p and signal beam s. In practice , bo th  beam  intensities m ust be limited to  below the 
dam age threshold. From our experim ental experience, the pum p intensity  should be kept 
below 600 M W /cm ^. Therefore , for the case of the EO Q-switched laser pum ped O PO , 
(where the  m axim um  o u tp u t power is 6 m J w ithin a 10 ns pulse w idth , the corresponding 
peak power being 600 kW ), the lim itation on the focused pum p waist size is 0 .1 8 m m ; and 
it is 0 .0 4 m m  for the  case of using the AO Q-switched laser (where the  m axim um  pum p 
peak power is 30 kW ).
O p t im u m  fo c u s in g  a n d  h*.„i(^ ,5) fu n c tio n :  The m atching of the ])ump and signal
beam s to  enal)le the greatest power transfer from the punq) to the signal and idler waves
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is very im portan t in a  param etric in teraction process, and can be m easured l)y the op- 
tim izable param eter /i*. as introduced and described in C hapter 2. T he param eter is a 
function of beam  focusing and double refraction , and has a  single m axim um  at the  point 
of optim um  focusing, ^ra- T he value of h*. can be num erically calculated from  Eq.(2.107) 
for a forward-going pum p and from  Eq.(2.114) for a  backward-going pum p.
Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 show how the  function in a K T P OPO varies as a  function of 
beam  focusing for the  forward-going pum p in both  NCPM  and CPM  geom etries, where 
the subscript m  denotes th a t hg has been m axim ized w ith respect to  the  phase-m ism atch 
Aklc ,  where the crystal length C was chosen to  be 25 mm; where and are focusing 
param eters of signal and pum p waves, and B represents the walk-off param eter (B = 0  in 
the NCPM  K T P O PO , B —6.6 in the  CPM  K T P O PO .); and where k is the ra tio  of wave 
num bers, k= kp/kg (A— 1.487 in the NCPM  K T P OPO , A:=1.651 in the CPM  K T P O PO .). 
For the NCPM  K T P O PO , the m axim um  value o f i s  0.3, as shown in Fig. 5.2, which 
appears a t (p «  2.8, ,^s ~  2.8; the corresponding beam  spot sizes for pum p and signal 
are; w^p =  0.029 m m , lOos ~  0.035 mm. For the CPM  K T P O PO , the m axim um  value 
of is 0.0326, which is nea,rly a factor of 10 less than  th a t  of the  NCPM  case and , as 
shown in Fig. 5.3, it appears a t ^p % 1.0, is  %1.33; the corresponding beam  spot sizes are: 
Wap — 0.049 m m , Wag =  0.054 mm. Therefore , although the CPM  K T P OPO allows the 
use of long crystal, the much lower m eans poor mode m atching exists and therefore 
less power transfer from pum p to  signal. The difference between (N C PM ) and 
(C PM ) is reduced in the  case of less tigh t focusing. For example , when (p = & = 0 .1 , the 
value of /?+,, is 0.048 in the NCPM  K T P O PO , and it is 0.0146 in the CPM  K T P O PO .
Similarly, the variation in as a function of focusing param eters in a  backward-going 
pum p for both the NCPM  and CPM  K T P O PO s, are shown in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6. The 
curves in the two hgures show sim ilar high values, indicating th a t hj,,, is largely de])endent 
on the divergent backward-going pum p , and not the walk-off in the (T M  K T P OPO. The 
m axim um  is around 0.2 (appears a t is  % ip %1), this value being less th an  th a t 
of the forward-going pum p for the NCPM  K T P  O PO , bu t much larger th an  th a t  of the 
forward-going pum p for the CPM  K T P O PO. According to  Eq.(2.117) given in C hap ter 2, 
(the expression for pum p threshold of a double-pass-pum ped O PO ), the  much larger value 
of in com parison with for the CPM  K T P O PO , promises a m ore than  factor of 
2 reduction in pum p threshold when double-pa„ss-pump configuration is employed.










Figure 5.3; V ariation of as a  function of and with the jiara ineter of for the 
N CPM  K T P OPO and in a forward-going pum p , where lc—25 nun.








Figure 5.4: V ariation of as a  function of and w ith the pa.ram eter of for the  CPM  
K T P OPO and a  forward-going pum p , where lc=25 mm.
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Figure 5.5: A,.,,, value of I)a.c.kwa,rd-going of CPM  K T P OPO
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5.2 S in g le-p ass-p u m p ed  O PO
Single-i)ass-i)nmi)ing is the sim plest and m ost basic configuration of the four pum p geome­
tries considered (as m entioned previously in this chapter). Since the gain is only being 
])ioduced in the forward-going direction in this pumj) configuration , the results obtained 
here are readily extended to  the o ther three configurations.
** 7J2 p late
Q -sw itched  
N d:Y L F lase r
Figure .5.7: Experim ental set-u]> of single-pa.ss-]>um]) OPO.
The ex])erimen1.al set.-u|) used in this work is shown schematically in Fig. 5.7. The 
resonator was sym m etrically structu red  with two concave m irrois having curvatures of 
either 500 mm or 100 mm. For convenience, we call the OPO cavity foim ed by the two 
500 mm curvature m irrors as the 500 mm OPO cavity, and similarly also the 100 mm 
OPO cavity.
All m irrors were coated for high transm ission a t 1 fi.ni., and the o u tp u t m in o rs were 
coated for 10% transm ission a t 1.54 /cm; the rear m irrors were coated for high reflection 
[R  > 98%i) a t 1.54 fi.ni. These m inors were also used for 1 he (]PM O PO s to resonate the 
signal wave centred at 1.7 fi.ni.. Through a s])ectral scan system  built by ourselves, the 
transm ission of the o u tp u t m in o r a t 1.7 fini was found to l)e 15%,, and the reflection of 
the real m in o r at 1.7 fi.ni was found to be 05%,.
To achieve good mode overlap l)etween pum p and signal waves, two different com bination 
bet wee] I OPO cavity and focus lens were used for each pump laser, which were:
1. EO (^-switched laser -f 400 mm focus lens -f 500 mm OPO cavity.
2. AO (^-switched laser +  100 mm focus lens -f 100 mm O PO cavity.
T he size of the pum p beam waist a t the focal point was estim ated by using heat-sensitive
j)a.per and then a CCD cam era was used for furthei m easurem ent. As a lot of filters were
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Wop (m m ) 0.21 0.135 0.21 0.135
& 0.054 0.13 0.054 0.13
hp (m m ) 463 191 463 191
tUos (m m ) 0.189 0.13 0.189 0.13
& 0.095 0.2 0.105 0.22
bg (m m ) 262 124 237 112
/ 'L 0.0375 0.0773 0.0133 0.02
used in the m easurem ent w ith the CCD cam era , pum p l)eam spot size estim ated l)y this 
m ethod may be smaller th an  real size. However, the results detected by heat-sensitive 
])aper (intensity dependent ) may give a bigger size than the real. In our analysis, the 
pum p beam  spot size was evaluated using both m easurem ents. The pum p beam waist of 
the EO Q-switched laser after a 400 mm focus lens then was evaluated to  be 0.21 mm; 
and it was evaluated to  be 0.135 mm for the AO Q-switched laser after a 100 mm focus 
lens. T he focusing param eters relevant to the two experim ental arrangem ents are listed 
in Table 5.2.
It is notable th a t the A ,^  ^ values of the 500 mm OPO cavity w ith the use of the EO Q- 
switched laser pum p is nearly a  factor of 2 less th an  th a t of the 100 mm OPO cavity with 
the use of the AO Q-switched laser. However, it is impossible to increase A+^ , by fu rther 
focusing down pum p and signal beam s, as seen in Table 5.2, since the  signal beam waist 
was 0.189 mm in this case, which was already close to  the focusing lim itation of >0.18 
mm.
T he O PO s were easy to  align by using the following procedures. We first place the K T P 
crystal a t the position of the pum p waist. W ith a, specially designed crystal holder, the 
K T P  crystal was moveable and ro ta tab le  along the vertical and horizontal directions. 
T he two m irrors were then spaced as close as possible to  reduce the round trip  tim e , 
norm ally the space was 32 mm. All surfaces of the optical com ponents were aligned to be 
perpendicular to  the pum p beam  by placing a  pinhole on the optical pa th . The polarization 
of pum p wave was adjusted  accurately by rota.ting a  half wave plate.
In the experim ent, the  pum p pulse was detected by a fast response silicon i)hoto-diode,
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and the signal pulse was detected  hy a germ anium  photo-diode.
5 .2 .1  O s c i l la t io n  t h r e s h o l d
In modelling the OPO operation for the  case of pulsed laser pum ping , we have assum ed 
a  G aussian tim e profile for the pum p pulse in order to calculate thresholds. This is 
appropria te  for the  EO Q-switched laser. However, it is not so appropria te  in the case of 
the AO Q-switched laser, since a typical pulse now has a  fast rise tim e , and a long tail.
For a given crystal and OPO geom etry , beam  focusing and walk-off are im p o rtan t factors in 
determ ining pum p threshold , and are trea ted  through the  hsm param eter. We m ust point 
out th a t  although the oscillation threshold is inversely proportional to  the signal beam  
ou tp u t coupling [see the relation described by Eq.(2.99) in C hap ter 2], it is not always 
appropria te  to  reduce threshold by using lower o u tp u t coupling. Lower o u tp u t coupling 
can lead to lower conversion efficiency as has been observed in l)oth our experim ent and 
theoretical analysis. A fu rther discussion will be given in the next section.
In this work, the pum p threshold calculation for the case of single-pass-i)ump was based 
on equation (2.108) given in C hap ter 2. To com pare the theoretical modelling w ith exper­
im ents, the pum p threshold was defined as th a t  pum p energy for which the signal energy 
reaches the minimum detectable level by the equipm ent after n round trips. For instance , 
assum ing the minimum detectable power of the power m eter is 0,1 m W , if the pulse re])e- 
tition  is 14 Hz, then the  signal energy a t the threshold point is 7 /nl; and if the repetition  
is 125 Hz, then the signal energy a t threshold point is 0.8 //..I. Experim entally , the pum p 
threshold was determ ined a t a  point where the  signal si>ot ju s t can be seen from a infrared 
display card.
Fig. 5.8 shows the pum p threshold behaviour for the NCPM  K T P O PO s. W ith  two 10% 
ou tp u t couplers forming the OPO cavity (T*. «20% ), the typically pum p energy threshold 
was 0.8-0.9 m.J for the case of using the 500 mm OPO cavity, when the corresponding pum p 
peak power was 60 kW  (pum p pulse w idth =  i4  us). It was to  be 0.136 m.T for the case 
of the 100 mm O PO  cavity, when the corresponding peak power was 5 kW  (pum p pulse 
w id th=20  ns). Clearly, the m easured pum p thresholds for the two cases are reasonably 
close to  the theoretical predictions. According to  the /igm curves given in Fig. 5.3 for this 
OPO geom etry , the  pum p threshold can be further reduced by focusing both  pum p and 
signal beams until ^p=& =2.8.
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Figure 5.8: Pum p threshold of single-pass-pumped NCPM  K T P OPO.
600-1 a. FT„=0.19 m m .
b. fKo,=0.13 m m .
A experim ent a.X  5 0 0
4 0 0 -
round trip loss=20%.
0.50.40.30.20.0 0.1
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Figure 5.9: Pum p threshold of single-pass-pumped CPM  K T P  OPO.
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Ta.]D e 5.3: Pum p threshold  of K T P  O PO s in the single-pa,ss-puni]) configuration
Phase-m atching NCPM NCPM CPM CPM
OPO  cavity 500 mm 100 mm 500 mm 100 mm
tOop (m m ) 0.21 0.13 0.21 0.13
Pum p threshold energy (m J) 0.8-0.9 0.136 2.5 +
Pum p pulse w idth (ns) 14 20 12
Peak power of pum p (kW ) 60 6 210 *
Pum p intensity  (M W /m m ^) 0.45 0.1 1.5 *
Fig. 5.9 shows the  pum p threshold  behaviour for the CPM  K T P  O PO s, where the OPO 
cavity was formed by one o u tp u t coupler and one signal wave high reflector. The round 
trip  loss of this cavity was estim ated  to  be 20%. T he m easured pum p energy threshold  for 
the  case of the 500 mm OPO cavity and w ith pum ping by the EO Q-switched laser was 
2.5 m J. The device did not work when pum ped by the AO Q-switched laser (the available 
ma,ximum pum p peak power from this laser was 20 kVV a t this tim e.). Obviously, the higher 
pum p threshold of the C PM  K T P OPO was due to  the double refraction of the idler wave. 
The observed experim ental phenom enon , i.e. a three times higher pum p threshold for the 
CPM  OPO th an  for the  N CPM  OPO when pum ped by the EO Q-switched laser is, in 
fact, very much in agreem ent w ith the prediction given by the values of the  param eter 
for the two OPO geom etries as seen in Table 5.2. The reason th a t the CPM  K T P  OPO  
with the AO Q-switched laser pum ping did not work can be also explained by the hsm 
p aram eter. For the case of the 100 mm OPO ca-vity, the hs„i values listed in Table 5.2, for 
the  N CPM  OPO is /i,,,,(N C PM )=0.0773, bu t for the CPM  O PO , it is (C P M )-0 .02. 
T he difference in the hsm values for the two OPO geometries indica,tes at least a 3.4 times 
higher pum p threshold , e.g., 20 kW  peak power was recpiired for this CPM  K T P  OPO 
w ith the 100 mm OPO cavity.
In sum m ary , the experim ental results for the pum p threshold of the  K T P  O PO s in the 
single-pass-pum ped configuration are listed in Table 5.3.
5 .2 .2  C o n v e r s io n  e f f i c i e n c y
In this study , the conversion efficiency is defined as the external energy conversion efficiency 
from input pum p energy to  the o u tp u t signal energy. Because the param etric  in teraction 
is an elem entary three-photon process, there is no energy storage in the  OPO cavity and
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the pulse w idth of the signal is prim arily determ ined by th a t of the pumj), and norm ally 
it is slight narrower th an  the  pum p pulse due to the signal field b\iild up time. T he build 
up tim e in this configuration was found to  be ~ 2  ns for the NCPM  geom etry a,nd ns 
for the  CPM  geometry. Thus the peak power conversion efficiency, in fact, is higher th an  
the energy conversion efficiency.
T he signal o u tp u t power was m easured either after a 1 ftm, cut-off filter, or a  prism. 
Because of the high absorptions of the idler wave in either the crystal or the substra tes of 
the  m irrors , the idler o u tp u t was not detected for such an OPO geom etry. To detect the 
idler wave, a folded cavity was used which will be described in a  la te r section.
T he theoretical calculation for conversion efficiency was based on the m odel given in 
C hap ter 2. Because a  plane wave theory  was used here, the theoretical results wej-e 
restric ted  to  a  uniform intensity  d istribution  and therefore were useful for predicting some 
O PO param eters , such as crystal length , m irror reflectivity, and pum p intensity; bu t were 
not suita1>le for analysing problem s such as mode m atching.
(1 )  N C P M  K T P  O P O
T he experim entally achieved conversion efficiencies for the N CPM  K T P O PO s with the 
use of the single-pass-pump configuration are sum m arised in Figures 5.10 and 5.11. A 
com parison of conversion efficiency w ith the 100 mm OPO cavity and the 500 mm OPO 
cavities is shown in Figure 5.10, where the o u tp u t coupling used for bo th  OPO s was 20%. 
To show the  intensity  dependency , as seen in this figure, the  calculated conversion efficiency 
curves are plo tted  in respect of bo th  pum p energy (solid curve) and pum p intensity (dashed 
curve).
Clearly, both the experim ental d a ta  and the  calculated curves^ show th a t the conversion 
efficiency for the case of using the 100 mm O PO cavity is much higher th an  th a t of using 
the 500 mm O PO cavity. However, the two dashed curves indicate th a t  the two OPO s, 
in fact, were operating in the sam e pum p intensity region. For the  sam e pum p intensity , 
the higher conversion efficiency achieved in the case of using the 100 mm OPO cavity has 
again proved the benefit; of using higher value oï
T he fast pulse rise tim e of the AO Q-switched laser m ight be an additional contribution to 
the conversion efficiency. As has been pointed ont by Ma.rshaJi and Ka.z[2], a sufficiently
^Tliis ca,iciilation was basetl on plane wave theory and therefore the predicted conversion efficiency wajs 
intensity dependent. T he acliieved relative high peak for the case of 100 m m  O PO  cavity as shown in this 
figjire was due to the assum ed relative large signal w aist in the calculation [see Eqs. (2 .123) and (2.124)].
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fast rise tim e to  perm it the  OPO to exceed threshold before a significant am ount of pum p 
energy has passed through the crystal is very im portan t for high conversion efficiency. 
They have dem onstrated  an increased conversion efficiency from 40% to  47% by tailoring 
the  pum p pulse.
P um p In ten sity  I, (M W /cm*)
100 200  300 400  500
a 0.3
o 0.2
100mm cavity +  AO QS laser pum p  
500m m  cavity + EO QS laser pum p  
T=20% @ 1.54/im  
A e x p e r im e n t  1. 
O e x p e r im e n t  2.
V (4)R (Ep)
2 4 6 8
P um p energy E, (m J)
Figure 5.10: Conversion efficiency of single-pass-])iimped NCPM  K T P O PO , where the 
pum p intensity  dependence and the ])ump energy dependence of conversion efficiency are 
indiceted by the dashed and the solid curves respectively.
No optical dam age was observed in the case of using the 100 mm O PO  cavity although 
very tight focusing was used. This is not a surprise because m axim um  intensities of either 
the signal or pum p beams were far from  the dam age threshold as shown in Fig. 5.10. 
However, the m axim um  pum p energy in the case of using the 500 mm OPO cavity was 
lim ited by optical dam age a t the level of > 5 m.J (W hen pum p energy reached 5 m.J, the 
noise of surface dam age was heard frequently.).
Fig. 5.11 illustrates the variation of the  conversion efficiency when a 10% o u tp u t coupler 
and a  20% o u tp u t coupler were used for the N CPM  OPO for the case of the 500 mm 
O PO  cavity. Clearly as shown in this figure, the m irro r’s transm ission is an im p o rtan t 
factor for OPO operation , and should be chosen to m atch a  particu lar pum p intensity. 
For instance , for the pum p intensity region 50-100 MW/cm ,^, T =  20% is the optim um  
value for m axim um  conversion efficiency, but when the pum p intensity  increases to  120- 
200 MW /cm ? , a more appropria te  value is T =40% . Generally, a high conversion efficiency
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O PO  requires that, one overcomes the problem  of back conversion. W hether conversion is 
forw ard or backward depends largely on the ratio  of the signal to the pum]) of the photon 
fluxes, bu t not so much on either signal or pum p flux a,lone. This can be explained l)y 
using the  exact plane wave solution for a SR0[3]. If one uses ‘/>’ to  express the ra tio  of 
photon fluxes, i.e.
^ ~ u i ( o Y
and uses ‘G ’ to  express the  signal net gain on a round trip , i.e.
G =  A
where R  is the signal power loss coefficient on a round trip , then  according to  equations 
(2.118) and (2.119), the expression for G  in term s of the ra tio  p is given as:
G(/,) = =  R ( p + 1 -  sn"K (0)(«+ «ü)/7,7"1)
where ( ,  (u, and 7  all depend on p as described in C hapter 2. Hence p is a control 
param eter. Obviously, for a high gain device, such as the K T P  O PO , choosing the m ir­
ror reflectivity so as to keep the appropriate ra tio  of photon fluxes is very im portan t to 
optim ize O PO  operation.
(2) C PM  K T P OPO
The m easured conversion efficiency for the CPM  K T P OPO for the  case of the .500 mm 
O PO  cavity are com pared w ith the calculated curve in Fig. 5.12. T he m easured m axim um  
external conversion efficiency from pum p to signal was 19%, which is close to  the calculated 
value of 25%. T he low conversion efficiency of this CPM  K TP O PO  was due to  the double 
refraction of the idler wave. According to  the curves given in Fig. 5.4, the 1i,y,n value of 
this CPM  K T P OPO can be increased by fu rther focusing the signal and pum p beam s, 
leading to  improved operation of this O PO . However, fu rther focusing was lim ited by the 
dam age threshold.
5.2.3 W ave leng th  tu n in g
In the wavelength m easurem ents, the accuracy of the m onochrom eter was caJil)]-ated to 
be <0.3 nm  at the pum p wavelength 1.047 p m .
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P u m p  e n e r g y  ( m J )  
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p a ra m eter  T=:
0 100 200  300  400
P u m p  i n t e n s i t y  Ip ( M W / c m ^ )
Figure 5.11; Conversion efficiency of single-pass-puinpecl NCPM  K T P  OPO w ith param ­
eter of m irror transm ission T , where t'Fo.s=:0.19 mm , Wop=0-22 mm , pum p pulse w idth 
A/.= 14 ns; and where the triangles indicate the experim ental d a ta  when T=2fl% , and the 
circles indicate the experim ental d a ta  when T =10% .
P u m p  in t e n s it y  I, (M W /cm®)
1 5 0  2 0 0  2 5 050 1000.5




P u m p  en erg y  Ep (m J)
Figure 5.12: Conversion efficiency of single-pass-pum ped CPM  K T P O PO  for the 500 mm 
cavity, where pum p beam  waist Wop—0,22 m m , signal beam  waist VF„s=0.19 mm , pum;) 
pulse w idth A/,= 14 ns.
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T he m easured signal wavelength from the NCPM  K TP OPO was 1 .538  /i.m, the corre­
sponding idler wavelength was 3 .28  ^im.
T he m easured signal wavelength from the CPM  K T P OPO was tunable from 1 .6 5 4  fim  
to  1 .736  fim ,  the corresponding idler wavelength tuning range was from 2 .853  }t,m, to  
2 .6 3 8  //,m.
As shown in Fig. 5.13, the  experim ental results are in good agreem ent w ith the calculated 
tun ing  curve, where the  calculation was based on Vanherzeele’s Sellmeier e(piation[4].
3 ,0  —
g  2 .5W)
^ 2.0 -
1 .5
9 05 0 6 0 7 0 8 0
P h a se  m a t c h i n g  a n g le  d
Figure 5.13: W avelength tuning of slngle-pass-pumped CPM  K T P  OPO.
5.2.4 T ransverse  m ode
Occasionally, the signal wave appeared a.s a, circular mode (close to  TEMoo), particularly  
after a  new coating was applied to the surfaces of the KTP. However, in m ost cases a 
ring s tru c tu re  was observed on the signal wave. We even inserted a tiny pinhole to  lim it 
th e  resonant mode, bu t th e  ring s tru c tu re  was still there. T he sam e phenom ena were 
observed by .Jonathan Terry [5]. Up to  now , we cannot give a  clearly explanation since 
our a.nalysis is lim ited to the plane wave approxim ation. We believe, this phenom ena can
l.)e num erically sim ulated in fu rther analysis using the G aussian beam  approach. Unlike 
the N CPM  OPO case, the transversal m ode of the signal in the C PM  O PO  appeared to  
be less clearly a ring struc tu re , bu t it was not a  circular m ode either.
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5.3 D ou b le-p ass-p iim p ed  O PO
lleca.uso of the high pum p threshold of the single-pa,ss-puiiiped CPM  O PO , it was derided 
to  study  the douhle-pa,ss-puni])ed O PO  scheme. A schematic of the douhle-pass-pum ped 
OPO is shown in Fig. 5.14.
7J2 plate




Figure 5.14: Ex])erimeutal set-u]) of the douhle-])a,ss-]>um])ed OPO.
Basically, the arraugem eut was similar to  the siugle-pass-pumped configuration. The OPO 
was formed sym m etrically with a pa it of concav*' m irrors, the non-resonant pump beam 
was highly reflected from the signal wave out|)Ut m irror Rj  and passed back through t lu' 
crystal to  produce additional gain. To prevent the pump l)ea.m going back to  the laser 
cavity, a Faraday isolator was installed in the system .
Since the AO Q-switched laser was not availa.bh' a t this tim e , all the experim ents on 
the double-pass-pum ped K T P OPOs were com pleted with the EO (^-switched laser. The 
out])ut m irrors used were coated for high reflectivity at 1 //./n,, and have partial i eflec tivities 
of 10%, 20%, and 30% at the NCPM  K T P OPO signal wavelength, 1.54 //.ni. These m irrors 
were also used for the CPM  K T P OPOs. Their signal wave leflectivity at 1.7 /////, the 
central signal wavelength of the CPM  K T P O PO , was found to  be 38%).
In Table 5.4, we sum m arise the Z/,.,,,, values for both the forward going and backward going 
trips for the case of the 500 mm OPO cavity. Clearly, since the value of the Z/,~,i for the 
case of the 500 mm OPO  cavity is nearly e(|ual to th a t of t he in the NCPM  K TP 
O PO , and is about 2.5 times higher than th a t  of the in tin ' CPM  K TP O PO , tin ' 
perform ances of the K T P O PO s were expected to be improved draniatically  by using the 
double-pass-pu111p configuration.
5 .3 .1  O s c i l la t io n  t h r e s h o l d
T he main purpose of this study was to  exam ine how the pum p threshold could be reduced 
using tin ' increased yalne of h,~^  ^ during the backward-going jinmp.
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Table 5.4; Sum m ary of /is„,, values for the double-pass-puuiped K T P O PO  with the 500 
mm cavity.
P h ase-m at ch i ng N C P M C P M
vjop (m m ) 0.21 0.21




^^ SVl 0.0360 0.0343
(1 ) N C P M  g e o m e tr y  As expected from the above analysis the pum p threshold energy 
of the  NCPM  K T P  OPO in the case of using the double-pass-pum p configuration was ob­
served to  be 0.40 m J. The pum p pulse width in this case was 15 ns, so the corresponding 
peak power wa,s 33 kW. Therefore, this result showed a factor of 2 lower pum p thresh­
old th an  th a t achieved in the case of using the single-pass-puni]). Moreover, the out])ut 
m irro r’s transm ission used in this case was 30% , but it was 20% used in the case of the 
single-pass-pump.
The calculated pum p threshold curves as a  function of pum p beam waist for the 500 
mm OPO  cavity and the  100 mm OPO cavity are shown com paratively in Fig. 5.15. 
To illustra te  the im provem ent with the use of the double-pass-pum p configuration , the 
calculated pum p threshold curve for the case of the 500 mm OPO cavity using the single- 
pass-pum p is also p lo tted  in this ligure as shown by the dashed curve.
(2 )  C P M  g e o m e tr y  The m easured oscillation threshold energy for the  case of the  CPM  
K T P  OPO with the use of the 500 mm cavity in a double-pass-])um p configuration was 
0.64 m.l. Com paring this with the case of the single-pass-pump (P um p threshold was 2.5 
m J in this case for T ,s=20% .), it can be seen th a t the pump threshold was reduced by a 
factor of 3.8 using the  doul)le-pa,ss-pump configuration (for which T,,.=;38%.).
Fig. 5.16 shows the experim ental results and ])redictions of this study. A lthough the 
low peak power AO Q-switched laser was not used in this experim ent, the theoretical 
curve I) indicates th a t the peak power pum p threshold is possibly as low a.s 20 kW  for the 
case of T,s=38%; and th a t it can be fu rther reduced to  ~10  kW  by reducing the m irro r’s 
transm ission to  be T*.=:20%.
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T Single—paaa pnm gf fK«=0.19 m m -
a. FT„=0.19 m m , At=15 ns.
b. FK«=0.13 m m , At=20 ns. 
A Experim ental data of a.
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Pump beam waist W„p (mm)
Figure 5.15: Pum p threshold of douhle-pass-pum ped N CPM  K T P OPO.









a. ir„=0,19 m m , At=15 ns.
b. 1K„=0.13 m m , At=20 ns.
A E xperim ental data of a.
 1 1 1 1 ' 1 ' 1
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Pump beam waist W^ p (mm)
Figure 5.16: Pum p threshold  of double-pass-pum ped CPM  K T P  O PO .
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Table 5.5: Sum m ary of pum p threshold of K T P OPO for both  double-pass and single-
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In sum m ary , the experim entally m easured pum p thresholds for both the double-pass-pum p 
and the single-pass-pump K T P  OPOs are listed in Table 5.5. T he successful operation 
of the double-pass-pum ped O PO  not only dem onstrated  a low pum p threshold , but also 
the good agreem ent between predictions based on calculations of the  hsm function and 
experim ent results has confirmed a useful technique for OPOs in general.
5 .3 .2  C o n v e r s io n  e f f i c i e n c y
T he additional pum ping during the backw ard going pum p not only reduced the  threshold 
bu t also increased the conversion efficiency, as observed in our experim ent.
( 1 ) N C P M  g e o m e tr y
For the case of using the 500 mm O PO  cavity w ith the o u tp u t coupling Ta=dO% , the 
experim entally observed m axim um  external conversion efficiency was 37%. This is 1.4 
tim es higher than  th a t of the  single-pass-pum ped OPO. Fig. 5.17 shows the conversion 
efficiency behaviour of this O PO . Good agreem ent between the experim ental and th eo re t­
ically predicted curves for this O PO can be seen in this figure. T he increase in conversion 
efficiency for this double-pass-pum ped OPO can be seen by com parison with th e  dashed 
curve which was calculated for the  case of the single-pass-pump.
Fig. 5.18 illustrates the variation of the conversion efficiency when different outi>ut cou­
plers were used w ith the N CPM  K T P O PO  based on the 500mm O PO  cavity. We see 
th a t 40% may be the  optim um  signal transm ission in the pum p energy range 1-5 m.l.
For the case of the 100 m m  OPO cavity and pum ped by the AO Q-switched laser. Fig.
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Figure 5.17; Conversion efficiency of clonl)le-pass--]>um])ed NCPM  K T P OPO for the 500 
mm OPO cavity.
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Figure 5.18: Conversion efficiency of double-pass-pum ped N CPM  K T P  O PO  w ith the 
p aram eter of T& .
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5.19 shows the predicted conversion efficiency behaviour. It is possible for this O PO  to  
offer higher conversion efficiency th an  th a t in the  case of using the 500 iniri OPO cavity 
as the  predicted curves of T^=20%  and Tg=30%  show. To illustra te  the relatively high 
efficiency in the double-pass-pum ped O PO , we have also p lo tted  the  predicted conversion 
efficiency curve for the  case of the single-pass-pum ped OPO based on the 100 mm cavity, 
as shown by the dashed curve.
0.6
^ 0 . 5I .2 0 .g»» 0.I 
"  0 ,I 8  0.
0.0
p a ra m eter  T=:
20 30 go
— double pass p u m p . 
-- s in g le  pass p u m p . 
At=30 ns.
I . I \ ■ -
0  1 2  3 4
P u m p  en erg y  Ep (m J )
Figure 5.19: Conversion efficiency of double-pass-pum ped N CPM  K T P OPO for the 100 
mm cavity.
( 2 ) C P M  g e o m e tr y
As was m entioned before, the only available m irror transm ission was 38% for the double- 
pass-pum ped CPM  K T P  O PO . T he m easured m axim um  conversion efficiency for the case 
of the 500 mm OPO cavity was about 40%^ m easured with the pum p beam  norm ally 
incident on the  crystal. T he experim entally achieved conversion efficiency for this O PO  is 
com paratively shown in Fig. 5.20.
^hi fact, the observed m axim um  coiiveisioii efficiency was 42%. However, using a IR spectral-m eter, 
the idler wave transm ission (around ~ 2 .7  inn)  of both the output and the rear mirrors were found to  be 
and there iua,y be less absorption of the idler wave in crystal as well. Therefore, possibly a very 
little  of the idler wave outp ut was included in the signal output power detection , and we only can say that 
the conversion efficiency was ~40% .
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Figure 5.20: Conversion efficiency of clou])le-pass-pnmpe(I CPM  K T P  OPO for the 500 inin 
cavity, where the pum p beam  waist is Wop=0.21 m m , the signal beam  waist is T4Ca=0.19 
mm , and the pum p pulse w idth is A/,= 15 ns.
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Figure 5.21; Conversion efficiency of double-pass-pum ped CPM  K T P  O PO  with the  pa­
ram eter of T..
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Figure 5.22: Conversion efficiency of clonble-pass-puiriped CPM  K T P  OPO for the 100 
mill cavity.
Fig. 5.21 illustrates the variation of the conversion efficiency when different o u tp u t cou­
plers were used for the  CPM  K T P O PO  based on the 500mm O PO cavity. It can be seen 
th a t  40% is the optim um  transm ission for the pum p energy in the range of 1-5 m.J. Lower 
transm ission , such as T =20%  may be needed when the pump energy is in the range of
0.5-1.5 m.J.
To show the conversion efficiency behaviour for the  case of the 100 m m  O PO  cavity, the 
calculated curves with different transm issions are shown in Fig. 5.22. We see th a t the 
m axim um  efficiency in this case can reach 45% , and T =20%  is th e  optim um  transm ission 
for the pum p energy range 0.5-1.5 m.T.
5 .3 .3  W a v e l e n g t h  t u n i n g
Because of the low threshold and high efficiency of the double-pass-pum ped scheme, much 
wider tuning ranges were obtained th an  in the case of single-pass-pump. T here were 
1 .587  -1 .8 4  fLin from the CPM  K T P  O PO , and 1 .5 3 7 -1 .5 5 3 5  /.itri from the NCPM  
K T P  O PO . The corresponding idler tuning ranges were 3 .0 8 -2 .4 2  /;//n and 3 .2 8 4 -3 .2 1 1  
fi/in,. Fig. 5.23 shows the wavelength tuning curves of the K T P O PO s, where the do tted
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points are experim ental results (A  for the (T M  KTP, and O for the NCPM  K T P ), and 
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Figure 5.23: W avelength tuning of double-pass-pum ped K T P  OPO.
5 .3 .4  T r a n s v e r s e  m o d e
The doughnut transverse m ode was a j)rol)lem in the single-pa,ss-pum]) configuration. How­
ever, a  very good circular m ode was observed all the tim e in the double-pass-pum ped K T P 
O PO .
5 .3 .5  O P O  l in e  w i d t h  m e a s u r e m e n t
T he experim ental set-up for the  linewidth m easurem ent is shown schematically in Fig. 
5.24. The o u tp u t spectrum  a t the signal wavelengths was ol)served by using a Faljry- 
P ero t interferom eter in conjunction w ith an IR. vidic.on (H am am atsu  Beam Finder II, 
C3283). The gap between the two m irrors of the interferom eter was ad justed  to  be 0.3 
mm for a Free Spectral Range of 500 GHz. T he spectral content of the  signal o u tp u t was 
examined by the F abry-Perot in terferom eter, and then imaged onto the  IR. vidicon. The 
signal from the vidicon went to a m onitor via a frame grabber. T he use of the  fram e 
grabber allowed the pulse to  pulse spectral variations to lie observed.






Figure 5.24: Experim ental set-up for OPO linewidth m easurem ent.
Single cluster oscillation was apparen t in the NCPM  O PO , and the  m easured spectral 
linew idth of the signal wave was 0.88 nm (FW H M ). Two types of behaviours were observed 
on the signal wave spectrum  of the C PM  O PO  with norm al incidence pum p. One consisted 
of a single ‘c luster’ when the m easured linewidth of the signal wave was 1.16 nm (FW H M ). 
The o ther consisted of ‘three clusters’ equally spaced. In such a case, the separation 
between ea.ch ‘cluster’ was 0.547 nm which was found to  be caused by the gaj) between 
the  rear m irror and the K T P surface (2.5 mm wide) acting as an étalon. The linewidth of 
the  signal wave in this case was m easured to be 1.517 nm. As shown in Fig. 5.1 (d), the 
m easured spectral w idth for the case of the single ciuster is very close to  our calculated 
value using E q.(2-125),
5.4 C ylin drica l focu sin g  pum p configuration
Since the bea.m walk-off of the extraordina ,ry ra.y is norm ally in one transverse dimension,
i.e., the plane containing the optic axis and the direction of the beam  propagation , an 
enhanced interaction can be obtained with tigh t focusing of beam s in the  o ther transverse 
dimension.
For the CPM  K T P O PO , th e  walk-off angle lies in the 0-p lane. As the crystal is tuned 
a,way from the NCPM  point, the acceptance angle A 0  will decrease rapidly while the 
o ther acceptance angle A 0  rem ains exceptional large. For instance , from the d a ta  listed 
in Table 5.1, a t norm al incidence, A(p «  100 m r, but AO »  1.6 mr. This suggests th a t  some 
considerable advantage can be gained in term s of pum p threshold by adopting a  cylindrical 
focusing geom etry , i.e. focusing beam s along the $-p lane direction , while keeping beams 
well collimated along the 0 -p lan e  direction.
T he experim ental set-up is shown in Fig. 5.25, where the O PO  was pum ped by the EO 
Q-switched laser. T he focusing length of the cylindrical lens was chosen to  be between 200-
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Figure 5.25: Experim ental set-up of cylindrical focusing pum]> configuration.
400 m m , and the O PO  was form ed by two 500 mm curvature spherical m irrors (cylindrical 
m irrors were not available). Unfortunately , we did not observe any im provem ent in pum p 
threshold. This, we believe, was due to the spherical m irrors used on the O PO  cavity, 
leading to  i)oor m ode m atching between the pump and the signal. If one uses cylindrical 
m irrors , and careful designs the beam focusing, we believe th a t the pum p threshold can 
be reduced significantly.
5.5 In tracav ity  K T P  O PO
A nother pum p configuration used in this K TP OPO  study was the in tracavity  OPO 
(lO P O ), where the crystal was placed inside the laser resonator. O ur purpose of us­
ing this pum p configuration was to  effectively operate  the K T P OPO when pum ped by 
the low power from the AO Q-switched laser.
The theoretical analysis for lO PO s was first reported  by O shm an and H arris [b], who 
derived the equations of motion for such oscillators by using self-consistency equations. 
Later, Falk cl al. [7] extended this theory to include the dynam ics of the population 
inversion of the la,ser m edium . Since then very few further reports have a])pea,red.
The experim ental arrangem ent of the in tracavity  K T P  OPO is shown in Fig, 5.2(5. The 
laser cavity was plano-concave, where the plane m irror was used for the o u tp u t , and 
tlie concave m irror was used for the rear end of the cavity. The pum p bea,m waist in 
such a configuration locates close to  the  plane m irror. T he OPO cavity was piano-piano ,
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Figure 5.26: Experim ental set-up of tiie intracavity OPO.
formed by the plane m irror of tiie laser resonator and a further plane m irror which was 
installed between the K T P crystal and the Nd:YLF slab as a short. wavelength-])ass and 
long wavelength reflector. To achieve good mode overlap, the K T P crystal was placed as 
close as possible to  the front m irror. The o u tpu t m irror of the O PO was original used 
as a. low transm ission coupler (T  =  2%) of the Nd:YLF laser, and its tiansm ission a t the 
signal wavelength i.5 ~ 1 .7  //.///, was found to be ><S()%. Because of the BK7 m aterial of the 
m irror sul)st.rate, the o u tp u t m irror of this OPO could not transm it the idler wave.
From calculation , the radius of the laser beam waist was found to  be 0.3 mm , and the 
ra.dius of the signal wave waist was found to be 0.84 mm. Because of the high reflection of 
the oiit])ut m irror a t the pum p beam wavelength, the intra,cavity O PO  was in some ways 
similar to  the double-])ass-pump configuration. In Table 5.6, we sum m arise the values of 
the beam waists and the ])a.rameter for both the N(T^M and (!PM K T P OPOs. To 
detect the signal wave out])ut ])ower, two m ethods were used. One was by using a dichroic 
mi] ror to separate the two wavelengths, this being coated for high reflectivity at. I //.///,, 
and high transm ission a t 1.5-2.0 //.//r. The other one was using a. short wave filter which 
])]ovided 99% ])ower transm ission a t 1.5 //.m, and 80% ])ower transm ission a t 1.7 //./n..
(1 ) N C P M  g e o m e tr y  The typical signal wave output, from the int.ra.cavit.y NCPM  
K TP OPO was 240 inW  with 25 ns |)ulse width and 1.9 kHz pulse repetition ra te  (the 
correspondiiig peak power was 5 kW ), while the ])um]) wave output, was detected to  be 
77 mW with 53 ns pulse width. The estim ated signal wave power inside of the OPO 
cavity was 240 m W /0 .8~ 300  mVV. The estim ated circulating pumj) wave power inside 
the laser cavity was ~ 4 W , the corresponding puni]) intensity being 7 M W /chi'^ , and the 
corresponding pum p peak power being 39.7 kVV.
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Table 5.6: Parameters of inlaacavity KTP OPO
P a r a m e t e r NCPM CPM
lUoa ( mm) 0.8 0.8





(2 ) C P M  g e o m e tr y  T he typical signal wave o u tp u t from the in tracavity  CPM  K T P 
OPO was 120 mW with 45 ns pulse w idth and 1.1 kHz pulse repetition  ra te  (the corre­
sponding peak power was 2.4 kW  ), while the  pum p wave o u tp u t was detected to  be 100 
m W  with 65 ns pulse w idth. T he estim ated  signal wave power inside of the OPO cavity 
was 150 riiVV. T he estim ated  circulating pum p wave ])ower inside of the laser cavity was 
~ 5 W , the corresponding pum p intensity being 12 M W /cm ^ , and the corresponding pum p 
peak power being 69.9 kW . Like th a t observed in the double-pass-pum ped K T P O PO s, a 
very good circular m ode was observed all the tim e here in either the NCPM  OPO or the 
CPM  O PO . Since a plano-plano OPO  cavity and a. non-focused pum p wave were used in 
the in tracavity  O PO , an additional advanta.ge found here was the low beam  divergence.
T he initial experim ental work on the in tracavity  OPO  showed good promise for low pum p 
power operation w ith high efficiency and good beam  qua,lity ('i.e. TEM^f, m ode and low 
divergence). However the high pum p wave reflection (R =98% ) and high signal wave 
transm ission (T >80% ) of the  o u tp u t m irror resulted in high circulating pum p power inside 
of the laser cavity prior to  O PO  oscillation , and a,s a result the diode on one side of the 
pum ped slab was dam aged due to  punq) wave leakage onto the diode (th is should not 
have happened if the coating on the  pum ping surface of the Nd:YLF had been perfect). 
The dam age can be prevented by coating the ])ump optics for high reflection a t the pum p 
laser wavelength of 1 /z'/n. We believe tha.t w ith suitable coating of the  o u tp u t m irror, 
the pum p threshold could be reduced dram atically  when the in tracavity  O PO  will provide 
much higher o u tp u t th an  th a t we have achieved so far.
5.6 Id ler w ave d e tec tio n
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Figure 5.27; Experim ental set-up of the idler wave detection.
A lthough high efficiencies have been dem onstrated  in both the NCPM  or the CPM  K T P 
O PO s, we could not detect the idler wave from the simjile two m irror cavity due to 
absorption in the m irror su list rates. As an alternative, we used a. ( F j Brew ster plate to 
configure a three m irror cavity as depicted in Fig. 5.27. In this way the idler o u tp u t con Id 
be maximised in the presence of absorption in both the K TP and m irror substrates. The 
|>-polarised idler wave was detected behind a long-wave-pass filter with a. lower wavelength 
cut-ofi at 2.4 fi.ni and which was m easured to have a 20% loss a t 3 ///m. W ith a average 
power of 37 mW pum p , the idler was measured to be 0.90 mW , while the out])ut signal wave 
was 3 mW . By placing ano ther uncoated 5.5 mm long K TP crystal in front of the filter, 
the absorption coefficient of the K TP at the idler wavelength (3.3 ft/in) was determ ined to 
be 0  =  0 .049/ mm , where
In E{Lc^E(0) /  Pc-
On the aliove the Fresnel loss associated with each surface of the K T P was allowed for by 
writing the relations
F (0 ) = /. X E'{0)
where the primed (pia.ntities E ’(Lf ) and E ’(0) are the detected am])litudes after and before 
the K TP sam])le respectively. The value for t was taken to be 0.925.
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C h a p ter  6
T h erm o -o p tica l coeffic ien ts o f
LBO
LBO is the only available nonlinear m ateria l currently  which can be tem pera tu re  phase- 
m atched over the  ultraviolet, visible, and infrared spectral ranges. However, its therm o- 
optical coefficients {i.e. the  therm al dependence of principal refractive indices) have only 
been reported  once, by Velsco et a i  [1], and their m easurem ents were limited to  the 
tem peratu re  range 20-60^0. To improve this situation  and explore m ore applications of 
tem pera tu re  tuned LBO , we m easured these coefficients again , but using a  different m ethod 
and over a more extensive tem p era tu re  range 20-200"C. In this C hap ter , we begin with a 
description of the m easurem ent technique. We then give an assessm ent of their usefulness 
over a wide range of wavelengths. The good agreem ent between experim ental results and 
predictions using our therm o-optical coefficients shows th a t we have provided a  useful set 
of therm o-optical coefficients for tem pera tu re  phase-m atching application of LBO. Finally, 
we discuss the tem peratu re  phase-m atching properties of LBO and sum m arise the potential 
non-critical tem p era tu re  phase-m atching conditions for type I and type II sum-frequency 
generation.
6.1 E xp erim en t
Two LBO crystals were used in our m easurem ents: one oriented a t 6 = 90'"', (f> =  0^ % which 
is usually used for type I N C PM , and the  o ther oriented a t 0 — 0*^ ', which is usually used 
for type II NCPM . T he experim ental set-up is shown schema,tically in Fiq. 6.1. T he LBO
139
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Recordei
Figure 0.1: Schematic of the experim ental set-u]) for the m easnlem eiit of therm o-optical 
coefficients of LHO.
crystal was placed in one arm  of a Michelson interferom eter. A linearly ])olarised light 
beam (0.0328 //.m) from a He-Ne laser was s])lit into two beams by a half-silvered m irror 
O. One of the beams pro]>agated through the LBO crystal with its ])olarisa.tion direction 
parallel to  a principal axis of LBO, and was then reflected norm ally from m irror À . The 
o ther beam was a reference beam , falling normally on m irror B. T he beams were reunited 
at m irror O , where they interfered with each other. The variation of the optical ])ath 
O A  with the tem peratu re  of LBO was contributed both by the therinal-exjiansion of the 
crystal along the beam propagation direction and the therm ally induced refractive index 
change, and it can be m easured by counting the interference fringes as described by the 
ei]uatiou:
\  // A / I  n ( 0 . 1 )A (IE dll , X f
where E  is the num ber of interference fringes, L is the crystal length a t teinjierat ure l \
L = Lo L() fJo
11 is refractive index of crystal a t tem pera tu re  T ,
diiII =  -|-
(iT is the therm al-expansion coefficient,
(I/]' — I d_L M d f
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A is wavelength of light (used in this case A =0.(5328 fini ), L^ is the crystal length at 
tem p era tu re  0"C , To is the  room  tem p era tu re  (To=20®C), and Hq is the refractive index 
a t room  tem pera tu re  Tq. We adopt the  nom enclature th a t when interference fringes are 
m easured w ith the  light propagating  along the  Taxis {i — x, y, z)  w ith polarisation (electric 
vector direction) along the j-ax is  ( j  =  z ,  y, z), we designate F  as iq ,.  Then the therm o- 
optical coefficients can be derived from a set of equations sim ilar to  equation (6.1) by 
re-w riting it as follows;
m .
A (IFij T(rij — IjdTiLo /T  (6.2).2 d T
provided th a t the  values of th e  u t i ’s are known. It should be noted th a t ,  of course, the 
value o i d u j / d T  does not depend on beam  propagation direction {i.e., w hether subscript 
i is equal to  x , y or z). However, as will become apparen t la ter , improved precision in 
evaluating d .n J d T  can result from using one ])articular value of i ra th er than  another.
T he Michelson in terferom eter gave a resolution of about A/2. T he oven containing the 
crystal was m ade of stainless steel and was insulated by a  P T F E  cover. A therm isto r was 
used for feed-back control and a  therm o-couple was used for tem j)erature m easurem ent. 
T he tem peratu re  resolution was w ithin ±  2"C.
As m entioned above the  th ree therm o-optical coefficients d.n,,./ d,T, dv,y/d,T, and d n ^ /d T  
were previously m easured by Velsko et al. [1], Two of them , nam ely duj;/d,T and d iiy /dT ,  
were found to  be independent of tem peratu re  and wavelength, bu t d u g /d T  was found to 
be wavelength dependent. Values^ given by Velsko are:
^  =  ( - 1 .8  ± 0 .2 )  X ID"*' (6.3)
^  =  ( - 1 3 . ( 5  ± 0 . 1 )  X l Q - ‘' (6.^
^  =  [ -6 .3  ±  0.6 -  (2.1 ±  0.8)A] x H r*' (A in (im) (6.5)
For the m easured d a ta  for d-u./ dT  reported  in Table IV of reference[l], we note th a t ,  
except for the point a t 0.365 fiin, driz/d.T appears to increase only slightly w ith increasing 
wavelength. However, this variation of d n ^ /d T  over the range 0.45-1.064 f im  is w ithin
* A m istake in sign was m ade in the original paper[l], but has been corrected in E q .(6 .5). T he error can 
be easily seen if the formula for d n ^ / d T  is com pared with experim ental data  given in Table IV of reference 
[!]•
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±0.5  X 10~*" a.nd is not significant given the accuracy of the m easurem ent. In view of the 
above, we have limited our m easurem ents to  only one wavelength (0.0328 /irn), and our 
d a ta  processing has been done under the assum ption th a t the therm o-optical coefficients 
for the  th ree principal axes are independent of the wavelength.
Four m easurable cases have been investigated w ith the  use of the  two available NCPM  
LBO crystals. W ith  the  use of the type I NCPM  crystal, where the  light beam  propagates 
along the x  axis, and where it m ay be linearly polarized along either the y  axis (called 
m easurem ent a) or the z axis (called m easurem ent h), dF xy ldT  and d F ^^ fd T  have been 
m easured respectively. W ith  the use of the type II NCPM  crystal, where the light beam  
propagates along the z axis, and where it m ay be linearly polarized along either the x 
axis (called m easurem ent c) or the  y  axis (called m easurem ent d), d F ^y /d T  and d F ^z /d T  
have been m easured respectively. T he fitted formulae to our experim ental results from 
m easurem ents a , 6, c, and d. are as follows:
=  0.03003 ±  7.9448 x -  1.0708 x
±  4.2570 X 1 0 -^ r^  -  1.1343 x (0.0)
=  1.0236 ±  7.4566 x lO '^ T  (6.7)
d F ^
d.T =  0.87083 -  1.7194 x 10"'‘T  -  3.3417 x I0 “ ‘%^ '^  (6.8)
=  0.55048 -  1.7111 X IQ -^T ±  1.2482 x 10“ 'T ^
-  7.3664 X IQ-^T^ ±  1.4152 x lO '^T ^  (6.9)
The error in d.F/ d T  th rough d a ta  fitting  are approxim ately ~  10“ '’.
6.2 D eterm in a tio n  o f d n / c l T
In order to  use Eq.(6.2) to  deduce the d n / d T  values from the  m easured d F f d T  values, we 
need to  know the values of the  appropria te  a ’s. The anisotropic therm al expansions of 
LBO have been deduced by Wei et al. [2] from their z-ray  crystallographic m easurem ent of 
the  lattice param eters a , b and c of LBO and their tem peratu re  de])endencies. In our case.
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we need to  know the therm al exjransions along the x axis and the z axis, i.e., a xx  und . 
For reasons th a t we will discuss subsequently , we have chosen to  go back to the original 
experim ental d a ta  reported  by Wei for a , b and c as functions of tem p era tu re  ra th e r th an  
to  use the  em pirical form ula th a t  they derived by curve fitting . Since the x and z axes of 
LBO are parallel to  a and b respectively, we have used the d a ta  given in Table 1 of Ref.[2] 
to  ob tain  the following em pirical relations for the  tem peratu re  dependencies of a and b:
a{T) = 8.4811(1 +  4.7325 X 10“ ^T +  2.3162 x 10“ "^ T^  -  2.6507 x 10“ ^°T^)(Â ) (6.10)
b{T)  =  7.4125(1 +  2.9859 X 10"®T +  1.4154 X 10"®T^ -  2.9336 x 1 0 -" T ^ ) (Â )  (6.11)
The errors in these formulae fitting  were calculated by:
, , , ,  =  ( ,,1 2 )m  — n
W here Lobsi'i) is the experim ental value of a  lattice param eter a t tem pera tu re  T,, Ljit{ i)  
is the value of the same lattice param eter deduced from either Eq. (6.10) or (6.11) above 
at the tem peratu re  T,-, m, is the  num ber of m easurem ent of Lcbs und ii is the order num ber 
of the  fitted  polynomials. T he errors are 7.9 X 10“ ^Â for u (T ) , and 3.2 x lO “ ^À  for b{T). 
It should be noticed th a t  our fitted  form ula for u (T ) gives b e tte r precision th an  the one 
given in Ref.[2], which gives an error of 1.1 x 10“ ^Â (hence our decision to  go back to  the 
original experim ental d a ta).
T he therm al-expansion coefficients were deduced from the definition:
where Lo is the value of the la ttice  param eter at 0^ ’C. Hence we obtain:
fXTx = 6.2600 X 10“  ^ -f 3.321 x 10~^T -  5.8449 x 10"^“T ‘^ (6.14)
fTTz =  2.9859 X 10“  ^ +  2.8308 x lO '^ T  -  8.8008 x lO-^^T'^ (6.15)
where the unit of a xx  and is (°C )“  ^ [2]. Consequently , d n x /d T  can be evaluated by 
using the  relation for apz  given by Eq.(6.15) and formula 6.8; d n y fd T  ca,n be evaluated 
by two m ethods , either w ith the use of the relation for cxtz and  form ula 6.9 or w ith the
use of the relation for a xx  and form ula 6.6; d n ^ /d T  can be evaluated w ith the use of the
relation for a j z  and form ula (6.7).
However, if one draws the two curves of the function dii.y/d,T as a function of T  th a t 
are evaluated by the two m ethods previously sta ted  (as shown in Fig. 6.2, where curve
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I represents the result from the first m ethod and curve II represents the result from the 
second m ethod), a difference between the two curves of approxim ately 3 x 10“ '’ can be 
found. If we use the em pirical relation for a x x  deduced by Wei ct al. by their curve fitting 
to  their lattice  param eter m easurem ents (equation for ata in Ref.[2]), a th ird  curve (curve 
III) is obtained. T he poor agreem ent w ith the  o ther two curve highlights discrepancies 
in their curve-fitting procedure in th is case; hence this fu rther confirms the  vahdity of 
our approach in which we have carried ou t our own curve fitting  to  their reported  experi­
m ental d a ta  (Eq.(6.14) above). A lthough curves I and II are in reasonable agreem ent, we 
have subsequently used curve I to  deduce di iy /dT  because of the  higher precision in apz  
com pared to  apx-
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Figure (5.2: Com parison of three calculated curves for dUy/d,T against T  evaluated w ith 
the use of different therm al-expansion coefficients a-.
Hence, in sum m ary d u y f d T  and d n ^ f d T  were determ ined from m easurem ents d and c, 
and evaluated by the equations:
d'lly




To determ ine d,UzldT we have used a different, b u t related , m ethod to  the  one s ta ted  above 
so as to  reduce the influence of th e  lack of precision in aj'^.  If we evaluate (d'u^/dT),,; and
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(dïiy/dT),i. with the use of Eq.(6.2), we ob tain  for conditions close to  room  tem perature:
I Lf  dïLz driy X\ d T  ~ Hr A /  dFxz d'Fxy \2 V dT dT )
(  dFxz d.Fxy\ A
V dT dT J 2Lq
— ( ' /U  — ' l l y ) aT x : Lo
(6.18)
where n^o an riyo are the  principal refractive indices a t room  tem p era tu re  (20"C) for the z 
and y  axis respectively, and have values of 1.6164 and 1.6014, respectively. From relation 
(6.18) we see th a t uncertain ty  in aTx  of A o tx  leads to an uncertain ty  in the  left-hand 
side of this relation of:
I A (  dflz d'tly \
r  [ l i T - w ) . . G .O lb A o iT ’a; (6.19)
This is to  be com pared to  the  uncertain ty  in {d.nzjdT)x  alone, which is given by:
A ( ^ )  «  (ra,o -  1) A » %  =  O.HMAaT,. (6.20)
We evaluate dny/d,T  w ith the use of {diiy/d.T)„ , which is then added to  relation (6.18) to 
evaluate di iz jdT ,  according to:
diiz
I t
duy ^  f  duy
dT \ d T  d T j . r (6 .21 )
If we su b stitu te  the m easurem ent results from Eqs.(6.6), (6.7), and  (6.8) into Eqs.(6.16), 
(6.17) and (6.21), the three principal axes’s therm o-optical coefficients of LBO as functions 
of tem peratu re  in the range 20-200"C with unit of ("C )“  ^ can be expressed as follows:
dn.,.
dT = 2.0342 X 10“  ^ -  1.9697 x lO '^ T  -  1.4415 x lO '^ T ^ (6 .22)
dn
dTI  =  -1 .0 7 4 8  X 10"^ -  7.1034 x 10“ ^T -  5.7387 x 10“ ^^T^ (6.23)
^  =  -8 .5 9 9 8  X 10"^ -  1.5476 x 10""T  +  9.4675 x 10“ ^"T^ -  2.2375 x 10"^'^T’^ (6.24)
T he curves of the three principal axes’s therm o-optical coefficients of LBO versus tem per­
a tu re  are shown in Fig. 6.3. At room tem peratu re , their values a,re very close to those 
given by Velsko et al.
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Figure 6.3: Curves of the  th ree principal a,xes’s therm o-optical coefficients of LBO against 
tem peratu re.
6.3 A ssessm en t
In order to  verify the  validity of the therm o-optical coefficients given in the previous 
examples, these coefficients have been used to predict phase-m atching tem peratu re  and 
tem p era tu re  bandw idth for some applications and com pared w ith experim ental results.
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show both  predicted and experim ental tuning curves of type II NCPM  
LBO O PO  pum ped a t 266 nm and 355 nm respectively. T he d a ta  th a t produced the  
solid line were calculated w ith the use of our therm o-optical coefficients, and the d a ta  
th a t produced the do tted  line were calculated with the use of Velsko’s coefficients; the 
circles represent our experim ental results. It can be seen th a t either in Fig. 6.4 or Fig. 
6.5, the solid line (our curve) is very close to  the experim ental results b u t the  do tted  
curve is not so close, particularly  in the higher tem peratu re range. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 
also show tlia t the differences between the predicted and experim ental curves increase as 
the tem peratu re  increases because of the accum ulating error in d n / d T .  At tem p era tu re  
200"C the difference between our curve and the  experim ental curve are 0.04 fini  for the 
idler wavelength and 0.001 f im  for the signal wavelength in Fig. 6.4 and 0.02 fini for 
the idler wa.velength and 0.0005 f im  for the  signal wavelength in Fig. 6.5. F igure 6.6 
shows a grou]) of tem p era tu re  phase-m atching curves for both  type I and type II NCPM  
second harm onic generation. T he nom enclature for these curves is the  sam e as in Figs.
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Figure 6.4; T em perature-tuniug  curves for type II NCPM  LBO O P O ’s w ith a 266 nm 
pum p. T he circles represent our experim ental results; the d a ta  th a t  ]>roduced the solid 
curve were calculated w ith the use of our therm o-optical coefficients, and the data, th a t 
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Figure 6.5: Tempera,tuire-tuning curves for type II NCPM  LBO O P O ’s w ith a  355 nm 
pum p. T he curve’s descriptions are the sam e as described in the previous figure.
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6.4 and 6.5; the experim ental d a ta  in this case were taken from  Ref.[3]. Similarly, the 
phase-m atching conditions calculated with the use of our therm o-optical coefficients are 
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F u n d a m e n ta l W a v elen g th  (/Lcm)
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Figure 6.6: Calculated phase-m atching curves for froth type I and type II NCPM  LBO 
second-harm onic generation with use of our therm o-optical coefficients (solid curve) and 
w ith the use of Velsko’s coefficients (do tted  curve). The circles are plotted  from the 
experim ental curve given by Lin R,ef.[3].
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Table 6.1: T p m {^ ’C)  and A T I  ("C cm , FW HM ) for some LBO SFG.
Proc(‘Sn“ T ype A i / A3 
(nni)
(^PM / fPM  
(degree)
T p m / A T L
(exp)^
T p M /A T T
{caiy-
N CPM  SHG I 1025/1025/521.5 90.0/0.0 190.3/3.4'^* 184.5/3.12
N CPM  SHG I 1064/1064/523 90.0/0.0 148.5/3.94'^" 143.5/3.95
NCPM  SHG I 1064/1064/523 90.0/0.0 149.0/4.0^ 143.5/3.95
N CPM  SHG I 1110/1110/555 90.0/0.0 108.2/5.01'^ 94.0/5.44
N CPM  SHG I 1135/1135/567.5 90.0/0.0 77.4/4.7= 69.0/6.17
N CPM  SHG I 1150/1150/575 90.0/0.0 61.1/6.67'^ 55.0/6.41
NCPM  SHG I 1200/1200/600 90.0/0.0 24.3/8.58'^ 69.0/6.17
NCPM  SHG I 1064/1135/549.2 90.0/0.0 112/5" 106/5.04
N CPM  SHG I 1064/1908/683.1 90.0/0.0 81.0/7.4" 69.5/7.41
NCPM  SHG I 1064/1064/532 90.0/11.4 20/5.8-^ 20/5.85
NCPM  SHG I 1064/1064/532 90.0/11.4 20/6.4^ 20/5.85
NCPM  SHG II 1064/1064/532 20.8/90 20 / 6 .2 ^ 20 / 8.6
NCPM  SHG II 1064/1064/532 20.8/90 20 / 8 . 1^ 20 / 8.6
NCPM  SHG I 1064/532/354.7 90.0/37.4 20/13.6^ 20/7 .8
NCPM  SHG II 1064/532/354.7 43.1/90 20 / 3 .7 / 20 /5 .8
NCPM  SHG II 1064/532/354.7 43.1/90 20/3.9^ 20/5 .8
NCPM  SHG I 532/532/266 90.0/61.4 20/3.8^ 20/30
NCPM  SHG I 760.5/760.5/380.2 90.0/35.85 20 / 15 .3 /' 20/7.78
NCPM  SHG I 750/750/375 90.0/35.85 151 / 5 .3 /' 171/5.27
NCPM  SHG I 886/886/443 90.0/24.05 20/7.8/' 20/6.02
“SIIG , second harm onic generation; SFG , snm-l're(|nency mixing; C PM , critical phase- 
m atching.
 ^ Experim entally determ ined phase-m atching J'p m  ^nd A T T . An * indicates th a t values 
are m easured from Fig. 10 of R.ef.[4].
Values oIT p M  and A T L  determ ined w ith the use of our experim entally m easured d?i/dT  
values.
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The FW HM  tem peratu re  bandwidtlus' A T L  and phase-m atching tem peratu res Tp m  for 
some frequency conversion process have been predicted from our formulae for dii,/dT.  The 
com parison between the predicted values and experim ental results which was reported  in 
a num ber of papers[4, 5, 6, 7, 8] is sum m arised in Table 6.1. W ith  one exception (type I 
critical phase-m atching second harm onic generation of 532 nm ), where our calculated value 
is nearly an order of m agnitude higher than  K a to ’s m easured value, good or reasonable 
agreem ents can be seen for m ost of the  cases listed in Table 6.1.
6.4 T em p eratu re p h ase-m atch in g  p rop erties o f  LBO
Some typical applications of non-crltlcal tem })erature phase-m atched LBO have been given 
in the above section. It can be noticed th a t the  tem peratu re  tuned LBO has been mostly 
used for second harm onic generation , and optical param etric oscillators pum ped in the 
ultra-violet or green. In fact, LBO also offers tunable frequency up-conversion over wide 
spectral ranges by sum -frequency generation. Based on our m easured therm o-optical co­
efficients, in this section we study  the  tem pera tu re  phase-m atching properties of LBO and 
sum m arise some theoretically calculated useful non-critical tem p era tu re  phase-m atching 
conditions for applications in SHG , O PO s, and SFG.
Essentially, in the case of using type I N CPM  LBO , the beam  propagation direction is 
parallel to  the x axis, so th a t the associated eigen refractive indices in this geom etry are 
Uy and riz; and in the case of using type II N CPM  LBO , the beam  propagation direction is 
parallel to  the  z axis, so th a t the associated eigen indices in this geom etry are n^ r and 'Uy. 
As shown in Fig. 6.3, the  therm al dependencies of the three principal refractive indices 
are quite different. For instance , the value of d 'n ,,/dT  is nearly 7-8 times larger than  the 
value of dn.,;/dT, and m ore than  one tim es larger than  the value of d n , /d T  over the  whole 
tem peratu re  range 20-200^0. Therefore , the tem peratu re  tun ing  would be m ore extensive 
in the type I geom etry th an  it in the type II geometry.
(1 )  S H G  a p p lic a tio n s :  Fig. 6.6 shows th a t LBO is non-critically tem pera tu re  pha,se­
m ât ch able over the near infrared region (0.9 p.m. <  A <1.8 /t/n ) for SHG. T he phase 
m atching curves for bo th  tyj)e I and type II show retrace behaviours. T he retracing 
points, as reported  by Lin et (d. [3], are A/= 1.31 }tm a t T = -2 5 'T ’ for type I, and A //=1.3  
p.m a t T =  39"C for type II.
As shown in Fig. 6.6 and a sim ilar curve given by Lin [3], the  operating  tem peratu re
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for type I NCPM  SHG is limited by phase m atching to be in the range Tp„,, >8"C . In 
particu lar, the phase-m atching tem pera tu re  for type I SHG of 1.004 /un  is found to be 
143,5'^C from our calculation , and it has been reported  to be 148"'C by Tang e/- ul. [4] 
according to  their experim ent. T he operating tem peratu re  for the  type II NCPM  geom etry 
as the  sam e figures show is lim ited to  the range T p^ <39°C. W ithin the tem pera tu re  region 
20-39°C , the phase-m atchable fundam ental wavelength range for type II SHG is 1.2 -1.4 
/ im.
(2) OPO applications: For optical param etric  generation application , the calculated 
wavelength tuning curves w ith a range of pum p wavelengths for type I and type II geome­
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Figure 6.7: Calculated tem pera tu re  tuning for type I NCPM  LBO O P O ’s with a range of 
pum p wavelengths.
In the type I NCPM  geom etry and within the tem peratu re  range 20-200"'C, suitable pump 
wavelengths are in the range 0.5 / im  < Ay, <0.85 /un.  An in teresting feature here is the 
doubled value retracing behaviour when the  pum p is in the. green (~0 .532  /un).  This 
feature offers the unique ])ossibility of four-color radiation  generation over an extensive 
wavelength range. A nother useful feature of the type I NCPM  geom etry is the  wide 
wavelengtli tuning range w ith a  considerably higher tuning rate .
In the  type II N CPM  geometry , a  much slower tuning ra te  th an  th a t  of type I NCPM
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Figure 6 .8 : Calculated tem peratu re  tuning for type II NCPM  LBO O P O ’s w ith a. range 
of pum p wavelengths.
can be seen for all the  possible pum p wavelengths in Fig. 6 .8 . This m ay l>e useful when 
fine frequency control is dem anded. According to  our calculations, LBO is type II non- 
critically phase-m atchable for pum p rad iation  over a wide range from the ultraviolet to  
the near infrared. W ithin the tem pera tu re  range 20-200^C, suitable pum p wavelengths 
are in the range 0.16 fun  < Xp <0.9 j.im.
(3 ) S F G  a p p lic a tio n s :  Finally, we discuss the tem peratu re  dependent non-critical
phase-m atching properties with applications in sum-frequency generation. Considering 
the tem pera tu re  range 20-200"C , Fig. 6.9 and Fig. 6.10  show the poten tial wavelength 
phase-m atchable conditions for type I and type II NCPM  geom etries, where we assume: 
-^ 1 >  ^2 >  A3 , and l/A i +  l/A g ^ I/A g . It shows clearly th a t retracing behaviour also exists 
in SFG , the retracing point, however is dependent on phase m atching tem peratu re.
For the type I NCPM  SFG , as shown in Fig. 6.9, the wavelength phase-m atchable range 
can be significantly extended by increasing the tem peratu re. W ithin the tem pera tu re  range 
20-200"C , the  allowed wavelength ranges are: 1 f im < X\ <2.6 //.m, 0.5 < A2 <1.65
//m . This feature of wide continually phase-m atchable ranges for bo th  Ai and A2 offers 
the possibility of generating widely tunable light in the visible and near infrared spectral 
regions. This is an alternative scheme to  O PO s pum ped by the higher harm onics of the
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Nd laser w ith possibility of im provem ent on overall efficiency. This will be discussed in 
C hap ter 7.
In con trast, as shown in Fig. 6.10, there is a slow wavelength tun ing  ra te  with increasing 
phase m atching tem pera tu re  in type II N CPM  SFG. However, an a ,ttractive feature of this 
type II N CPM  SFG is th a t the wavelength phase m atchable range is over the ultraviolet 
spectral region. This m eans th a t  it is possible to  generate tunable light in the deep 
ultraviolet region. Considering some possible available wavelengths, for example those of 
the NdrYLF laser and their harm onics, o r infrared rad ia tion  from O PO s, the theoretically 
calculated tem pera tu re  phase-m atching conditions are listed in Table 6.2 for type I N CPM  
SFG , and in Table 6.3 for type II N CPM  SFG.
In conclusion, we have m easured the therm o-optical coefficients of LBO with an extended 
tem p era tu re  range (20-200°C) com pared to  the  earlier m easurem ents produced by Vel- 
sko. The accuracy of these coefficients are lim ited by the error in the aq-‘s (particularly  
for d n ^ / d T  because it has a relatively sm aller am plitude). A lthough we have evaluated 
the tem peratu re  dependencies of the therm o-optical coefficients, we have assum ed th a t 
they are wavelength independent. However, in view of the wide range of wavelengths 
involved in our subsequent assessm ent of these coefficients and the positive correlation l)e- 
tween calculation and experim ent shown therein , we believe th a t the predications from our 
m easurem ent should provide a useful set of therm o-optical d a ta  to use to  predict phase- 
m atching tem peratu res w ith reasonable accuracy over the tem p era tu re  range 20-200"C. 
T he experim ental study  of SFG based on the non-critical tem p era tu re  phase-m atched 
LBO will be described in the next chapter.
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Type I NCPM SFG in  LBO (6=90% A=0°.)
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Figure 6.9: Calculated non-critical phase-m atchable wavelength region for type I SFG 
operated  by tem peratu re  tuning.
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Figure 6.10; C alculated non-critical phase-m atchable wavelength region for type II SFG 
operated  by tem pera tu re  tuning.
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Table 6,2: Sum-frequency generation in type I non-critical phase-m atched LBO by tem ­
p era tu re  tuning , where 0=90®, </>=0®; d^f/=1.Q5  pm /V ; and acceptance angles A0 >30 
m r, A 0  >40 rnr.
Ai (/rm ) A2 (//m ) A3 (/Am) T  (®C)



















2.1 0.56-0.84-1.29 0.4422-0.6-0.799 200-85-200
2.5 0.52-0.7-0.96 0.43-0.547-0.694 198-144-200
Table 6.3: Sum-frequency generation in type II non-critical phase-m atched LBO by tem ­
pera tu re  tuning , where 0=0®; d p j f=0.89 pm /V ; and acceptance angles A0 >18 mr.
A i  ( / A m ) A 2  ( / A m ) A 3  ( / i m ) T (* C )
0.5235 1.29-1.43 0.372-0.383 33-190
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C h a p ter  7
T u n ab le red light gen era tion
This chapter describes an ex])eriinenta,l study of tem peratu re-tuned  NCPM  LBO sum- 
frecpiency generation in which light from K T P OPOs and light from the pnm p laser itself 
are mixed. The generated radiations from such a SFG device are tunable in the ranges
0.623-0.63 ///m (for the case of using the NCPM  K TP O PO ) and 0.633-0.662 / / / / a (for the 
case of using the CPM  K T P O PO ). Both these wavelength ranges a ie  currently  sought for 
medical therapies , in particu lar as light sources in photo-dynam ic-therapy ( P D l ) cancer 
trea tm ents.
(a)
Nd’YLF > Ep =6.25 mJ 1





I f ;  T|s f g = 6 0 7 o, 
E s f g = 3 ,7 5  mJ, 









I  Tunable red light
I ^  r|aii(max)<8%.
riopo(max)<207o
Figure 7.1: Overall conversion efficiency com parison between schemes of O PO -f SFG and 
SFG-hOPO for red light generation , (a) Scheme OPO-t-SFG; (b) Scheme SFG-t-OPO.
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T he use of a non-critical phase-m atching condition in SFG and of highly efficient; K T P 
OPOs are both  promise well for achieving higher overall conversion efhciency in the red 
light generation th an  th a t associated w ith the s tandard  approach , i.e., SHG-f SFG -f O PO . 
For example , as the  com parison given in Fig. 7.1 shows, w ith high enough pum p laser 
o u tp u t power, the  overall conversion efficiency of this 0 P 0 4 -S F G  system  can reach 37% , 
while the s tan d ard  approach w ith the  use of a  BBO OPO oidy provides a m axim um  8% 
overall conversion efficiency.
In th e  following sections, we discuss the design considerations of this red light generation 
device and the experim ental achievements.
7.1 T h e ty p e  I N C P M  LBO crysta l
As shown in Fig. 6.6, when the LBO tem peratu re  is in the range of 11-35®C, the 1 f im  
laser beam  can be sum-frequency mixed w ith infrared radiation in the range 1.5 - 1.75 
f im  to  generate tunable red light in a  type 1 NCPM  geometry. In such a scheme, the 
LBO crystal needs to  be oriented a t 0=90®, 0=0®, and the two inpu t beams require to 
be polarized along the z-axis of the crystal; when the generated sum -frequency wave is 
polarized along the //-axis. As a  N CPM  geom etry , the LBO SFG offers two advantages,
i.e., the m axim um  effective nonlinear coefficient {dej j=i .05  p m /V ); and the zero walk-off 
angle. T he LBO crystal used in this work was 14 mm long with a  3 x 3  mm^ aperture. The 
calculated acceptance param eters for this crystal length were: A0=1O m r, A 0= 12 .5  m r, 
and A T L c=  6.7®C cm. Originally, this crystal was used for green light pum ped OPOs. 
The two optical surfaces of this crystal were uncoated , and of poor optical quality. The 
losses a t each surface were found to  be ~8%  for the  signal wave and ~10%  for the  pum p 
wave.
7.2 T em p eratu re con trol and crysta l holder
T he required tem peratu re  range for operation  of the LBO SFG was 10®C< Tj,.,„, < 35®C. 
Hence, a  Peltier cooler was used instead of an oven to  control the  tem peratu re . To keep an 
even and constan t tem irerature , the crystal was placed in a brass box and the outside of the 
box was insulated by P T F E . The ex tra  heat jiroduced by the Peltier cooler was removed 
by circulating tap  w ater. T he tem peratu re  was controlled to w ithin ±0.3®C. The whole
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cooling block was placed in the centre of a  ro tation  stage together with a z-dimension 
moveable transla tion  stage fixed underneath , so th a t the crystal was moveable along the 
beam  propagation direction (z) and finely ro tatal)le along the vertical, horizontal and z 
directions,
7.3 B eam  focu sin g  and conversion  efficiency
T he m odel for calculating conversion efficiency in SFG has been given in C hap ter 2, 
which while considering the  depletions of the input waves, was based on a plane wave 
theory. Therefore, in this model the beam  spot size, and hence the intensity  of waves, were 
regarded as independent of position , z, w ithin the crystal. This is only an appropriate  
approxim ation in the case of soft focusing. However, due to  the low pulse energy of the 
pum p laser, tight focusing the input beams down to < 0.08 mm was a,ii essential condition 
to  achieve the high intensities required in this work. Typical signal and pum p profiles 
around the focal point are depicted in Fig. 7.2. It can be seen th a t the beams are highly 
divergent for such tight focusing, and their confocal param eters z  ^ (z„ =  7tW'^v. /X)  are 
com parable to  the  crystal length. O ur theoretical calculations only provide some sort of 
average result, and when used w ith the beam  spot sizes equal to  the  focused beam  waists, 
do, in fact, describe an upper limit.
T he calculated energy conversion efficiency curves against input beam  focusing are shown 
in Fig. 7.3, w ith input pulse energy a t Ai, E(A i), as param eter (th e  o ther input energy 
a t Ag, E(A2) was fixed by th e  wavelength ratio , i.e. E(A2)=  E(Ai) A1/A 2, Ai is the signal 
wavelength of the K T P O PO , A2=1.047 fi,m.). Both beam cross-sections inside of the 
crystal have been assum ed to  be equal to  As the inpu t waves are increasingly
focused down, so, the beam  divergence correspondingly increases. T he phase m ism atching 
which enters as a factor in the calculation was given as;
A k  — —— da  — —-—— {da)  oa  2 oa^
where da  represents the  angle of divergence (for the focused beam  da = — ).
T he conversion efficiency allowing for the beam  divergence is illustrated  in Fig. 7.3 by the 
solid curves, and the  dashed curves indicate the  conversion efficiency for the case of zero 
phase-m ism atching (Afc=0). It can be seen th a t for the loose focusing case, the curves 
agree well with each o ther, but for the tight-focusing case the  solid curves drop down 
dram atically  while the  dashed curves reach their peak.
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Figure 7.2: (a,) Focused bea,m profiles of signal and pum p beam s, (b) Enla.rged beam 
profiles around the focusing point, (c.) Beam focusing scheme, where for pum)) wave, 
Wop=^71 mm , d i= 2 2 5  m m , F i= 2 5 0  mm , d^^SOO m m , F-2=50 m m , and =0.038 mm; 
and where for signal wave, hFog=0.23 m m , di =  185 mm , F i= 2 0 0  m m , d'2=340 m m , p2=50 
m m , and T'P'p=0.058 mm.
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This m eans th a t  although tigh t focusing increases the intensity a t the  centre of tlie crystal, 
sum -frequency generation is lim ited by the  beam  divergence and the resulting large phase- 
m ism atching.
P u lse  w ld ti i^ lS  n s . 
Xi=L54 f j.m ,  X*—L 047 fx m
1.0-1
E(X,)=: (m J) , E(X,)=E(Xjxxyx,0,8 -
G  0-6-
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Figure 7.3; Calculated conversion efficiency curves for red light generation as function of 
beam  waist w ith phase-m ism atching as param eter.
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Figure 7.4: C alculated conversion efficiency curves for red light generation as a function 
of beam  waist w ith different ratios of input energy as param eter.
A nother im p o rtan t consideration is th a t  the  energy ra tio  of the two inpu t waves may not
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be exactly e(|ual to  the photo energy ratio , i.e., E(A2)/E (A i) =  w j/w ,. If so, how woiihl 
an inappropria te  energy ra tio  affect the conversion efficiencyY f ig. 7.4 shows nuinerlcally 
sirriiilated results for the case of E(A2 ) -  A xE (A i) W2/W1, where A = i ,  1.5, and 2. We 
can see th a t as the factor A increases, the ])eak of the conversion efficiency curve moves 
tow ards the larger beam  waist.
7.4 E xp erim en t
The main problem in the LBO NCPM  SFG experim ents was the low ])ulse energy of the 
pum p lasers. For exam ple , the maxim um  o u tp u t power of the EG Q-swit.ched laser at 
this tim e was ~4 .5  m.I. If one divides the pum p laser into two parts  in the ra tio  shown 
in Fig. 7.1 and uses one part to  pum]> the K T P O PO , the expected signal o u tp u t of the 
K TP O PO  will be ~0.73 m.I (assum ing r/opo=35% ). From Fig. 7.2 (a), it can be seen 
th a t the optim um  focusing condition for this case (E( A, )< 1 m.) ) is W', ~0.05 mm. For 
such a tightly focused condition , three ex]>erimental configurations were investigated in 
our work. The first one was a directly focused configuration , wheie the LBO was placed 
in the o u tp u t path  of the O PO , and the pum p and signal beams were then focused using 
the same focusing lens. T he second one was a folded configuration , where the pum p laser 
f)eam was divided into two parts  by a 90" beam splitter, one part going to  pumj) the OPO , 
while the o ther part propagated  directly into the LBO crystal. The third one was an 
in tracavity  configuration , where the LBO crystal was placed inside of the OPO cavity.
7 .4 .1  T h e  f ir s t  c o n f ig u r a t io n
We know th a t an advantage of the scheme K TP OPO(ty])e III) -f LB O SFG (type I) is 
th a t the signal and puiii]) waves can be directly focused into the tyj)e I LBO SFG because 
they have the same polarisation direction. Therefore, the first SFG configuration is the 
m ost sim])le s trnc tu re  of the three. T he experim ental set-u]) is shown in Fig. 7.5.
OPO LBO SFG
pum p laser
Figure 7.5; Experim ental set-up of the first construction for red light generation.
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In this configuration , two lenses, F i and F^, were used to focus the pum p and signal 
beams for the SFG process. The function of Fi was to  collimate the two beam s, hence F i 
was placed a t a distance d% ~  / i  from the centre of the OPO cavity. F 2 then acted as a 
focusing lens, and was placed as close as possible to F%. The LBO crystal was then placed 
a t the image point (focusing point) of F 2.
Here, bo th  the  AO and EO Q-switched pum p lasers were used for the experim ent.
(1 )  E O  Q -s w itc h e d  p u m p  la s e r :  In this case, the two focusing lenses, F i and F 2, were
chosen to  be / i= 5 0 0  m m , f 2 = 125 m m . Using the optical ray tracing m ethod , the  pum p 
and signal beam  waists a t the focal point were found to  be m m , =0.056
mm respectively. W hen the pum p laser o u tp u t was 4 m J , 12 ns, the signal o u tp u t from the 
NCPM  K T P O PO (single-pass-purnp) wa,s 0.54 inJ, and 0.2 m J red light a t 0.623 f u n  was 
detected. T he experim entally achieved conversion efficiency was, obviously, much lower 
than  tire theoretically predicted upper-lim it value (see the  curve w ith the param eter of 
E (A i)= 0.5  m.I given in Fig. 7.3).
I
(2 ) A O  Q -s w itc h e d  p u m p  la se r : In this case, the focal lengths of the two focusing 
lenses were chosen to  be / i= /2 = 1 2 5  mm. From calculation , the focused pum p and signal
beam  waists can be found to  be: 14^^=0.0716 m m , I4^^=0.1 mm respectively. W hen the  |
laser was pum ped on each facet w ith 5 w atts  of diode light and Q-swltched a t a 3 kHz ']
repetition  ra te , the average o u tp u t power of the signal light from  the  in tracavity  K T P  j
OPO was 100 rnW with 15~20 ns pulse w idth. T he depleted pum p o u tp u t was m easured 
to  be 200 m W , bu t its peak power was found to be only half th a t  of the  signal peak power, 
and its pulse profile was wide (~  70 ns) and flat. 14 m W  average o u tp u t power of the  red 
light was detected in this case.
Obviously, one problem  in this configura,tion was th a t the pum p and signal pulse profiles 
are uncontrollable. M oreover, for a highly efficient K TP O PO , there is inevitably a  poor 
tem poral overlap f)etween the signal and pum p pulses due to  the pum p depletion. In fact, 
for the case of using the EO Q-switched pum p laser, a large portion of the pum p energy 
was w asted because of the low o u tp u t power of the signal light; and for the case of using 
the AO Q-switched pum p laser, the signal energy was wasted because the highly depleted 
pum p pulse.
To im prove the energy partition ing , the  second configuration was considered.
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7 .4 .2  T h e  s e c o n d  c o n f ig u r a t io n
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Figure 7.(J: Experim ental set-up of the second construction for red light generation.
The exi)erim ental set-up of the second SFG configuration is shown in Fig. 7.fi, wheie 
only the EO Q-switched laser was used for the experim ent. In this scheme, the pump 
beam was separated  into two parts for the ])urpose of using one ])art to  pum p the K TP 
OPO while keeping the o ther part undepleted for the SFG. In front of the LBO crystal, 
the pum p and signal beams were collimated individually by two lenses, which were F, 
and Fi(pum ])). The collimated beams were then combined by a 45" dichroic mirroi and 
focused down by the lens F 2. Ty])ical param eters of this focusing system  are indicated in 
Fig. 7.2, the focused pum p and signal waists, according to calculation , were: f/;',^,=0.04S 
m m , <n',^=ü.ü58 mm respectively. In this experim ent, by using a 45" beam -splitter we 
firstly divided 45 mW average j)ump j)ower into two parts in the ra tio  of 2:1, i.e., 50 mW 
went to pum p t he K TP O PO . and 15 mW  went to the LBO crystal. In a double-pass-pum p 
OPO  scheme, 9 mW  of signal o u tp u t power was achieved at the 50 mW pum p level. The 
energy ratio  between the signal and the ])um]> lor the LBO SFG was Pp/P,ç =  1 5 /9 ~ i.f), 
and this is close to the photon energy ra tio , A*./Ap =  1.47. Behind a ]>rism, a maximum of 
0 mW  of red light was detected. Taking the losses on each optical surface^ into account, it 
can be shown th a t the conversion efficiency of the SFG process had reached to 50% , and 
the overall conversion efficiency from the |>mn]) to  the red was more than 15%. Foi such a 
low pum p energy level, the theoretical curves given in Fig. 7.5 indicate th a t the potential 
m axim nm  conversion efficiency of the SFG process alone is ~40% .
T here are several advantages in this SFG configuration. First, it is convenient to  be able
‘ All the optical components used here, including the locusing lenses, crystal and the prism, were not 
coated
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1,0 adjust energy partitioning between the pump and signal. Secondly, although there is 
always 1~2 ns delay of signal ])ulse due to the signal field build up, with e((ual distances 
between the beam splitter and the centre of the LBO for both legs, the two beams can be 
well overlapped tem porally with no pum p depletion problem. Thirdly , it allows the use of 
a double-pass-pum p configuration for the O PO , and hence increases the overall efficiency.
As our theoretical predictions show , at high pum p energy levels w ith improved coatings, 
the m axim um  conversion efficiency of the LBO SFG process can be as high as 55% , and 
the overall conversion efficiency can reach to  40% (if the conversion efficiency of the K TP 
O PO  is 40%.). This has been proved by L. M arshall et al. [1] recently, who re])orted a 
sim ilar SFG scheme for uv generation a t 0.280 f im  with 55% conversion efficiency for the 
SFG and 25% for the overall conversion efficiency when the pump laser o u tp u t energy was 
50 m.J.




Figure 7.7; Experim ental set-up of the third construction , in tracavity  OPO-t-SFG, for red 
light generation.
The th ird  SFG configuration was an in tracavity  scheme, in which the LBO was placed 
inside the OPO cavity. W ith no additional focusing elements re(|uired for the SFG , this 
configuration has several adva.ntages. Firstly, SFG is driven by the high in tracavity  signal 
power. Secondly, the puiri]) power depletes in both the OPO and SFG crystals with 
freedom to  d istribu te appropriately  between the two crystals. Thirdly , the signal and 
])ump waves are well overlapped with each other both spatially and tem])orally.
T he experim ental set-up is shown in Fig. 7.7, where agafii only the EO Q-switched laser 
was used in this experim ent. The K T P was j)laced a t the pum p beam w aist, and the o u tp u t 
m irror of the OPO cavity was a high reflector for the signal wave and high tran sm itte r 
for the i)uiu]) wave. W hen the inj)ut average pnm p ])ower was 55 m W , 5 mW  red light 
was detected behind a ]>rism. On detuning the LBO crystal by increasing the crystal
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tem peratu re , the signal o u tp u t was found to rise to  10 mW.
An observed interesting phenom enon was: when we moved the LBO to  the pum p focus 
point and took the o u tp u t m irror off, 3 m W  of red light o u tp u t was still detected , while 
the signal o u tp u t power was found to  be 4 m W  on detuning the LBO. This m eans th a t 
the signal wave of the O PO  oscillated between the rear m irror and the LBO surface, the 
O PO  cavity in such a case being concave-plane, w ith the beam  waist of the signal located 
inside of the  LBO crystal.
Obviously, this in tracavity  configuration can be improved by using a double-pass-pum p 
scheme for b o th  the OPO and the SFG. This would require coa,ting the  o u tp u t m irror for 
high transm ission a t the red wavelength, high reflection at bo th  the pum p and signal wave­
lengths, and coating the rear m irror for high reflection a t the red and signal wavelengths. 
However, fu rther work was lim ited due to  the absence of such m irrors.
7.5 P h ase-m atch in g  tem p era tu re  and th e  w avelen gth  tu n ­
ing
Wavelength of IR radiation A, ( n m )
1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8




0.57 0.58 0.50 0.6 0.61 0 .62  0.63 0.64 0.65 0.66 0.67
Wavelength of red light X, i f im )
Figure 7.8: Phase-m atching tem pera tu re  curve of red light generation in type I NCPM  
LBO.
T he wavelength of the  generated tunable red light for the cases of using the  NCPM  K T P 
O PO  and the CPM  K T P O PO  has been m easured as the curve (scatte red  dots) shows
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in Fig. 7.8, where the solid curve represents theoretical predictions. T he experim entally 
achieved red light tuning range was 0.623-0.65 /i'm when the tem pera tu re  was tuned  in 
the  range of 14.6-34®C. The slightly higher phase-m atching tem peratu res observed in the 
experim ent com pared to  our predictions are possibly due to  th a t  the  therm al-sensor being 
placed too close to  the  hot-side of the Peltier elements.
7.6 C onclusion
We believe th a t we have dem onstrated  for the  first tim e tunable light generation by 
sum-frequency generation in a non-critical tem peratu re  phase-m atched LBO crystal. The 
NCPM  geom etry of the SFG, and the availability of a highly efficient infrared OPO (like 
the K T P  O PO ) have opened up a, significant opportunity  for this frequency up-conversion 
scheme to be bo th  highly efficient as well as realisable as a robust device.
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C on clu sion s
Based on a study of the newly developed nonlinear optical m aterials , potassium  tit any 1 
phosphate and lithium  trib o ra te , we have dem onstrated  two highly efficient tunable  frequency- 
up and -down conversion schemes, i.e.,
- The low-threshold, high-efhciency all-solid-state K T P OPO tunable from 1.54 
to  1.84 ////n (signal) and 3.3 to  2.6 fiin (idler).
- The all-solid-state N CPM  type I LBO sum-frequency generation scheme tu n ­
able from 0.623 to  0.65 f im.
To our knowledge, the ~40%  external conversion efficiency from the pum p to  the signal of 
the C PM  K T P O PO , and the  tunable sum-frequency generation based on the  non-critical 
tem pera tu re  phase-m atched LBO are the first dem onstrations of such devices.
T he principal conclusions of this work are as follows;
G \iha’s model provides a practical and useful m ethod for pum p threshold calculation for 
O PO s. In this work, we have m ade two contributions to  fu rther extend this model. T he 
first is the extension to  make it suitable for any type of phase-m atching of a, SRO. The 
second is the extension to  m ake it suitable for the double-pass-pum p SRO configuration.
T he m atching of th e  pum p and signal beam s to  enable the g reatest power transfer from 
the pum p to the signal and idler waves is an im portan t factor in a  param etric  in teraction 
process, and it is m easurable by the introduced param eter T he com parison
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of operating  characteristics between the  AO Q-switched laser pnrnped K T P O PO s and 
the EO Q-switched laser pum ped K T P  OPOs presented in our work has experim entally 
proved how im portan t the hgrn value of an O PO  system  is. Therefore , the calculation of 
the hsm param eter is shown to  be a useful tool in OPO design.
At high pum p intensity  levels for an O PO , a high value of signal o u tp u t coupling T  is 
needed to  avoid back-conversion. For the  same pum p intensity , the  in tracavity  signal 
in tensity  will also be lower for large values of T , which should reduce the chance of optical 
dam age to  the crystal.
T he double-pass-pum p and the  in tracavity  OPO have been dem onstrated  to  be the m ost 
effective configurations for low-threshold , high-efficiency and TEMuu operation of singly- 
resonant O PO s, and the two configurations will be particularly  im portan t in a  critical- 
phase-m atching geom etry where only the non-resonant wave is an ex traord inary  wave.
A useful set of therm o-optical coefficients for LBO has been deduced experim entally in 
this work, and they can be used to predict tem peratu re  phase-m atching conditions in the 
range of 20-200"C.
Our study  has shown th a t LBO is non-critical tem peratu re  ph ase- m at ch able for SFG over 
a large wavelength range. In particu lar, type I NCPM  LBO SFG is suitable for generating 
tunable light in visible, and near infrared spectral regions; and type II NCPM  LBO SFG 
is suitable for generating tunable light from the visible to the deep uv spectral regions.
T he tunable red light generation device based on the highly efficient K T P O PO  and NCPM  
LBO SFG shows great prom ise as a  novel tunable frequency up-conversion scheme, with 
much higher overall conversion efficiency than  standard  frequency up-conversion schemes 
(SFG-t-OPO).
The successful developm ent of K T P  OPOs and the study of the  LBO NCPM  SFG have 
opened the door for fu ture work w ith several o])portunities. As we have m entioned in 
chapter 3, KTA and o ther isom orphs of K T P  are good alternative m aterials for the OPO 
when tunable light in the  range 2-5 f im  is required. The similar phase-m atching properties 
and the  relatively higher nonlinear effective coefficient of these m aterials should provide 
sim ilar operating characteristics to  the  K T P based OPO . The essential phase-m atching 
condition of the NCPM  LBO based SFG is th a t one input wa.ve has to  be infrared , and 
the o ther wave can be any wavelength from the near infrared to  as short as the cut-ofi 
wavelength of LBO, nam ely 0.16 f im.  Therefore tunable light in. the spectral regions from
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the  visil)le to  deep uv can be generated effectively in the scheme infrared OPO 4- NCPM  
LBO SFG, in which the  pum p laser is separated  into two legs, one is up-converted into 
its second, th ird , ..or fifth harm onic frequency, and the o ther one is down converted into 
tunable infrared light by the O PO , and then both lights are mixed in the NCPM  LBO for 
the tunable up-conversion generation. This frequency up-conversion scheme, we believe, 
is particu lar im portan t for the  uv and the deep uv s])ectral regions.
